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Sustainability Report 2022

TRUE COLORS

Our display innovations connect as far as our eyes reach.
Our eco-friendly technologies that treasure the planet bring pristine colors to life.
Samsung Display has been leading the market based on differentiated technologies while
creating value for customers. We are now shaping a new world with Samsung Display’s unique colors by broadening
our horizons and adding ESG (environmental, social, and governance) values to all of our business activities.

We present a blueprint
for the future of displays
that will unfold even larger
through our technological
innovations, leading
beyond comparison.

Page 3-5

THAT ADD

Taking ESG management as
our golden rule for a better future,
we join the efforts of the global
community to achieve sustainable
growth.
Page 6-10

We turn on the green
light for green growth
with eco-friendly
technologies that will
bring natural colors
vividly to life.

Page 11-12
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A BETTER LIFE IN FULL SWING,

leading beyond
comparison.

We are opening up a new world with our incomparable,
outstanding technologies.
Since the world’s first mass production of OLED panels in 2007, Samsung
Display has continued to explore new markets, setting records of “first”
and “best” in the world many times. Our milestones include mass
production of the world’s first flexible OLED and foldable displays, and
the launch of QD-Display that will set a new standard in picture quality.
We are turning imagination to innovation through display technology,
with unlimited expandability, that enables displays even lighter and
thinner according to customer needs; picture quality that expresses the
colors of nature in more diverse and accurate ways than ever before; and
OLED that emits less blue light to protect viewers’ ocular health, thereby
creating new life lifestyle and value.
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Foldable.

Better life through Samsung OLED

UNFOLDING A WIDER FUTURE OF DISPLAY THROUGH SUPER-GAP TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION According to Omdia, a global
market research institute, foldable OLED panels are expected to show a steep compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 40% from 2021 to 2028.
Samsung Electronics’ foldable smartphone released in 2021 were sold more than one million units in Korea in just 39 days. This demonstrates the
popularity of foldable OLED panels. At the heart of the new display market, which is expected to grow rapidly, is Samsung Display’s super-gap
technology. In July 2018, we launched the “Foldable project” with the goal of writing a new chapter in the history of smartphones. We have been
striving for technological perfection by making continuous efforts to pursue an optimal design for foldable displays and the development of ultra-thin
glass (UTG™). As a result, Samsung Display is leading the growth of the foldable OLED market with a market share of 89.7%1) as of 2021.
1)

Source: Omdia
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Durable.

Folding Test in Extreme Cold

NO. 1 POSITION IN DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES WITH UNRIVALED DURABILITY Unlike traditional displays, foldable OLED panels require
excellent reliability and quality as they must withstand the relentless stress of folding and unfolding. Using flexible, ultra-thin materials, Samsung
Display’s foldable OLED panels are about 50% thinner than regular OLED panels. They are designed so as to spread the folding stress evenly
across the panel to reduce stress and increase durability, while maintaining the stack structure when folded and unfolded. This gives Samsung’s
foldable OLED displays sufficient flexibility to fold while retaining uniformity on the surface. Our foldable OLED displays durability goes beyond
expectations. Bureau Veritas, the world’s leading certification agency, has corroborated their durability in the test of folding more than 200,000
times at room temperature, as well as in the folding test of 30,000 times in extreme cold at -20°C. Samsung Display creates a different level of
customer value with overwhelming technological capabilities.
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GREENLIGHT TO A GREENER FUTURE,

going beyond
green.
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We achieve green growth with eco-friendly technologies that preserve the planet.
Samsung Display responds to climate change by rolling out products that are beneficial to
both the earth and humankind. We are continuing with our R&D efforts to develop products
that consume less power yet perform better, while also striving to minimize GHG emissions
during production process. We also contribute to a transition to a circular economy through
waste recycling. In 2021, we further diversified the way in which waste can be converted
into resources by developing a technology that can extract silver from the waste solutions
generated in our display production process. Samsung Display is paving a new way of
green growth by minimizing what needs to be reduced and maximizing what should to be
increased.
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Less is better.
Earth’s environments are most beautiful when left untouched and unspoiled.
Samsung Display cherishes our one and only beautiful planet by minimizing its ecological footprint.

100 %

Plan for 100% transition to electric fleets,
such as EVs and FCEVs, by 2030

Steady Efforts to Reduce GHG Emissions Reducing GHGs is a
common challenge facing all humanity that requires the world to work
together to prevent a devastating climate crisis. As a global leading
company, Samsung Display thoroughly manages GHG emissions
throughout all processes and strives constantly to reduce them with
a sense of responsibility and mission. We operate GHG reduction
facilities in all our production processes, and also have developed an
alternative gas with a low ratio of global warming potential (GWP),
while increasing the use of renewable energy. Since 2019, we have
monitored the status of our GHG emission reduction activities and
made the necessary improvements. Consequently, Samsung Display
is cutting down its GHG emissions from the production process every
year, producing lower GHG emissions than the allocated allowance for
the past three years.

Status of GHG Target Management
Emissions

(Unit: Tons)

Allocation

4,789,034
4,632,185
4,697,031
* Based on domestic worksites

5,497,502

2019

5,452,263

2020

5,156,787

2021
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50 %

Planning to reduce air pollutant emissions
by 50% compared to 2018 level by 2023

Various Efforts to Reduce Air Pollutant Emissions Samsung Display is
making a wide range of efforts to reduce the amount of air pollutants generated
in its production processes, including the development of new technologies
and the installation of high-efficiency treatment equipment. We set a goal of
reducing emission of particulate air pollutants to half of the 2018 level by 2023,
and are striving to achieve the goal through systematic and detailed approach.
In particular, as a way to reduce the generation of nitrogen oxides (NOx), the
main culprit of particulate matter, we have installed advanced equipment that
can reduce NOx emissions at our worksites while managing our emissions
more strictly than required by the related laws and regulations.
Going forward, Samsung Display will conduct its business in such a way
through which it can contribute to mitigating the impact of climate crisis by
continuously developing and investing in innovative technologies capable of
minimizing the environmental impact of its manufacturing processes. Under the
slogan of “Planet First”, we will promote low-carbon, green growth so as not to
damage the earth’s environments for the benefit of mankind.

3,962

Our worksites are not located near any of the four major river basins. Nevertheless, we do our utmost
to minimize the environmental impact of our treated water discharge, and are working to reduce our
emissions to a 40% threshold as agreed with local governments. To this end, we have reduced the amount
of chemicals used in production processes, which have in turn enabled us to maintain the quality of
wastewater treatment effluent. In addition, we have contributed to improving the quality of river water by
continuously discharging wastewater effluent within the agreed maximum load (allowance) for the past
three years. Samsung Display will actively participate in protecting water resources that are essential for
human survival by continuing to fulfill its role in water stewardship and seeking various ways to reuse and
improve water quality in an eco-conscious manner.
BOD2) Target Management

Status of NOx Emissions Control
Emissions

Active Efforts to Reduce Water Pollutant Emissions Water resources are becoming scarce all around the
world. In Korea, efforts are being made to efficiently utilize limited water resources, such as the introduction
of the Total Water Pollutant Load Management System1), centering around the country’s four major rivers in
particular to promote water reuse.

Emissions

(Unit: kg)

Allocation

4,428

147.12

2019

262,340
214,497

380,357
370,868

61.83

2020

43.14

2021

(Unit: kg/day)

Allocation

660

2019

660

2020

660

2021

* Based on domestic worksites.

* Based on domestic worksites.

* Launched at the Giheung worksite in 2019 and expanded to the Asan worksite in 2020

1)

A system that sets the target water quality of the river and manages the total amount of pollutants discharged into the river to achieve the target

2)

BOD (Biochemical Oxygen Demand): Amount of oxygen consumed by microorganisms while they decompose organic matter in water
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Less is green.
Humanity and the Earth can coexist only when we reduce our ecological footprint. Samsung Display rigorously pursues
natural ecosystem protection and resource recycling as a way to keep the earth clean and green.
Protecting the Natural Ecosystem together with Local Communities
Samsung Display conducts a variety of activities to preserve the environment
of local communities to which it belongs in order to help protect their natural
ecosystems and promote the health and wellbeing of the local residents.
In Asan, we are carrying out the “One Company, One River Campaign”
to remove invasive alien plants and beautify river basin areas, while also
financially supporting ecological landscape protection programs. In 2021,
we built man-made floating islands at the Garakbawi reservoir near the Asan
Plant in accordance with the local water resource protection agreement
with Asan City and Chungnam Province. The 14,000-m2 plant islands
and waterside vegetation belts, which were created after six months of
construction from April 2021, are eco-friendly habitats where various aquatic
plants, fish, and birds live together in harmony. The habitats are expected to
help improve the water quality of rivers downstream through their increased
self-purification capacity. Various aquatic plants bloom seasonally on the six
plant islands to create a magnificent landscape, which is expected to absorb
about 38.7 tons of carbon per year. Furthermore, by refurbishing existing
local walking trails, we offer local residents green spaces to relax and
ecological education spaces for the young.

14,000 ㎡
Creation of 10,500m2 of plant islands and 3,500m2 of
waterside vegetation belts aimed at improving water
quality and lives of local residents
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Zero
&100 %

All Samsung Display worksites in Korea have earned the “Platinum” level
“Zero Waste to Landfill” validation.

Taking on the Zero Waste to Landfill Challenge Samsung Display
makes a wide range of efforts to safely manage industrial waste and
reduce emissions. We filter out impurities from the waste liquid
generated during the manufacturing process and recycle it, and operate
the Resource Recycling Center to disassemble and separate end-of-life
displays by material. To reduce municipal waste such as plastics, paper,
and food from worksites, we continue conducting campaigns which
promotes separating recyclables and encourage employees to voluntarily
participate in resource recycling by installing smart recycling bins.
In such a corporate culture, we hope employees are strongly motivated
to propose their own ideas about recycling wastes generated throughout
the production process, and create an environment where these ideas
turn into a system, establishing a strong foothold for resource recycling
culture. In 2021, as a result of these efforts, Samsung Display’s four
worksites in Korea all earned Platinum Level “Zero Waste to Landfill”
validation from UL, a global safety science company. The UL certification
is an international standard that validates a company’s resource recycling
efforts. Our Asan 1 worksite obtained the “Gold” level in 2019, followed
by “Platinum”, the highest level, in 2020. Meanwhile, our Giheung,
Cheonan and Asan 2 worksites obtained the “Platinum” level in 2021,
attesting to the fact that resource recycling has become a part of
Samsung Display’s corporate culture. We plan to complete the validation
of our overseas subsidiaries by 2023.
Amid the ongoing climate crisis and the unprecedented COVID-19
pandemic, people find corporate responsibility for society, the
environment and the global community more important than ever.
Samsung Display has been implementing green management to preserve
the environment and protect human health as part of its contributions to
the global goal of sustainable development, with a strong commitment
to taking the lead in green management aimed at making people’s lives
greener and more prosperous.
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CODE FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE,

now, next and
beyond.

Joining the Global Effort for Sustainable Development
based on ESG Management
Samsung Display pays attention to ESG, a worldwide wave of
transformation suggesting a new measure of evaluating corporate values,
and promotes ESG management as our strategy for sustainable growth.
In 2020, we launched the Corporate Sustainability Governance Office
as an ESG-dedicated organization and began implementing our ESG
management in earnest. In 2021, we published our first sustainability
report containing the ESG actions and achievements of Samsung Display,
illustrating how we strive to grow in an economically, socially, and
environmentally right way. In addition, we support the UN SDGs, while
also joining various global initiatives such as the Responsible Business
Alliance (RBA) and the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), thereby joining
global efforts to create a sustainable future.

Responsible Business Alliance
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As a global leading company and a responsible corporate citizen,
Samsung Display endeavors to minimize the environmental impact
of all production processes while striving to meet the demands
and expectations of the global community. In 2021, we joined the
RBA to take the lead in ESG value management befitting global
standards, and participated in the CDP Water Security initiative to
fulfill our corporate social and environmental responsibilities.

Responsible Business Recognized by the World In February 2021, Samsung Display
joined the RBA to take one step further, going beyond the compliance with domestic laws
and regulations, and proclaimed our commitment to abiding by a strict code of conduct
befitting global standards. Since joining the RBA, we have undergone on-site inspections
by a third-party certification agency to ensure our commitments do not end up in meager
words. Following these assessments, we obtained “Platinum” certification for three of our
worksites from the RBA, proving that Samsung Display is one of the world’s most socially
responsible companies.
The RBA is the world’s largest industrial coalition consisting of approximately 200 global
companies in diverse fields such as electronics, retail, and automobiles. The key to
RBA assessment is to determine whether corporate social responsibility in a company’s
production process meets the global standards. The assessment is conducted with some
1,200 evaluation items based on 43 standards in five areas – human rights and labor,
business ethics, environment, health and safety, and management systems. A company
must meet the threshold for all these items to obtain the highest level: Platinum.
By receiving the highest grade in such a demanding evaluation requiring high-level supply
chain management, Samsung Display was able to demonstrate that it is equipped with a
world-class working environment and management system, thereby further strengthening
trust-based relationship with its stakeholders.
The RBA is operating the RBA Code of Conduct based on various international norms to
raise the level of business ethics. Built upon this code, Samsung Display has established its
own “Global Labor Practice”, and is complying with the practice in good faith.

Global Cooperation to Respond to Climate Change Samsung Display
is pro-actively involved in following the recommendations of Carbon
Disclosure Project (CDP), a leading eco-conscious global initiative, while
managing our activities to meet the recommendations of the Task Force
on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). In 2021, we participated
in the CDP Water Security initiative, which evaluates organizations’ water
management, and won a special award. Deploying the tools of the World
Resources Institute (WRI), Samsung Display identifies its mid- to longterm water-related risks and monitors its use of water resources. Since
participating in the CDP Water Security initiative, we have been fulfilling our
corporate social responsibility for water resources even more faithfully.
In 2022, we will further expand the scope of our cooperation for ESG
management by joining the “CDP Climate Change” initiative, which
discloses information on corporations’ strategies and risk management
capabilities to respond to climate change. We will also join the “CDP
Supply Chain” membership in order to help our suppliers increase their
use of renewable energy and manage their climate issues.

CDP
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SAMSUNG DISPLAY
Sustainability Report 2022

ABOUT
THIS REPORT

REPORT OVERVIEW

FURTHER DETAILS

Since 2021 Samsung Display has published its annual sustainability
report1) in order to share the economic, social, and environmental
values and achievements of its business operations with stakeholders.
This second Samsung Display report focuses on material ESG issues
in order to reflect the needs of its various stakeholder groups. Through
this Report, we aim to transparently disclose to stakeholders our major
sustainability management efforts and achievements in 2021.

The report is published in Korean and English. Both versions can be
viewed or downloaded at the Samsung Display website and Newsroom.
For inquiries on this Report, please contact us at the contact
information stated below.

REPORTING PERIOD
This Report covers our economic, social and environmental performance
and activities from January 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021, although
some achievements may include information up to May 2022 are also
included. For performance requiring the analysis of trends over time,
the Report provides quantitative data for three or more fiscal years.
SCOPE OF REPORTING
This Report covers all our worksites and supply chains in Korea and
abroad. Performance with different scope of reporting is marked
separately for readers’ reference.
REPORTING STANDARDS
This Report follows the “Core Option” of the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) Standards and also reflects the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and the Task Force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD). The financial performance data presented in this
Report are based on the consolidated K-IFRS accounting standards.
REPORT ASSURANCE
This Report has been assured by an independent external assurance
provider, the British Standards Institution (BSI), to ensure the reliability
of its contents, with the assurance carried out in accordance with
the international assurance standards of AA1000 AS. The assurance
statement is included in the Appendix.

1)

Published on July 1, 2021

Official Website
https://www.samsungdisplay.com/eng/index.jsp
Samsung Display Newsroom
http://global.samsungdisplay.com/
Department in charge of the publication: Corporate Sustainability
Governance Office, Samsung Display
E-mail: csr.sdc@samsung.com
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CEO Message
Distinguished Stakeholders,
Thank you for your continued interest in and support for Samsung Display.

The COVID-19 pandemic has swept the world over the past two years,
bringing about many changes in our way of life, industries, and the
economy. As the global economic downturn has accelerated due to
the strict lockdown, many companies had to struggle to survive.
Some, however, discovered new value and potential in “advanced
technologies”, in the midst of the pandemic, and thus focused more
on technological innovation, fast-tracking commercialization of
future technologies.

We deliver hope to communities through “Display”,
a technology for connection and communication.
In particular, the pandemic had changed almost all our daily activities,
including meetings, education, shopping, medical service, and
entertainment, to be non-face-to-face, which in turn increased the
value of “display technologies” that makes the new trend possible.
President & CEO,
Samsung Display Co., Ltd.

Joo-Sun Choi

On the back of innovative display technologies such as ultra-low
power, high resolution, and high refresh rates, online communication
has become possible anytime, anywhere, enabling people to quickly
overcome the disruptions in their daily life caused by the pandemic.
This aligns with the value that Samsung Display pursues through its
corporate activities. Breaking free from disconnection, bridging the
gap between people and the world, and delivering hope to the global
community. These are the values we aim to realize through our display
technologies.

As a member of the global community, we strive to realize
environmental and social values.
Even in the process of realizing those values, Samsung Display aims to
benefit the global community, including customers, consumers, suppliers
and local communities, while also helping them achieve sustainable
growth.
To this end, we will join forces with global companies to reduce carbon
emissions and overcome the climate crisis through pro-active investment
in developing low-power, eco-friendly technologies such as Eco²OLED™
(Eco Square OLED™).
We will implement environmental management throughout the life cycle
of our display products, ranging from product development to
production and disposal, as we strive to maximize resource circulation.
We will also continue our efforts to expand win-win partnerships with
our suppliers while conducting CSR activities for local communities and
the socially disadvantaged.
As always, Samsung Display is committed to grow into a trusted and
beloved global company, and we ask for your continued interest and
encouragement.
Thank you.
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Company Overview
Company Profile
Having maximized the synergistic effects generated by the
merger of the OLED and LCD divisions in 2012, Samsung Display
supplies premium display products for smartphones, laptops,
monitors, and TVs based on its unrivaled technologies. We are
making displays that previously existed only in imagination into
reality, such as mass-producing flexible OLEDs and foldable
displays for the first time in the world. We have now set ourselves
a new challenge, the QD-Display, which will be a game-changer
in the large display market.
Samsung Display provides total solutions, meeting customer
needs, by developing superior image quality that captures nature
as it is, and the technology required to make displays even lighter
and thinner. We offer our customers with new values through
development of outstanding super-gap technology, including
various design innovations; optimal displays for the 5G era with a
high 120Hz refresh rate and low power consumption; and low blue
light technology which is designed to protect customers' health.

Global Network
As of the end of 2021, Samsung Display operates 10 sales offices, 7 production sites, and 3 research centers worldwide.

Production Sites

Production Sites

Noida (SDN)

Asan 1, Asan 2, Cheonan
Research Centers

Giheung

Sales Offices

Munich
Sales Offices

Tokyo
Research Centers

Yokohama (SDJL)
Sales Offices

San Jose, San Diego
Research Centers

San Jose (SDAL)

Based on its cutting-edge technologies and products, coupled
with customer trust, Samsung Display will continue to lead the
world’s display market as a global leader in the industry.

Company Information
Company Overview

Sales Offices

Sales Offices

Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen,
Chongqing

Taipe
Singapore

Production Sites

Production Sites

Shenzhen (SDT), Dongguan (SDD)

Bac Ninh (SDV)

Name: Samsung Display Co., Ltd.
Establishment: April 1, 2012
CEO: Joo-Sun Choi
Headquarters: Samsung Display Giheung Worksite, 1 Samsung-ro,
Giheung-gu, Yongin City, Gyeonggi Province, Korea
Employees: 65,749 (as of Dec. 31, 2021)
Sales: KRW 31.6 trillion (Based on the company’s performance in 2021)

Sales Offices

Production Sites

Research Centers

Suppliers

R&D Expenditure

(First tier, raw materials/equipment)

10

locations

7

locations

3

locations

463

companies

2.6

KRW trillion

* As of the end of 2021
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Management Vision
MISSION

Samsung Display established “SDC Culture” so that we can
create our unique, interactive, and continuously evolving
corporate culture based on our own consensus-based value
system. We have selected main keywords based on the results
of an in-house employee survey, and selected three core values
and seven ways of working through interviews and workshops
by job position. To improve its organizational culture and work
environment, Samsung Display is doing its best to discover and
disseminate the best practices company-wide.

To create displays that are second-to-none and
that enrich the connection between people and technology.

VISION

Display that goes beyond your imagination
CORE VALUE

We focus on three core values in order to realize Samsung Display’s vision
– “Display beyond Imagination”

SDC Culture

WORK WAY

We at Samsung Display practice
the following work ways to deliver our Core Values.
1. Clearly be aware of where we are heading

5. Conduct smart meetings

2. Share and understand

6. Learn from failures, and
constantly challenge yourself

3. Confidently make your voice heard
and listen carefully
4. R
 espect, acknowledge,
and collaborate together

7.	
“Play in a different league,”
produce different results

We aim to compete in the
marketplace, not vie with our
teammates. We can grow
together when we collaborate
by lowering the boundaries
between individuals and
within the organization. This
is the “Teamwork” we aim for,
and we call it “ONE TEAM”.

Lower
Boundaries

Pursue New
Challenges

In order to create a big
difference, we need to be
open to new challenges.
Our challenges should differ
from others. It is up to us to
trail blaze the inconceivable
unknown territory.

Play in
Different League

“Make a difference that no other dares to covet.”
As market leader in the display field,
we should not play moderately. We need to set
high standards of our own and play in a different league.
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2025 Sustainable Value
As a global leader in the display industry, Samsung Display has
been prioritizing environmental and social values in the entire
process of its product manufacturing. In addition, we are creating
ESG (environmental, social, and governance) values as a global
company trusted by customers and members of society for our
contributions to the prosperity and happiness of humankind. In
2021, we declared “2025 Sustainable Value” as our mid/longterm strategy to implement our unique ESG value management
company-wide.

5 Focus Areas

Maximizing Business Value

Response to climate change

Management of product sustainability

• Reduce carbon emissions during
operations
• Manage the product’s roles
in carbon reduction
• Expand carbon reduction partnerships
• Reduce fine dust pollution

• Define sustainable technology and
products considering the economy, society,
and environment, and establish evaluation
standards and management direction
• Manage sustainability performance
indicators in the R&D process

Advancement of
the circular economy
• Reach Zero Waste to Landfill
at all domestic worksites
• Receive certifications for
water resource impact
management at all domestic
worksites

Su
s
Pr tain
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t

e
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l
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2025
Sustainable
Value

ular
Circ ue
Val

Samsung Display has defined five focus areas and set mid- and
long-term targets and tasks in each of these areas in a drive to
systematically implement the “2025 Sustainable Value” strategy.
In so doing, we aim to fulfill our corporate social responsibilities
in line with the interests of our stakeholders including customers,
employees, suppliers and local communities.

Minimizing Operation Risk

Be a global leader in respecting
human rights and industry security

Part
ner
Valu ship
e

Sustainability Management Strategy

• Conduct supply chain
ESG assessments
• Provide technical support
for suppliers
• Reduce non-compliance
with fair trade principles to zero

Contribution to
local communities

Community
Value

• Respect human rights in line
with the expectations from the global
community
• Create a safe workplace in conformity
with the highest global standards
• Manage personal information and
intellectual properties at the highest level

Supply chain management

• Collect feedbacks
from CSR stakeholders
for satisfaction management
• Promote improvement projects
forthe ecological environment
of local communities

Sustainability Foundation
Sustainability management strategy declaration ceremony
01

02

03

04

Respect human rights
and improve the quality of
life for our employees

Create
a safe workplace

Manage personal information
and intellectual property
in conformity with the
highest-possible standards

Operate
responsibly
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Creation of Integrated Value
for Sustainability Management
Samsung Display takes stock of the sustainable value it generates
every year and reflects them comprehensively in setting future
direction of its development. To determine the level of our value
creation, we measure and analyze our performance from a
financial, socio-economic and environmental point of view using
the “KPMG True Value” methodology, which uses an integrated
analysis to convert the social ripple effects of sustainability
management performance into monetary value. To monetize
our sustainability management performance, we apply the
most appropriate value to our business characteristics and
operating environment based on research data related to social
price measurement published by a number of trusted global
organizations. Samsung Display will continue to update the latest
global research trends in value measurement so as to enhance the
reliability of the results of the integrated value creation metrics.

Calculation Method by Indicator
Type

Calculation Method1)

Business profits

Base

Consolidated net income for the current year

Income taxes

Benefits

Consolidated corporate tax for the current year

Return to creditors

Benefits

Interest paid to creditors

Support for suppliers

Benefits

An amount paid for each support program for domestic suppliers

Indicator

Financial

Socioeconomic

Domestic and international donations and social contribution project expenses

Environmental

Investments in local
community development

Benefits

GHG emissions

Expenses

Social cost of domestic and overseas GHG emissions (Scope 1, 2)3)

Atmospheric environmental
impact

Expenses

Social cost of the domestic and international emissions of major air pollutants
(NOx, SOx, dust, NH3)4)

Environmental impact on
water resources

Expenses

Social cost of water consumption based on the water resource sensitivity5) of
local and overseas worksites6)

Environmental impact of
waste

Expenses

Social cost of domestic and international waste disposal
(landfill, incineration, recycling)7)

ROI (118%) of the expenses of the domestic social contribution education project
(Samsung Youth SW Academy)2)

1)

Exchange
	
rates are based on the basic rates as of Dec. 31, 2021 (USD 1 = KRW 1,188.8; EURO 1 = KRW 1,342.3)

2)

G.Psacharopoulos and H.A. Patrinos, Returns to investment in education: a further update (2004)

3)

	EPA, Technical Support Document: Social Cost of Carbon, Methane, and Nitrous Oxide Interim Estimates under Executive Order 13990 (2021)

4)

CE Delft, Environmental Prices Handbook, EU28 Version (2018)

5)

World Resources Institute (WRI), Aqueduct Water Risk Atlas (2022)

6)

S&P Global TruCost PLC, Natural capital at risk: the top 100 externalities of business (2013)

7)

A.
	 Rabl, J. V. Spadaro and A. Zoughaib, Environmental impacts and costs of solid waste: a comparison of landfill and incineration (Result of European Commission, ExternE (External Cost of Energy)
project) (2009)
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Integrated Value Created by Samsung Display in 2021
From January 1 to December 31, 2021, the total value of sustainable management created by Samsung Display amounts to approximately KRW 4,372.3
billion, up by nearly 25% against our business profits.
(Unit: KRW billion)

Financial Value

Socioeconomic Value

250.8

Environmental Value

30.5

True Earnings
Financial
Value

-353.1

42.4
1,151.0

-5.7

-253.6

-1.3

4,372.3
Up by nearly

In 2021, Samsung Display generated
socioeconomic benefits of KRW 1,474.7 billion.
Named the “most excellent company” in the WinWin Index for four consecutive years, Samsung
Display continues expanding its win-win
Socioeconomic support for suppliers in finance (Win-Win Fund),
Value
infrastructure (smart factories), welfare (incentives),
and technology (Crepas). We increased our social
contribution in 2021 by fulfilling our role as the cooperator of the “Samsung Youth SW Academy”,
helping young people in Korea to enhance their
software skills and to ensure job stability in Korea.

25%

3,511.3

Environmental
Value

Business
profits

Income
taxes

Return to
creditors

Support for Investments in
supplier
local community
development

GHG
emissions

Atmospheric Environmental Environmental
environmental
Impacts
impacts of
impacts
on water
waste
resources

SDC
True Value

In 2021, Samsung Display recorded a consolidated
net income of KRW 3,511.3 billion, year-on-year
increase of 87% or KRW 1,636.9 billion, mainly
attributable to an increase in OLED sales for
foldable and premium smartphones along with an
increase in demand for OLED panels for IT use,
such as laptops.

In 2021, our business operations incurred
environmental costs of KRW 613.7 billion.
We make continuous efforts to minimize our
environmental impact by introducing the latest
equipment and expanding the use of renewable
energy. In particular, we have installed De-NOx
systems to manage air pollution at a stricter level
than the legal standards and cut down our total
air pollutant emissions to approximately 50% level
of the previous year. In addition, all our worksites
in Korea have earned the “Platinum” level “Zero
Waste to Landfill” validation, contributing to
increasing resource circulation.

* 	The calculation results are explicit information derived to establish the direction of
our social impact management and value creation under the premise of several
assumptions. The information is not intended to be complete and should not be
considered as part of our financial disclosures as it is subject to change in line with
the latest research results.
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Sustainability Performance
Major Quantitative Performance by Area

ENVIRONMENT

Transition to renewable energy
(China)

100 %

SOCIAL
CONTRIBUTIONS

Employee volunteering

56,831

EMPLOYEES

hours

Percentage of female managers

15.96%
Percentage of female executives

4.4%

Social contribution expenses and donations

30.1

EHS management certification

100 %

KRW billion

Employee satisfaction

86

Waste recycling
(Korea)

96 %
Zero Waste to Landfill validation
(Korea)

100 %

ENVIRONMENT/
SAFETY/HEALTH

No. of serious accidents

Zero

No. of accident prevention tasks

388

cases

SUPPLIERS

points

Percentage of suppliers received excellent
grade in comprehensive evaluation

89.8%

Percentage of certified conflict-free
smelters within our value chain

100 %
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Business Divisions
Overwhelming image quality
・	Outstanding color gamut delivered by

self-emitting OLEDs, and clear and vivid
outdoor visibility under strong sunlight

OLED Display

・	An optimal display that delivers “Real black”

and “high dynamic range (HDR)”

Low power consumption, long battery life
・	The low-power Adaptive Frequency™

technology which automatically adjusts
the refresh rate of displays
・	“Dark Mode UI” enabling 25% lower power

consumption (based on laptops)

Sleek and chic design
・	A full-screen display with an invisible camera

hole based on UPC™ technology
・	The smallest curvature (1.4R) among any

commercially available foldable products

Human-friendly display
・	Eye-protective display with reduced portion of

the harmful blue light
・	OLED panels obtained the “Greenguard Gold”

certification for low chemical emissions for
their components

Features by Application

MOBILE
Excellent “sunlight visibility” with
high luminance and low reflectivity
Eco2 (Eco Square) OLED™
consumes up to 25% less power

IT (LAPTOP/TABLET)

Samsung’s OLED displays are leading
the global mobile display market through
various innovative technologies, such as
clear image quality, slim design, and
low power consumption.

Smooth screen transition without blur length,
vivid color expression and a fast response time
The screen-to-body ratio of laptop is realized up to
93% with the “Blade Bezel” technology

AUTOMOTIVE
Fast response time and
excellent sunlight visibility regardless of
external environmental factors
Realization of various designs
through flexible OLEDs
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QD-Display

Wide color gamut
・	An expanded spectrum of life-like colors

recreated accurately using true RGB pixels

Widest viewing angle
・	Maintains colors and brightness even with

wide viewing angle

Extended HDR
・	Enjoy true deep blacks without any Halo’s

for an exceptional HDR

Low blue light
・	Offers a more comfortable viewing

experience due to the optimum ratio
of harmful blue light

QD-Display combines the best in material engineering,
quantum, physics and vision science to create stunning
color – dazzling details – thrilling experience. This is
the world’s first display to integrate printed Quantum Dots
with OLED to create a viewing experience like no other!

Features by Application

TV

MONITOR

Brings the thrills of the cinema right to
your living room with the widest spectrum
of vibrant colors, stunning details and
exceptionally wide viewing angle.

The pinnacle of gaming performance
− Superior color for a truly immersive
experience, exceptionally wide viewing
angle, fast response time and more!
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Materiality Analysis
Pooling Material Issues
Samsung Display conducted a materiality analysis to identify and
select issues that are closely related corporate sustainability and have
significant impact in the areas of economic, social, environmental, and
governance.
Based on the information reported in the previous sustainability report,
we conducted a comprehensive analysis of information disclosure
indicators required by sustainability-related global reporting standards;
the industry’s best practices along with major trends, policies and
regulations; and internal and external press releases, and thus identified
material issues. During the materiality analysis, we collected opinions on
material issues from our major departments before conducting a final
review and selecting 31 issues.
To derive important ESG issues, we implemented a double materiality
assessment1) that analyzes the financial impact of social issues on the
company as well as the company’s social and environmental impacts
on society. Based on the result of the assessment, we selected 10 most
significant material (priority) issues for our business and stakeholders
– “promotion of carbon neutrality” takes the top priority; and others
include “eco-friendly product development”, “health and safety
management”, “energy management & expansion of renewable energy
use”, and “supply chain sustainability management”. “Health and safety
management”, “reinforced social contribution activities”, and “supply
chain sustainability management” were included in the 2021 list as new
priority issues. Regarding 21 issues, besides the priority issues, we will
set the direction and manage them at the company level.

Materiality Analysis Process
STEP

1

Forming and
identifying
an issue pool

Benchmarking analysis: Review of material issues addressed by ESG leaders in the display, IT and electronics
industries

● 	

Media analysis: Analysis of articles and press releases related to Samsung Display in 2021

●

Including issues derived from our stakeholder engagement channels

Identifying an issue pool
●

STEP

Identifying 31 final report issues (consolidate overlapping issues and add issues according to recent trends)

2

Analyzing
materiality

Analysis of social/environmental impacts (x-axis)
Business importance: Competitor benchmarking and evaluation of social and environmental impacts on the company

● 	

Stakeholder importance: Media research, domestic and international ESG-related standards,
voice of external stakeholders

● 	

Financial impact analysis (y-axis)

STEP

●

External financial impact: Evaluation of ESG materiality in global rating agencies and reporting standards

●

Internal financial impact: Analysis of relevance of corporate strategy and inquiries from customers and investors

●

Conducting materiality assessment based on the analysis of social and environmental impacts and financial impacts

3

Selecting
reporting
issues

Review by Samsung Display’s top management and the Corporate Sustainability Governance Office
Review by external experts
Selection of 10 material (key) issues

4

Analyzing impact

	The double materiality assessment originated from the belief that it is necessary to check sustainabilityrelated issues that are important to stakeholders more closely according to the dissemination and
sophistication of ESG management. Recently, the EU, the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the GRI
announced plans to introduce a double materiality assessment. Samsung Display has preemptively
applied the double materiality assessment as it is anticipated to become an essential part of
sustainability reports.

Analysis of global reporting standards: GRI, SASB (including K-ESG guidelines)

● 	

● 	

STEP

1)

Pooling issues

STEP

Reporting and review of important issues at the Sustainability Management Council meeting hosted by the CFO

5

Developing
countermeasures

Setting detailed strategies, goals and action plans for managing material issues through collaboration with
relevant departments
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Results of the Materiality Analysis

Alignment of Reporting Issues
2

4

Eco-friendly product development

Supply chain sustainability
management

Health and safety
management

Human rights
management
7

Waste and
harmful substance
management

8

FINANCIAL IMPACT

Water resources
management

Responsible sourcing of
raw materials

1

Promotion of
carbon neutrality
5

9

3

6

Energy management
& expansion of
renewable energy use

Business ethics &
compliance

Customer satisfaction
management
Risk management

Information security
Establishment of the technology protection
management system
Biodiversity protection

economy

Securing talent &
strengthening employee
competency

Employee diversity and inclusiveness

Development of future competitiveness
Transparent ESG
disclosure

Business performance &
financial stability

Support for shared growth with suppliers
Stakeholder communication

Promotion of carbon neutrality★, Air pollution
management, Energy management & expansion
of renewable energy use★
Water resources management★,
Waste and harmful substance management★,
Circular economy

Ecosystem
conservation

Biodiversity protection

Product
innovation
and customer
satisfaction

Eco-friendly product development★,
Product safety and quality,
Customer satisfaction management

Health and safety
Health and safety management★
management

Air pollution management

Product safety and quality
Monitoring sustainability issues

Environmental
Building circular
(E)

Social
(S)

Circular economy

Reporting Issues

Climate change
response

social contribution activities

Work culture and
employee well-being
Compliance with
sustainability initiatives

Reporting Area

10 Strengthening

Sound corporate
governance

R&D and innovation
capacity-building

Samsung Display reports 31 material issues identified as a result of its
materiality analysis from the environmental, social and governance
(ESG) perspective. Among the 31 issues, economic issues such as
‘Business performance & financial stability’, ‘R&D and innovation
capacity-building’ and ‘Development of future competitiveness’ are
covered in the “Sustainability Management Overview” and “Appendix”
of this Report.

Governance
(G)

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
★ Key issue

Responsible
supply chain

Supply chain sustainability management★,
Support for shared growth with suppliers,
Responsible sourcing of raw materials

Talent
development and
organizational
culture

Human rights management★,
Employee diversity and inclusiveness, Securing
talent & strengthening employee competency,
Work culture and employee well-being

Social
contribution

Strengthening social contribution activities★

Corporate
governance

Sound corporate governance, Monitoring
sustainability issues, Stakeholder communication,
Compliance with sustainability initiatives

Company-wide
Risk management
risk management
Information
protection

Information security, Establishment of the
technology protection management system

Compliance

Business ethics & compliance★,
Transparent ESG disclosure
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Reporting of Key Issues
Key Issue

Relevance to and Impact on Samsung Display’s Business

1. 	Promotion of
carbon neutrality

To achieve “2050 Carbon Neutrality”, the Korean government has raised the national GHG reduction target while the Korean National
Assembly has enacted the Framework Act on Carbon Neutrality and Green Growth, making it mandatory to make concerted efforts
to reduce carbon emissions. In response, the domestic semiconductor/display industry announced the “Joint Declaration for 2050
Carbon Neutrality”, and companies in the industry are devising carbon neutral strategies and plans to meet that goal.

2. 	Eco-friendly
product
development

A company's sustainable products are an important criterion for judging whether that company performs sustainable management
and fulfills its social responsibilities. Domestic and foreign evaluation agencies regard companies that develop and increase the
proportion of their sustainable products through continuous R&D as creators of long-term sustainable social value.

3.	Health and safety
management

With the enforcement of the Serious Accident Punishment Act in January 2022, the safe operation and management of worksites has
become critical in Korea. Health and safety management has become an essential task for companies, as those that do not prepare
in advance to prevent accidents and protect employees at their worksites cannot guarantee their economic feasibility.

4. 	Energy
management
& expansion of
renewable energy
use

An increasing number of businesses are joining the RE100 initiative worldwide. The Korean government has established a carbonneutral policy to promote the initiative continuously and efficiently, and has introduced the Korean RE100 (K-RE100) program to
encourage businesses to purchase and use renewable energy. In line with the creation of an environment in which renewable energy
can be procured, companies are required to make various efforts to secure renewable energy.

5. 	Supply chain
sustainability
management

Amid prolonged COVID-19 pandemic, securing and managing a stable supply chain has become a critical issue for companies. The
management pressure and financial risks caused by the situation threaten not only large corporations but also their suppliers, which
are less prepared for the challenges, whether economically, environmentally or socially. To promote mutual growth, global companies
in particular are required to make various efforts to support their suppliers.

6. 	Human rights
management

As global companies are required to increase the scope of human rights management, the US and the EU are strengthening
laws and regulations on human rights protection and management. As such, global corporations are prioritizing the meticulous
management of human rights policies and processes.

7. 	Waste and
harmful substance
management

Electronic waste is expected to continue to increase globally due to the increasing consumption of electrical and electronic
equipment combined with its shortened life cycle. To reduce the environmental impact worldwide, improvements must be made to
waste management systems. Accordingly, it is essential to manage diverse types of waste and harmful substances in the production
processes of electronic products.

8. 	Business ethics &
compliance

Global companies are faced with ever increasing interest in and demand for fair and transparent corporate activities, as well as major
countries’ new laws and international treaties such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) of the USA, the OECD’s Anti-Bribery
Convention, and the UN Convention Against Corruption. Global corporations are increasingly required to establish and comply with
the principles of compliance and ethics.

9. 	Water resources
management

10. 	Strengthening
social contribution
activities

As water scarcity and water pollution become increasingly serious problems, the need for water resource and water quality
management is becoming ever more crucial worldwide. The idea is steadily gaining traction that non-profit organizations and
evaluation agencies should measure and manage companies’ interest in water resources and sensitivity to water resources as well
as water stress.
As interest in companies' ESG performance grows, the importance of corporate social responsibility/contribution is being emphasized.
There is an increasing need for companies to develop and present social contribution activities that deploy their unique
competitive edges.

Samsung Display’s Major Activity
●

●

●

Launched the Carbon Neutral T/F to promote carbon-neutrality and
eco-friendly management
Expanded the scope of reporting of GHG emissions and set the detailed plan for
renewable energy transition
Continued with technology/product development to minimize environmental/
social impacts

●

Acquired eco-friendly product certifications from global certification agencies

●

Upgraded the in-house accident prevention system
Made large-scale investment and offered improved training to create a safe
work environment

●	

Promoted systematic company-wide energy management through the UT
Saving Secretariat

●	

Switch company fleets to eco-friendly vehicles through K-EV100 subscription,
and made expanded efforts for renewable energy transition at home and abroad

●	

Provided financial support for mutual growth

●	

Increased support for suppliers’ sustainability evaluation and response to ESG
initiatives

●	

Commissioned third-party inspections of suppliers’ human rights management
based on the RBA Code of Conduct

●	

Acquired the RBA Platinum certification at three domestic and overseas
worksites

●	

Earned Platinum Level “Zero Waste to Landfill” validation at all worksites in
Korea

●	

Launched the “Harmful Substance Reduction Task Force” to promote the
reduction of harmful substance

●	

Operated a compliance management system consisting of “Sensing and
Prevention”, “Risk Management (Monitoring)” and “Evaluation and Follow-up
Actions”

●	

Strengthened efforts to eradicate corruption through various reporting channels

●	

Increased water recycling through the ultrapure water (UPW) process

●	

Established in-house effluent guidelines that are stricter than the legal
requirements

●	

Created ecological plant islands around worksites

●	

Launched a CSR project to sponsor eyesight recovery treatment called
“Rainbow”, considering the characteristics of the business

●	

Set in pace an incentive system to encourage employees to participate in
voluntary service activities

●	
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Stakeholder Engagement
Stakeholders Engagement and Communication
Samsung Display defines its customers, employees, suppliers, local communities, NGOs, CSR associations, specialized institutions, governments and media outlets as it major stakeholders. It operates a wide
array of communication channels to identify its stakeholders’ key topics of interest while striving to reflect their opinions in its business operations.
Customers
Material issues

●

Improvements of product quality
and performance





Guarantee of basic rights at workplace and job security

●



Fair trade and treatment

●



●



Improved diversity and inclusiveness

●



Opportunities for cooperation

●



Equal opportunities and fair performance evaluations

●



●



Support for operational funds

●



●



●



●



●

Green products

●



●



Safe pleasant workplace

●



●

Differentiated welfare benefit programs

●



●



●

Effective communication
Samsung Display’s official
website

●	

Growth and self-development opportunities



Support for infrastructure/equipment
improvements

Supply chain sustainability management



Supplier Collaboration Center

●



●



Supplier Collaboration Committee

●



Supplier Online Reporting System

●



●



Samsung Display OLED ERA

Voices Change our Culture (VCC) survey

●



Employees in charge of human rights and corporate culture at departments

●



●



Grievance channels

●



●



●



●



●



●



●



●



●



●



●



●



●	

Operate quality defect analysis
sites at major overseas locations

Operate life-cycle quality
management

●	

●

Strengthen industrial security

Community Social Security Council,
Community Welfare Center Steering
Committee

Assessment of suppliers’ safety culture
Comprehensive supplier evaluation

Say+
In-house broadcasting ON DISPLAY
Set human rights policies and provide human rights training company-wide
Communicate through the Labor-Management Council and operate
a Labor-Management TF
Appoint department-level human rights/corporate culture personnel
Operate the Online Reporting System and department-specific grievance
boxes
Support foreign employees’ adaptation and create a barrier-free work
environment for employees with disabilities



Operate a maternity protection program.
Set in place a new learning platform – SDC Academia

●



●



Operate a job rotation system.



●



●



Share management messages and corporate news
Build a positive corporate culture by expanding employee communication

‒	Pursue co-prosperity and resolve
complaints by involving village/ organization
heads in meetings.
‒	Operate the Grievance Council to resolve
complaints raised by community members
‒	Operate the Win-Win Council with local
governments to vitalize the local economy

Adopt the Supplier Code of Conduct



●



Conduct self-inspection and on-site due
diligence in accordance with RBA standards
when selecting new suppliers

●



Run the Eco Supplier Certification program

●



●



●



●



●



●



Provide career consulting

●

Operate community communication and
preemptive response systems

Run supplier collaboration programs

●

Run diverse health promotion programs including treatment for workinduced illnesses and provide welfare benefits support

●

Introduce and comply with fair trade
regulations
‒	Support for technology development,
the Win-Win Fund, the Payment Support
Fund; incentives, training support, and
support for productivity innovation

Conduct workplace/corporate culture satisfaction surveys



●	

Communication Council (since 2017)

Labor-Management Council

●

●	

Strive to develop sustainable
products

Briefings for community members

●

Samsung Culture Index (SCI) survey

●

Operate a dedicated quality
assurance teams 24/7 for the
respective customer groups in
collaboration with the relevant
departments at home and
abroad

COVID-19 support activities

In-house portal



●	

Educating future generations



●

Provide product information to
improve corporate value, and
to collect and handle VOCs
through the Samsung Display
OLED ERA, the official website
and the Newsroom

Stabilization of the local ecosystem and
minimization of pollution





●	

Infrastructure improvements in the vicinity of
worksites for balanced regional development

●

●

Periodic QTR
(Quality Technical Review)

Revitalization of the local economy

●

Samsung Display Newsroom
Periodic CSI (Customer
Satisfaction Index) survey

Communication with community members

Support for sustainability competence

●

●	

Local communities

●

Protection of customer privacy
Corporate social/environmental
responsibility

Major activities

Suppliers

●

●	

Major
communication
channels

Employees

Conduct comprehensive evaluations of first
tier suppliers

Establish and implement a compensation
system for community members
Create and manage eco parks in worksites
near green belts and water sources

Evaluate overseas suppliers’ compliance in
the areas of labor and human rights.

Serve as a full member of local welfare
centers/associations

Adopt conflict minerals management
policies

‒	Collect VOCs on local welfare programs
and share CSR activities
●



Engaged in employee volunteer/CSR activities
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NGO
Material issues

●

●

●

Major
communication
channels

●

Environmental and ecosystem
preservation



Increased use of renewable
energy



CSR Associations
●

●

Fulfillment of corporate
environmental/social responsibilities



NGO meetings



●



●



●



Internalization of sustainability

Guarantee of occupational
safety

Samsung Display Newsroom

●



●



Publicity content to internalize
sustainability management

Market share in the industry

●







Specialized Institutions

●

●

‒ Corporate IR materials

Future technology
innovation
R&D intensity

Governments


●



●



●



Cultivation of tech talents

Korea Display Industry
Association



Korean Information Display
Society



Compliance with anti-corruption regulations

●

Media Outlets

Generation of economic value
Transparent disclosure of tax payments and corporate
information



●



●



Disclosure of non-financial information (ESG)

●

Increase the use of renewable
energy



Manage work-induced
illnesses

●



●



●



●

Establish an accident
prevention system
Protect ecosystems in the
vicinity of worksites
Create ecological plant islands
around worksites



Strategic products and
next-generation technologies



●



●



●



Compliance and ethics whistle-blowing channel

●



●



CPMS (Compliance Program Management System)

●



●



In-house e-mail and TV

●



●



●



●



Private-sector partnerships
Localization of materials and reinforcement of
industrial competitiveness
Press releases
Samsung Display website
Samsung Display Newsroom
Social media (Facebook, YouTube)

Corporate Sustainability Governance
Office

●



●



●

Business/management
performance and achievements

●

‒ External press releases

Major activities

Transparent and prompt information
disclosure

●

Establishment of fair trade practices

Implement company-wide mid/longterm improvement tasks
Join the Responsible Business
Alliance (RBA) and comply with the
standard



●

Serve as a board member
of the Korean Information
Display Society



●

Operate a sector-specific compliance management
system company-wide



Adopt the Samsung Display Code of Conduct
(Korean/English/Chinese)

●



●



●



●



●



●



All senior management members sign the compliance
pledge
Provide on/offline compliance training to employees
Publish the CEO’s Letter on compliance (annual)
Regularly update the CPMS guidelines in line with
internal/ external trends.
Regularly distribute compliance management articles
and regulatory/ sanction trends to employees

Support reporting activities
Develop contents and disseminate
them
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Communication on
Corporate Sustainability Management
Samsung Display intends to share its efforts
to implement sustainability management with
internal and external stakeholders through various
communication methods. In addition to standardized
media reports such as press releases and news articles,
we create and present creative video contents, among
other initiatives, designed to deepen the viewers’
insights into various sustainability-related topics in
interesting ways.

Stakeholder communication through media/contents
We have reorganized the “Sustainability ” in Samsung Display
Newsroom and the company website to fully address our activities
related to sustainability management. We have produced a variety of
videos including a “Special Report on ESG” and promotional videos
featuring Samsung Display executives and staff.

Sustainability management campaigns and events
Samsung Display launches campaigns and events to convey the
management's commitment to sustainability management to all its
employees. Through the “All Hands Meeting” hosted by the CEO, a
company-wide consensus is formed on Samsung Display’s core values
and the direction of its sustainability management, while the CEO
interacts with its employees and answers their questions on the spot.
We also held a “Love the Earth” painting contest to help employees
build a sense of belonging in the workplace and to encourage them and
their family members to take an interest in sustainable management.
The event served as an opportunity to inform not only employees but
also their families of Samsung Display’s ESG efforts to protect the global
environment and create a sustainable world.

“All Hands Meeting” event

Samsung Display produces and broadcasts in-house media contents
designed to help employees to deepen their insight into sustainability
management and global ESG trends. In addition, through various
recycling campaigns, we aim to raise our employees’ awareness
that their interest in ESG and their actions are directly linked to the
company’s sustainability.

We have published a series of six videos titled “YES Globe!” which
introduces Samsung Display ’s environmental protection systems
and exceptionally safe workplaces in our Newsroom and YouTube
channel. Through the videos, we promote our environmentally friendly
and safe worksites to our internal and external stakeholders. We
have also produced “Unexpected Encounters on the Commuter Bus”,
which features vivid stories of our employees’ lives at work based on a
corporate culture that promotes active employee communication, and
the “SDC Talk Correspondent”, a career exploration Vlog that introduces
employees’ life at work and the company’s in-house infrastructure with
a self-camera.

Samsung Display YouTube Channel

Samsung Display Newsroom
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CASE

CASE

“YES Globe!” – Promotional videos about
environmentally-friendly and safe workplaces

Videos featuring
employees’ daily life at work

We have produced a series of six videos titled “YES Globe!”
to publicize our environmental protection systems and
safest workplaces through Samsung Display Newsroom and
YouTube channel
Part 1
Display likes “ultra-pure water”
Part 2
The secret to Samsung Display’s exceptionally meticulous
water management

Unexpected Encounters on the Commuter Bus

Part 3
We always strive for a clean sky!

[Career Exploration Vlog] SDC Talk Correspondent

Part 4
Safety is the top priority for Samsung Display at all times!
Part 5
How Samsung Display recycles its resources so thoroughly
Part 6
Samsung Display's flawless energy management!

CASE

“Love the Earth” a painting contest
for employees’ children
Samsung Display held a “Love the Earth” painting contest to help
employees build a sense of belonging in the workplace and to
encourage them and their family members to take an interest in
sustainable management. We collected a total of 839 artworks created
by our employees’ children at preschools and elementary schools, and
then selected winners based on the results of an evaluation by internal
and external judges of the appropriateness of the subjects, expressive
power, imagination, and completeness. Awards and prizes were
delivered to the winners at an awards ceremony.

Winner of the Environment King Award (Best Prize) –
“A Plant Car that Runs on Recyclables”
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SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
ENVIRONMENT
Green Management

GOVERNANCE
Corporate governance
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Climate Change Response

35

Risk Management

Building Circular Economy
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Information Protection

Ecosystem Conservation

Compliance
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SOCIAL
Product Innovation and
Customer Satisfaction 50
Health and Safety Management
Responsible Supply Chain
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and Organizational Culture
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ENVIRONMENT
Under the slogan “Planet First”, Samsung Display strives to conduct its business
activities in a way that minimizes its harmful impact on the environment.
We minimize our impact on the outside by maximizing recycling
in the manufacturing process, while setting corporate goals in such a way that
we can respond to climate change by reducing energy consumption and
accelerating the transition to renewable energy.

Reporting Topics and
Alignment with Material Issues

Performance

Climate change response
Promotion of carbon neutrality★,
Air pollution management,
Energy management &
expansion of renewable energy
use★
Building circular economy
Water resources management★,
Waste and harmful
substance management★,
Circular economy

100%
Chinese worksites
achieved 100% transition to
renewable energy

Ecosystem conservation
Biodiversity protection

Worksites in Korea
all earned Platinum Level
“Zero Waste to Landfill”
validation

★ Key issue

Created ecological
plant islands around
worksites
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Green Management
To preserve the global environment in a clean
and healthy way, Samsung Display practices
green management to provide eco-friendly
values to its customers in all areas of its business
conduct and daily operations. Samsung Display
will constantly strive to create new values
through eco-friendly innovation based on the
enhanced capabilities of its employees.

Planet First

Green Management: Basic Philosophy and Vision

Environment, Safety, Health and Energy Management System

IDEOLOGY

VISION

We contribute to the abundance
of life for all humanity and
the preservation of the global
environment through corporate
activities that respect people and
nature based on the philosophy of
“Reverence for Life.”

Creating New Value
Through Eco-innovation

ISO 45001

ISO 14001

ISO 50001

Occupational
Health and
Safety
Management
System

Environment
Management
System

Energy
Management
System

Basic Philosophy of Green Management
Samsung Display is doing its utmost to contribute to prosperity
for humanity and preservation of the global environment while
taking the lead in realizing a sustainable society in accordance with
its management principle that prioritizes health, safety, and the
environment. As such, we consider environmental protection and
employee safety our top priorities throughout all our display product
development and production processes.
To this end, we operate the ISO 45001 (Occupational Health and
Safety Management System), ISO 14001 (Environmental Management
System), and ISO 50001 (Energy Management System), and thus
comply with domestic and international environmental regulations
while also meeting customers’ needs. In January 2022, we upgraded
our health, safety, and environment management policies aimed at
strengthening the global health, safety, and environmental management system; realizing safe and healthy worksites; fulfilling product
stewardship throughout product life-cycle; eco-friendly practices in
our production processes; and bolstering win-win partnerships.

Health, Safety and Environmental Management Policies

Strengthening
the global health, safety
and environmental
management system

Realizing safe and
healthy worksites

Fulfilling product
stewardship
throughout product
life-cycle

Fulfilling eco-friendly
practices in our
production processes

Bolstering win-win
partnerships
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Climate Change Response
Since the adoption of the Paris Agreement in
December 2015, global society has defined
climate change as a threat to humanity and
the ecosystem, and called for an appropriate
response. Samsung Display analyzes its climate
risks and opportunities across its business
operations while continuously upgrading its goals
and strategies to respond to climate change.

Climate Change Risk Management
Governance
Samsung Display has formed the Carbon Neutrality Task Force to
achieve carbon neutrality and green management. Consisting of
various subdivisions whose role is to ensure carbon reductions across
the board, it meets monthly to keep track of the progress made by
each subdivision. The TF also analyzes and reviews improvement
plans in the areas of electricity, process gases, and fuel, and applies
its findings to the company’s worksites.

Global Infra Technology

Environment Safety Center

Power
Subdivision

Fuel
Subdivision

Process Gas
Research
Subdivision

Process Gas
Technology
Subdivision

Goal and Strategy

Risks and Opportunities

To minimize its contribution to climate change, Samsung Display
is working to reduce its GHG emissions with the goal of achieving
carbon neutrality in our business activities. Specifically, we focus on
improving the energy efficiency of our equipment and processes
and developing low-power equipment, while carrying out
company-wide carbon emission reduction activities by maximizing
the treatment of GHGs emitted from our worksites and switching
to renewable energy. We plan to bring the transition to renewable
energy from overseas worksites as they have secured proper
means of implementation, and then subsequently expand to the
rest of worksites including domestic ones.

Samsung Display reviews various global climate change scenarios
and responds strategically by identifying the impact of climate change
in each scenario and determining the priorities for our response.
To this end, we analyze the risks and opportunities involved in our
business operations and reflect them in the determination of our
corporate policies, and also use the outcomes in setting our strategies
for reducing GHG emissions, using renewable energy, and expanding
our range of eco-friendly products.
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Analysis of Climate Risks
Type of Risk

Response

Carbon credit prices

Rising costs of GHG emissions management, participation in the carbon market

• Continue to reduce GHG emissions
• Manage short/mid/long-term GHG emission reduction targets

Stricter regulations on eco-friendly products

Rising sales costs due to development/sourcing of alternative materials,
limitations on product manufacturing

• Fulfill product stewardship throughout the product life-cycle
• Continue efforts to obtain green product certifications and energy labels

Technology Transition to low carbon technology

Increasing R&D expenditure due to new and alternative technologies

• Improve equipment and processes
• Establish and implement phased renewable energy transition plans

Laws

Litigation risks

Litigation costs due to insufficient response to climate change

• Continuously monitor regulatory trends and the internal management system
• Engage in regular communication with the stakeholders

Shifting customer preferences

Decline in product demand due to fluctuating preferences

• Identify
	
and preemptively respond to customer requirements
(e.g. green products, shift to renewable energy).

Rising cost of raw materials

Increase of production costs due to input price fluctuations (e.g. energy, water)

• Monitor market trends
• Continue operating the risk management system

Rising electricity costs and increasing
customer demand for renewable energy

Increase of production costs and decrease in sales

• Draw up and implement a step-by-step renewable energy conversion plan

Failure to meet market expectations

Declining corporate value due to negligence in responding to climate change and difficulties
• Advance climate actions
in attracting investment

Water shortages

Water shortages resulting from changes in precipitation patterns and the resultant instability • Manage risks in water-stressed areas
in product supply
• Implement water stewardship

Regulation/
policy

Transition
Risk

Potential Financial Impact

Market

Reputation

Acute
Physical
Risk
Chronic

Increasing severity of climate change-related Falling profits caused by reduced production capacity due to transport and supply chain
weather events including hurricanes
disruptions, etc.
Extreme weather patterns

• Operate a risk management system
• Strengthen inventory management

Increasing energy consumption and the associated increases in operational expenses

• Make continuous efforts to reduce energy consumption

Reduced profits and increased expenses due to negative workforce impacts
(e.g. health, safety, absenteeism)

• Manage employees’ health
• Continue improving equipment and processes

Analysis of Climate Opportunities
Type of Opportunity

Resource Efficiency
Energy Resources

Products and Services
Market
Resilience

Potential Financial Impact

Response

Efficient production and recycling

Declining operating costs due to efficiency improvements and cost reductions

• Improve production processes and equipment performance
• Strive to reduce energy consumption

Use of low carbon energy sources

Decreased exposure to GHG emissions and the resultant reduction in sensitivity to carbon
price fluctuations

• Establish phased renewable energy transition plans

Participation in the carbon market
Development of new products and services
through R&D and innovation

Increasing profits in line with a growing demand for products and services

Shifting customer preferences

Securing our reputation and competitive advantages

• Expand the green product portfolio
• Continue to invest in high-quality R&D
• Advance marketing strategies

New market approaches

Increasing profits through access to new and emerging markets

• Set short/mid/long-term strategies to access new/emerging markets

Resource substitution/diversification

Increased reliability along the supply chain and enhanced operational capabilities under
diverse conditions

• Improve flexibility in supply chain management

Rising market value through resilience planning

• Operate the risk management system
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GHG Emissions Management
Efforts to Reduce GHG Emissions
Samsung Display is making efforts to reduce its consumption of
process gas, electricity, and fuel in order to reduce GHG emissions,
while increasing investment in the installation and operation of
process gas reduction equipment and developing low-GWP
alternatives1). We have developed our own emission coefficient
to specify GHG emission reduction efforts, take stock of GHG
reduction performance, and make the necessary improvements.
In addition, we will continue discovering and implementing tasks
aimed at reducing GHG emissions, such as drawing up a reduction
plan for new processes and switching to renewable energy.
In 2021, in line with the implementation of the Korean RE100
system, Samsung Display actively utilized the green premium
system for partial transition to renewable energy, and it now plans
to continue expanding the transition. Recently, we joined the “100%
Zero-Emission Vehicle Acquisitions by 2030” campaign to switch
100% of the vehicles we own or lease into EVs or FCEVs by 2030.
To achieve this goal, we will continue to increase the number of
zero-emission vehicles we use every year.

Management of and Support for Supplier’s GHG Emissions
In 2022, Samsung Display joined the CDP2) Supply Chain to
transparently disclose information on GHG emissions in the supply
chain and promote carbon neutrality in earnest. We have also
launched and are supporting online training courses to strengthen
suppliers’ ESG competency. We will continue to monitor and
reduce GHG emissions together with our suppliers.

1)

2)

Low-GWP
	
(Global Warming Potential) alternatives: Alternative gas with a low
contribution to global warming
Carbon Disclosure Project

Scope 3 Emissions Management

Quantitative Indicators Related to GHG Emission Reduction

In 2021, Samsung Display began to analyze all accessible indirect
GHG emissions data from upstream to downstream (15 categories)
in accordance with global standards in order to calculate Scope 3
GHG emissions across its value chain. It turns out that in 2021, we
emitted 8.407 million tons of CO2e, which is about 1.5 times of our
Scope 1 and 2 emissions during the year. We took the lead in thirdparty verification to ensure reliable data disclosure, and thus far
have completed verification of more than 70% of the emissions.
Going forward, we will further secure the consistency of emissions
on the basis of meticulous calculations, while supporting the
efforts of our raw materials and equipment suppliers to reduce
their GHG emissions, in addition to our own endeavors to design
low-power products among others.

(Unit: %)

GHG Emission Reduction Ratios

13
Expansion
of renewable
energy
transition

CO2

73
Treatment
of process
gas

13
1
Reduction of process
gas consumption

Reduction
of electricity
consumption and
improvement
of equipment’s
operational
efficiency

GHG Emission Reduction Performance

320

CASE

kilotons

310

kilotons

(679GWh)

+ 10

kilotons

Transition to renewable
energy at overseas worksites

Reduction by the
Electricity Subdivision

Reduction by the Infra Gas
Subdivision

Joining Public-Private Partnerships for
“Carbon Neutrality”

(Scope 2)

(Scope 2)

(Scope 1)

In March 2021, Samsung Display made known its
commitment to leading the carbon neutrality by joining the
“Semiconductor Display Carbon Neutrality Committee”
together with its affiliated companies, such as Samsung
Electronics, and external experts. As proclaimed in the
“Joint Declaration for 2050 Semiconductor Display Carbon
Neutrality”, we will continue to discover common tasks such
as the development of innovative technologies for controlling
GHG emissions, and produce eco-friendly process gases,
among other things, in order to contribute to social reduction
while strengthening international cooperation with the World
Display Device Industry Cooperation Committee (WDICC).
Going forward, we will continue striving to further reduce
our GHG emissions through public-private partnerships.

Reduction of process gas
treatment

1.81
(Scope 1)

million tons

16

kilotons

Reduction of N2O NP
consumption
(Scope 1)

F Gas1) Emissions from Etching Equipment

1)

(Unit: tCO2-eq)

312,699

2019

215,866 (31%▼)

2020

190,361 (12%▼)

2021

F
	 gas: HFCs (hydrofluorocarbons), PFCs (perfluorocarbons), SF6 (sulfur hexafluoride).
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Energy Management
Reduction of Energy Consumption
Company-wide Energy Conservation Organization Samsung
Display has adopted an energy life-cycle management system
and established mid- to long-term reduction targets for the
four major utility areas of power, water, gas and fuel. We select
and execute detailed tasks for energy conservation at regular
meetings of the relevant departments about the upgrading of
equipment and specifications. In the future, we will continuously
invest in the development of new energy-saving technologies to
boost our company-wide energy efficiency from the mid- to longterm perspective.
The UT Savings Secretariat sets energy-saving goals and
establishes strategies for achieving them, and manages
energy-saving performance at the company-wide level. The
Manufacturing Center promotes optimization of the production
equipment used in each unit process, and regularly introduces
high-efficiency equipment, while the Infrastructure Division
monitors power usage on a continuous basis to ensure more
efficient operation of utilities, and takes various measures to
further conserve energy.

Organization for Energy Conservation

The R&D Center continuously develops new energy saving
technologies and helps departments to apply validated new
technologies to their operations. In addition, our overseas
subsidiaries are striving to conserve energy as well, while sharing
outstanding cases company-wide.

Systemization of Energy Efficiency Management
Establishing the FEMS Samsung Display has introduced
the Factory Energy Management System (FEMS) to monitor
and manage more efficiently the energy consumption of its
large-scale equipment. By checking the amount of electricity
consumption in real time, the system contributes to bolstering
energy conservation by issuing anomaly detection and analysis
reports on a daily basis. Furthermore, the system issues indexed
energy-saving tasks so that the relevant personnel can check
and manage their energy conservation efforts and performance
instantly. The system also collects and shares energy saving tips
company-wide, thereby encouraging employees to commit to and
participate in energy conservation initiatives.

Energy QUAL System The Energy QUAL system enables the
company to procure equipment after reviewing the equipment
design in terms of energy efficiency in advance. This system
prevents the waste of resources, such as additional investments
in equipment for energy reduction after equipment delivery. It
ensures that our equipment is manufactured so as to achieve
maximum energy efficiency while meeting its specifications and
functional requirements.

Energy QUAL Process

Manufacturing/Infrastructure
Departments

UT Saving Secretariat

Equipment Manufacturers

Global Infra Technology

UT Savings Secretariat

Review the equipment design considering its energy efficiency
based on the procurement plan

Install equipment

Examine equipment efficiency
YES

Manufacturing
Center

Infrastructure
Division

R&D
Center

Overseas
subsidiaries

Manufacture equipment
reflecting the review outcomes

Support
departments
Proceed with the Energy QUAL process on new equipment

NO

Take action in cases of non-compliance
and reexamine such issues
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Optimal Efficiency Management of Production Lines In managing
manufacturing equipment, Samsung Display changes the
operating conditions of all its manufacturing equipment based on
the specifications of the equipment that uses the least amount of
energy, following a careful comparison and analysis of all equipment.
As for infrastructure equipment, it prioritizes the operation of highefficiency equipment to maintain optimal conditions for efficient
energy use. In addition, we strive to use energy efficiently according
to equipment operation scenarios that reflect the utilization rate of
each production line.
In addition, we strive to optimize energy consumption so as to
maintain the operational environment, such as temperature, humidity,
and pressure, at the production lines. To this end, we set in place
optimized equipment operation standards by conducting simulations,
and apply the optimized standards when designing new lines.

Management of Energy Saving Projects
Optimizing Energy Efficiency Samsung Display focuses on the
“Optimization of Energy Efficiency” to improve the performance
of production equipment while minimizing the amount of energy
input. We select power-intensive equipment and establish the
most appropriate “energy consumption optimization strategy”, and
find solutions through cross-departmental collaboration.
Green Management Awards / Outstanding Project Awards
Every year, Samsung Display hosts the Green Management Awards
and recognizes the best example of energy conservation companywide (domestic/overseas). Separately, we inspire our employees
to present innovative ideas by awarding outstanding projects on a
quarterly basis. In 2021, the task of “Reducing GHG emissions by
applying alternatives to process gas” won the Grand Prize.

Status of Energy Saving Projects (Electricity/City Gas)

Cases of Energy Conservation Cases at Samsung Display
(Unit: No. of projects)

Case 1.

786

2019

Efficient operation of
an outside air control

1,048

2020

1,040

2021

Manually adjusted the antifreeze hot water
supply required for the outdoor units for
controlling temperature and humidity

Developed a logic that
supplies hot water
consistently, thereby
minimizing unnecessary
energy consumption
(expected effect: 4 GWh/year)

Case 2.

Disseminating an Energy Saving Culture Internally
and Externally
To establish a corporate culture that values energy conservation, we
regularly train our employees, distribute energy-saving promotional
materials, and host various campaigns and events including an
employee contest to come up with energy saving tips. We also
conserve energy in welfare facilities by controlling air conditioning/
lighting hours in offices and installing occupancy sensor switches
in restrooms.
Energy Peak Management We strive to reduce peak energy
demand during the summer (July-August) when energy consumption surges. We launch company-wide energy saving campaigns
to post publicity materials in shared facilities, while a special series
of broadcasts featuring company employees is aired twice a week
to build a consensus on the need to save energy. The daily power
consumption of the respective processes is schematized in order
to publish daily reports and better manage energy consumption
during the day when energy use is at its highest. In addition, we
issue an anomaly report through the in-house energy management
system when a surge in power consumption is detected, base
on which we manage our peak loads by analyzing the causes of
soaring energy demand and making improvement.

Optimal operation of the heat
exchanger in the machine room
Manually adjusted the water temperature at
each treatment stage when operating the
heat exchanger to control the temperature
of water required for production processes

Case 3.

Improvement of the operating
conditions for manufacturing
equipment
The more the production time was delayed,
the more power was used for the sputter
processing in which a thin film is deposited
on glass using plasma

Applied an automatic
adjustment system,
thereby minimizing
energy loss
(expected effect: 8 GWh/year)

Improved the sputter
process conditions
through development
efforts taken a year,
thereby reducing power
consumption
(expected effect: 29 GWh/year)

Promotional videos for energy conservation

In-house Energy Training Programs

Employee contest for energy saving ideas

Training on the energy
management system
(ISO 50001)

Internal training on FEMS
(Factory Energy
Management System)

Energy-related
basic training

Training on
the Energy QUAL system

Workshops on
energy conservation

Leaders of
each organization

All employees

Energy personnel
at each organization

Equipment investment
personnel

Energy personnel
at each organization
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Efforts to Expand the Use of Renewable Energy
Efforts to Expand the Use of Renewable Energy at Our Worksites
There are increasing calls from internal and external stakeholders
to switch to renewable energy in order to respond to climate
change. To meet these demands, Samsung Display is striving for
renewable energy transition at all of our worksites. In 2020, our
Chinese subsidiaries equipped with the means of implementing
renewable energy switched 100% to renewable energy, while
Samsung Display Vietnam (SDV) started the transition to renewable
energy. In 2021, in line with the implementation of the Korean RE100
system, we joined the green premium system. Going forward, we
will make continuous efforts for the transition to renewable energy.
In-house Solar Generator To increase its use of renewable energy,
Samsung Display has installed in-house solar power generation
facilities at its worksites. In 2021, we completed the installation of
18 solar lights with a capacity of 6.3 kW at our worksites. In 2022,
we will further expand in-house solar generators with a capacity
of 256 kW.

Air Pollutant Management
CASE

Collaboration with Asan City
Samsung Display signed an MOU with the municipal
government of Asan on the “One Company, One Clean
Road Campaign” as part of a public-private joint response
to the high concentration of fine dust that is affecting
the city. In 2021, the Asan Plants reduced fine dust in and
around its worksites by replacing the cleaning water of
rooftop scrubbers and operating road sprinklers more
frequently, in recognition of which it received an award from
the municipal government as an outstanding performer
in the campaign.

Reducing Air Pollutants To reduce air pollutant emissions,
Samsung Display invests in new equipment while continuously
conducting research to find technical solutions for its products and
processes. In particular, we are focusing on reducing emissions
of NOx, a major cause of fine dust. To this end, we have installed
burners that can reduce emissions in the boilers at our worksites
that emit NOx, as well as De-NOx systems1) in some air pollution
control facilities, and are operating them to discharge at a stricter
level than the legally permitted standards. In June 2021, our Asan
worksites signed a voluntary agreement to manage and reduce
the total loads of PMs and pollutants with the Geum River Basin
Environmental Office and the South Chungcheong Provincial
Office, and they are now carrying out reduction activities with the
goal of reducing emissions by 5% of the total quota each year
from 2021 to 2023.

1)

	De-NOx systems reduce nitrogen oxide emissions by converting NO and NO2,
which are types of nitrogen oxide, into N2 using an oxidation reaction and
a reducing agent

Air Pollutant Reduction System

In-house solar lights
(street lights / decorative lighting)

Manufacturing
equipment

POU Scrubber

Scrubber

GHG and
air pollutant
emissions

1.81 m.

온실가스
tons of저감
CO₂e
FAB

Plenum

Roof

Reduction of
GHG emissions by process

Treatment of GHG and
air pollutants

Treatment of
NOx (oxidation + reduction) and
air pollutants

Domestic worksites
in 2021
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Building Circular Economy
Industrial Waste Management

To achieve corporate sustainability, the
management of resources that are used either for
product manufacture or for worksite operations is
becoming increasingly crucial. Samsung Display
aims to actively contribute to environmental
conservation and resource circulation by
minimizing the amount of wasted resources.

Waste Management
Efforts to Minimize the Use of Resources

We engage in a wide array of activities to contribute to the safe
management of industrial waste and the circulation of resources
through recycling. We operate the Resource Recycling Center
to disassemble and separate end-of-life display products by
material. We eliminate impurities within the liquid waste created
in the manufacturing process before the waste is supplied to our
chemical liquid makers so that it can be recycled as feedstock.
We outsource our waste treatment operations to external
professional service providers. We select legitimate service
providers via preliminary screenings, and regularly conduct both
paper reviews and on-site due diligence visits to verify whether
a service provider is treating waste in accordance with the rules
and regulations.

Zero Waste to Landfill Samsung Display’s worksites in Korea
(Asan 1, Asan 2, Cheonan, and Giheung) all earned Platinum
Level “Zero Waste to Landfill” validation from UL1), a global safety
science company, for the first time in the industry. The platinum
rating is only given to workplaces with a waste recycling rate of
99.5% or higher (UL standards, excluding designated waste).

Preliminary
Screening

1)

2021

We strive to minimize the amount of waste by disassembling waste
printed circuit boards (PCBs) into electrical circuit boards, aluminum
plates, and other subsidiary materials.

91.2%

Reduction of treatment
outsourcing costs
CNY

(14.12 tons/year in 2020
→ 1.24 tons/year in 2021)

Asan 1 worksite
earned
the Platinum level

2020

01. Disassembly of waste electrical circuit boards

Step-by-Step Management Process of Waste Treatment Companies

Upon selecting a service provider, we focus on
their “performance in terms of their efforts to
reduce environmental damages”.’

Regular
Inspections

We check if waste is treated in accordance with
the applicable regulations through annual
on-site inspections and paper reviews.

Follow-up
Management

We regularly check if service providers are
complying with legitimate procedures based on
waste treatment-related documents and
due diligence.

All our domestic
worksites earned
the Platinum level

2019

Improvement activities to minimize waste
generation (Dongguan (SDD) in China)

Reduction of
designated waste

In 2021, we increased our efforts to separate and sort construction
and demolition waste generated by large-scale construction
projects. In addition, we began to recycle domestic waste that
previously had been incinerated, and installed smart recycling
collection boxes to encourage our employees to participate in the
effort. As a result of our company-wide efforts, we were able to
achieve “zero waste to landfill”.

Asan 2 worksite
earned the Gold level

CASE

	UL evaluates the waste recycling rate of a workplace and assigns it a rating of SILVER
(recycling rate: 90-94%), GOLD (95-99%), or Platinum (100%), the highest level.

36,000

per year

02. Efforts to reduce sludge generation
We reduce the amount of waste sludge and consequently reduce
our sludge treatment outsourcing costs by injecting PAC/PAM1) into
wastewater sludge in order to oxidize it.
Reduction of
waste sludge

Reduction of
outsourced treatment costs

39.2%

CNY

260,600

(207.51 tons/year in 2020
→ 81.35 tons/year in 2021)
1)

	PAC (Poly Aluminum Chloride) / PAM (Polyacrylamide): Coagulant

per year
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Recycling Waste Etchant Samsung Display implements the
“Waste Etchant1) Recycling Project” for environmental protection
and resource circulation. In the past, waste collection/refining
companies collected waste etchant and processed it into fertilizer
and fire extinguisher powder through a refining process. We
however started to develop a technology for extracting silver from
waste etchant based on the fact that it contains silver (Ag), and
finally succeeded in developing the technology. This means that
we have discovered a method of resource recycling in order to be
able to use the silver contained in waste generated by our display
process as a material in our display production process, leading to
the creation of added value of approximately KRW 1.5 billion per
year. We have also helped a waste collection/refining company to
utilize the refining technology at processing sites – a meaningful
project that started as a part of technological development efforts
to lead to “win-win cooperation”.
Recognition of Waste Glass as a Recyclable Resource In 2021,
the waste glass generated at Samsung Displays’ worksites was
recognized as a “recyclable resource” by the Geum River Basin
Environmental Office. Recyclable resources that meet the standards
required by domestic laws can be sold as raw materials without
any further processing. We expect the recycling effort to reduce the
amount of waste generated at our domestic worksites by 2.6% (4,000
tons a year). Since recycling is not subject to legal restrictions on
transportation, storage and disposal under the Wastes Control Act,
this will enable us to reduce incidental costs as well.

1)

A chemical liquid that thins the display surface by scraping it off

Domestic Waste Management
CASE

Display recycling process
Display products are made with a variety of expensive raw
materials, so that the proper disassembly and extraction
of end-of-life products enable the company to cut raw
material costs and build eco-friendly resource circulation
system. Samsung Display therefore has established display
disassembly shops at its worksites to disassemble endof-life display panels by materials, and reuse them in its
production process. These shops disassemble all the glass,
driver ICs, polarizing film, and PCBs attached to the panels,
and sort and recycle other materials such as metal materials
and plastics.
Displays contain gold, silver, and copper?!
Samsung Display’s complete recycling process

Eco-friendly campaigns with all employees
We are running a campaign to encourage our employees to
reduce their use of single-use items by providing them with
eco-bags and personal cutlery sets instead of plastic bags
and disposable cutlery when they order takeaway food at
cafeterias. We also encourage our employees to participate
in the effort to reduce disposables generated in our daily life,
and make efforts to raise their environmental awareness.
This campaign is expected to enable us to reduce 211 tons
of single-use waste, resulting in a CO2 reduction of 496 tons
per year.

Samsung Display strives to reduce its domestic waste including
the plastics, paper, and food generated at its in-house facilities,
worksites, and employees' living quarters. We are promoting a
voluntary waste management culture through company-wide
domestic waste reduction efforts, including separate waste
collection and smart recycling collection boxes. In 2021, we raised
the recycling rate of domestic waste from 15% at the beginning
of the year to 90% at the year’s end by crushing waste that was
previously incinerated and recycling it into solid raw materials. We
will continue with our efforts to raise the ratio.
Efforts to Reduce the Use of Plastics One of our most common
types of waste is PET bottles. We have largely replaced plastic
PET bottles with cans for the beverages distributed at our inhouse cafeterias.
Smart Recycling Collection Box Samsung Display has introduced
a smart recycling collection box system using AI to ensure more
effective separate collection. The types of cans and PET bottles
put into a smart recycling collection box are sorted by an internal
intelligent camera. We encourage our employee to participate in the
effort by awarding them-house mileage whenever they recycle cans
and PET bottles.

An employee using a smart recycling collection box.
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Harmful Chemicals Management
In consideration of the health and safety of our employees and
local communities, Samsung Display strives continuously to
reduce the use of harmful chemicals and replace them with lowrisk chemicals.
Harmful Substance Reduction Task Force In October 2021,
Samsung Display launched the Harmful Substance Reduction T/F
supervised by the Global Infra Technology to “reduce harmful
chemicals” by replacing them with far less harmful ones or nontoxic substances. In 2021, the T/F succeeded in reducing the use of
harmful chemicals (sulfuric acid, hydrogen peroxide) in wastewater
treatment at our worksites. It is now working to optimize the
process in order to minimize the use of caustic soda.

Organizational Chart of Harmful Substance Reduction T/F

Global Infra Technology

Environment Safety Center

Replacement of Harmful Substances

Conversion to Non-Toxic Substances

Health Group

Environmental
Safety

Manufacturing

Development
Center

Environment Group

R&D Center

Environmental
Safety

Manufacturing

Development
Center

R&D Center

Reduction Goals for Harmful Substances

Caustic soda

Application of caustic soda
replacement technology
Completion of
sulfuric acid replacement

Sulfuric acid

Hydrogen peroxide
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Infra
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Principles and Process of Managing Harmful Chemicals
Principles of Harmful Chemicals Management All our worksites
comply with the EU Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS)
Directive and the Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and
Restriction of Chemicals (REACH).
Chemical Management Process To prevent accidents involving
harmful chemicals, Samsung Display systematically manages
the entire process from the pre-purchase to the disposal stage.
In the pre-purchase evaluation, we review products in 11 areas
including environment and safety. In using chemicals, we manage
their history including their consumption quantity and handling
information. Once they are used, we discharge and dispose of
them through our waste discharge management and supplier
recycling systems.
List of Regulated Materials and Harmful Substances Samsung
Display supplements and renews its internal list of regulated
substances each year to reflect pressing social issues and the
regulatory trends. In 2020, we placed restrictions on the use
of 23 substances in all the processes within our worksites. In
accordance with the Chemical Substances Control Act and to
prevent accidents, we comply with the relevant laws and strictly
control 10 types of prohibited materials which could cause a
chemical accident due to their acute toxicity and explosiveness
and thereby incur heavy damages.

Preliminary Chemical Evaluation Process

Request for
Preliminary Evaluation

Preliminary Review
by experts

Deliberation
on review outcomes

Relevant Dept.

EHS Dept.

EHS Dept.

Inadequate

Not for use

* Review 11 areas

Approval
Adequate for Use

EHS Dept.

Purchase/Use

List of Regulated Substances
Category

CasNo.

Name of Substance

Relevant Standards

1

109-86-4 2-Methoxyethanol

OSHA (reproductive toxicity 1B), EU (reproductive toxicity 1B)

2

110-80-5

2-Ethoxyethanol

OSHA (reproductive toxicity 1B), EU (reproductive toxicity 1B)

3

110-49-6

2-Methoxyethyl acetate

OSHA (reproductive toxicity 1B), EU (reproductive toxicity 1B)

4

111-15-9

2-Ethoxyethyl acetate

OSHA (reproductive toxicity 1B), EU (reproductive toxicity 1B)

5

111-96-6

Diethylene glycol dimethyl ether

OSHA (reproductive toxicity 1B), EU (reproductive toxicity 1B)

6

127-19-5

N,N-Dimethylacetamide

OSHA (carcinogenic 2/reproductive toxicity 1B), EU (reproductive toxicity 1B)

7

68-12-2

Dimethylformamide

OSHA (carcinogenic 1B/reproductive toxicity 1B), EU (reproductive toxicity 1B)

8

75-01-4

Vinyl chloride

OSHA (carcinogenic 1A/mutagenic 2), IARC (1), EU (carcinogenic 1A)

9

106-99-0 1, 3-butadiene

OSHA (carcinogenic 1A/mutagenic 1B), IARC (1), EU (carcinogenic 1A/mutagenic 1B)

10

107-13-1

Acrylonitrile

OSHA (carcinogenic 1B), IARC (2B), EU (carcinogenic 1B)

11

75-09-2

Dichloromethane

OSHA (carcinogenic 1B/mutagenic 2), IARC (2A), EU (carcinogenic 2)

12

110-54-3

Hexane

OSHA (reproductive toxicity 2), EU (reproductive toxicity 2)

13

75-26-3

2-Bromopropane

OSHA (reproductive toxicity 1A), EU (reproductive toxicity 1A)

14

106-94-5 1-Bromopropane

OSHA (carcinogenic 2/reproductive toxicity 1B), IARC (2B), EU (reproductive toxicity 1B)

15

67-66-3

Trichloromethane

OSHA (carcinogenic 2/reproductive toxicity 2), IARC (2B), EU (carcinogenic 2/reproductive toxicity 2)

16

71-43-2

Benzene

OSHA (carcinogenic 1A/mutagenic 1B), IARC (1), EU (carcinogenic 1A/mutagenic 1B)

17

79-01-6

Trichloroethylene

OSHA (carcinogenic 1A/mutagenic 2), IARC (1), EU (carcinogenic 1B/mutagenic 2)

18

78-87-5

1, 2-Dichloropropane

OSHA (carcinogenic 1A), IARC (1)

19

108-88-3 Toluene

OSHA (reproductive toxicity 2), IARC (3), EU (reproductive toxicity 2)

20

127-18-4

Perchloroethylene

OSHA (carcinogenic 1B), IARC (2A), EU (carcinogenic 2)

21

56-23-5

Carbon tetrachloride

OSHA (carcinogenic 1B/reproductive toxicity 2), IARC (2B), EU (carcinogenic 2)

22

75-21-8

Ethylene oxide

OSHA (carcinogenic 1A/mutagenic 1B), IARC (1), EU (carcinogenic 1B/mutagenic 1B)

23

50-00-0

Formaldehyde

OSHA (carcinogenic 1A/mutagenic 2), IARC (1), EU (carcinogenic 1B/mutagenic 1B)
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System to Manage Harmful Chemical Risks
Strengthening Capability of Chemical Managers Samsung
Display focuses on helping chemical managers in and outside
the company to expand their expertise so that they can safely
use and manage harmful chemicals. In-house chemical
managers must complete the “manager qualification courses”
run by a specialized educational institution under the Ministry
of Environment, while staff handing chemicals must complete
the “harmful chemicals handling courses for personnel”. All our
employees and staff in charge at our suppliers receive “chemical
handling training” once a year in order to acquire and maintain
their professional competence and become familiar with the latest
laws and regulations. In-house suppliers must make a pledge to
the Ministry of Environment to manage harmful chemicals safely
before handling them. We ensure that personnel with certified
harmful chemical handling licenses start work at our worksites
only after completing our in-house safety training.
In addition, we run the internal “Safety Coordinator Certification
Program” to check whether our safety officers and those of our
suppliers have the ability to manage and supervise the safety
of our worksites that handle chemicals, while ensuring that only
verified personnel are assigned to chemical handling work.
Two in a Box (Collective Responsibility System for EHS) We ensure
that not only those who actually manage harmful chemicals but
also employees and team leaders of the departments that use
them complete legal training related to chemical management.
Since 2020, we have been implementing the “ Two in a Box
System” which is designed to help our employees to accumulate
expertise through the training programs and ultimately serve as
harmful chemical management officers.

Infra Risk Prevention (IRP) “IRP” refers to the handling of harmful
chemicals and general chemicals so as to prevent the occurrence
of chemical-related accidents based on the analysis and diagnosis
of equipment, the establishment of standards, and efforts to
minimize the extent of damages through emergency dispatch and
quick response in the event of an accident. To respond to harmful
chemical leaks, we have built an integrated control room that
conducts real-time monitoring 24/7 to guarantee the safety of our
employees. We also operate emergency vehicles for immediate
emergency response, and conduct emergency response drills
four times each month based on accident scenarios in order to
improve our practical accident response capabilities.

Local Community Notification In the event that new harmful
chemicals are introduced to the workplace or harmful substances
are accidentally leaked into the local community, Samsung
Display delivers all information related to the safety of local
residents, such as the scope of the expected impact of an
accident, the risks associated with the handled substances,
the evacuation plan for local residents, and emergency contact
networks. Once a year, we brief the representatives of local
residents and companies in the vicinity on our use and handling
of harmful chemicals.
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Water resources management
Water Stewardship

Water Resource Management Process

Principles of Water Resources Management In order to practice
effective water stewardship, Samsung Display carries out 3R
activities aimed at enhancing water security. We have established
the Principles of Water Resource Management and are making
continuous efforts to improve our manufacturing processes and
utility infrastructure, with the focus on reducing water consumption,
improving equipment efficiency, managing discharged water quality,
and improving the reuse/recycling rate of water resources. Having
set ourselves the goal of reducing our water consumption by 5%
every year, we are implementing various measures for enhancing
our water security.

Samsung Display’s Asan Plant utilizes raw water from Daecheong
Lake along with reclaimed water from the Asan City Water Environment Center as industrial water, thus contributing to easing the
sensitivity of local water resources. Our industrial water is used for
display production through the ultra-pure water (UPW) process,
while the used UPW is reclaimed through a post-treatment
process. The remaining water is classified as organic, inorganic or
FT wastewater before being discharged to the “Green Center”1).
We use biologically treated organic wastewater as industrial
water after it has passed through a recycling system; and
discharge inorganic and FT wastewater into rivers after removing
contaminants via a chemical/biological treatment process.

3R

In-house Discharge Water Quality Standards

3R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle)
activities to reduce
water consumption

Legal standard in Korea

(Unit: mg/l)

Improving
utility infrastructure

Reducing water consumption
Improving equipment efficiency

The final sludge (sediment) generated during the pre-discharge
water treatment process is recycled separately according to its
nature and condition. Inorganic/organic sludge is recycled as
cement additive, with 9,479 tons recycled in 2021.
1)

A wastewater treatment facility

Water Resource Management Process at Asan Worksite

Asan worksite’s standard

BOD
6.4

Improving
manufacturing process

We thoroughly monitor the quality of the final effluent water
through water analysis, eco-toxicity testing and real-time remote
monitoring, with organic substances discharged at 30% or less
of the legal standard to minimize their impact on the surrounding
ecosystem.

10.0
COD

Withdrawal

Use

Effluent
Management

Source of
water supply

UPW
production/use

Manufacturing
effluent

12.0

Raw water from
Daecheong

40.0

Effluent reuse
Sewage water reuse

SS

UPW
reuse

Reclaim

Internal
reuse

6.4

Managing wastewater quality

Infrastructure

10.0

Green Center

Improving water recycling rate
Target

5%

Reducing 5% every year

F
4.8
15.0

Effluent
reuse

Wastewater reuse
processes

Treated
organic
wastewater

Treated
water
discharge
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CASE

Samsung Display’s UPW system
Display manufacturing requires extremely clean water
that does not contain any foreign substances or matter.
Therefore, a water purification process designed to produce
ultra-pure water is absolutely necessary prior to display
production. UPW is produced in three steps including pretreatment (step 1), pure water treatment (step 2), and UPW
treatment (step 3), before it is used in production processes.
Some of the water used in the process is reclaimed through
an UPW system.

Minimizing Water Stress

Water Risk Assessment and Countermeasures

Samsung Display uses the tools of the World Resources Institute
(WRI) to identify mid- and long-term water risks by 2040 in areas
where its domestic and overseas worksites are located in order
to monitor their water intake and usage status. In particular, our
worksites in Korea, China and India, where water stress is relatively
high, are modular assembly plants that do not require a high water
intake, and yet they continue to show high risks of flooding and
water quality degradation. Samsung Display is therefore reviewing
various response strategies while advancing its efforts to minimize
water stress.

Recognizing that water is an important resource for sustainability
management, Samsung Display carries out various activities to
protect it. We regularly evaluate any risks and negative effects
that our business operations could have on water resources and
work out plans to reduce the risks. In addition, we fully support
domestic and international policy initiatives and strive to minimize
our impact on local communities and the environment.

Having received a special award from the CDP Water Security global
project, Samsung Display will continue to practice sustainability
management and fulfill its social responsibilities with regard to water.

As a way to respond to water risks, we set plans and continue
to expand reuse of water resources. We reuse 15,000 tons of
wastewater from our domestic worksites every day following
treatment at in-house facilities. Through Tool-To-Tool Matching
(TTTM), our Vietnamese subsidiary is exploring various ways to
reduce water consumption at its worksites.

Water Risk Assessment and Response Strategy
Category

Physical
Risks

Country

Regulatory
Risks

Reputation
Risks

Response Strategy

Korea

Flooding

• Create wetlands and install embankments around worksites to prevent river flooding
• Subscribe/renew disaster compensation insurance every year
• Inspect flood control equipment regularly

India

Water quality degradation

• Increase the frequency of water quality analysis
• Improve the efficiency of water treatment facilities

Water quality degradation

• Ensure normal water quality through pretreatment processes

Water outage

• Secure double water intake facilities to prevent production delays
• Install rainwater harvesting systems

Changes in water use and pollutant
emission regulations

• Apply in-house standards that are stricter than the national legal emission standards

Legislation of efficiency standards

• Review water efficiency when building new facilities
• Upgrade equipment efficiency through investment

Uncertainty of new regulations

• Monitor global environmental legislation continuously

All regions

Pure water has grades?
Displays like “UPW”!

Type

All regions

All regions Drainage-related lawsuits

• Monitor effluents continuously
• Establish an environmental management system at the earliest possible moment
when securing a new manufacturing site
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Ecosystem Conservation
As corporations require sources for their
businesses, conservation of ecosystems such as
water and biological resources is becoming
increasingly important. Given this, Samsung
Display is carrying out systematic conservation
activities with local communities so that current
and future generations can recognize the
importance of nature and biological resources
and use them in sustainable ways.

Biodiversity Management
Samsung Display does its utmost to minimize its ecological footprint
and to restore ecological health by improving the environment
of local communities and maintaining green spaces within the
industrial complexes where our worksites are located as much as
possible, Samsung Display builds trails as part of its ecological
networks that organically connect green spaces with rivers.
Recently, we carried out an “ecological plant island” project to
protect the natural ecosystems surrounding our business sites.

We planted various species of aquatic plants with different
flowering times, such as tricolor irises and purple loosestrife,
on the six plant islands so that visitors can enjoy a variety of
landscapes all-year-round. The new green spaces are expected to
absorb 38.7 tons of carbon per year1).
We have also installed ecological bulletin boards and upgraded
pedestrian paths so residents can use the plant islands of
Garakbawi Reservoir as a nature-friendly eco-learning space
where they can talk and learn about various animals and plants.
Samsung Display expects the Ecological Plant Island project to
transform the Garakbawi Reservoir into an eco-friendly habitat for
aquatic plants, fish, birds and insects and to improve water quality
by suppressing harmful algal blooms, among other beneficial
effects, by creating a healthy aquatic ecosystem.

Ecological bulletin board and tree labels installed at the Garakbawi Reservoir

CASE

Tree planting with the local community
(Samsung Display Noida, India)

Garakbawi Reservoir
Ecological Plant
Islands and Waterside
Vegetation Area

14,000 = 33
m2

Samsung Display Noida is taking an active part in the Indian
government’s tree planting campaign to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions and respond to global climate change.
In 2021, the company’s employees and local residents
planted a total of 1,630 seedlings of 24 varieties, including
mulberry trees. From 2022 onward, it is planning to continue
expanding the scale of planting.

basketball
courts

Creating Ecological Plant Islands We created the Garakbawi
Reservoir near Samsung Display’s Asan worksite as a waterside
park to be used with the local residents. Since the construction of
our worksites started, an in-house water treatment organization
composed of experts with domestic and international credentials
has improved the water quality of the reservoir.
In order to further improve the water quality and waterside
environment of the reservoir, we created six ecological plant islands
and waterside vegetation zones covering a total of 14,000 square
meters (10,500m2 for the islands and 3,500m2 for the vegetation
zones) following six months of work started from April 2021.

Perspective view of the Garakbawi Reservoir “Ecological Plant Island” project (top)
Photo of an actual ecological plant island (bottom)

1)

	Based on the Rural Development Administration’s September 2021 press release about
a method of carbon sequestration
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SOCIAL
Samsung Display actively communicates with its internal and external stakeholders,
including customers, employees, and local communities, in order to identify and
improve their needs. We will continue to develop various policies and programs
so that Samsung Display and local society can cooperate with each other and
achieve sustainable growth.

Reporting Topics and
Alignment with Material Issues

Performance

Product innovation and
customer satisfaction
Eco-friendly product
development★,
Product safety and quality,
Customer satisfaction
management
Health and safety management
Health and safety
management★

100 %
All manufacturing sites obtained
certifications for health and safety
management systems

Responsible supply chain
Supply chain sustainability
management★,
Support for shared growth
with suppliers,
Responsible sourcing of
raw materials
Talent development and
organizational culture
Human rights management★,
Securing talent & strengthening
employee competency,
Employee diversity and
inclusiveness,
Organizational culture,
Improving employee’s
quality of life
Social contribution
Strengthening social
contribution activities★
★ Key issue

4

consecutive years
Earned the highest grade
in the Win-win Index for
four consecutive years

RBA
Asan 1, Asan 2 worksites in Korea
and Samsung Display Dongguan
in China acquired
RBA Platinum certification

“Love Earth” painting contest for the children of Samsung Display employees
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Product Innovation and Customer Satisfaction
Enhancing customer satisfaction through marketleading innovation and superior technology is
the source of corporate value. Samsung Display
not only provides differentiated experiences
through its products, but also pursues sustainable
growth by developing technologies that prioritize
the environment and safety.

R&D and Innovation-capacity Building
The sustainable products developed by Samsung Display not
only improve functional quality, such as brighter and clearer
resolution, but also incorporate technologies that consider the
environment, resources, and people. In order to realize Sustainable
Product Value, one of five key areas of “2025 Sustainable Value”,
our sustainability management implementation strategy, we
are constantly striving to develop innovative products while
considering the values of sustainability, such as reducing power
consumption, circulating resources, and protecting users’ health.

Reducing Power Consumption

Resource Circulation through Chemical Recycling

With the advancement of display technology, the importance of
developing technologies that reduce power consumption is on
the rise as a way to use high-performance products effectively
and efficiently. In response, Samsung Display has formed
partnerships with global materials suppliers, to secure our “super
gap” competitiveness.

Samsung Display has succeeded in recycling the thinner waste
liquid used to prevent photoresist curing and for cleaning. In order
to recycle thinner waste liquid, it is necessary to remove any
environmentally-regulated materials and then match the solubility
of the photoresist and the organic polyimide used in the display.
As a result of one year of effort, we succeeded in developing an
optimal composition technology for the removal of environmentallyregulated materials and applied it to the display manufacturing
process. Following various evaluations, we have begun to apply it to
the mass-production process.

As a result, we have developed a polarizer-less OLED called
Eco²OLED™ (Eco Square OLED™)1) which boasts greatly improved
luminous efficiency, while internalizing the polarizer function for
the first time in the industry. The Eco²OLED™ features 33% more
light transmittance and 25% lower power consumption than
existing OLED products. It is also an eco-friendly technology
that reduces the use of plastic parts as well as reducing power
consumption. We first applied it to Samsung Electronics’ Galaxy Z
Fold 3, which was released in August 2021.

Refining/Manufacturing Process

In 2021, on the back of these innovative OLED technologies, we
reduced power consumption by 22 GWh year-on-year, or carbon
emissions by about 10,000 tons, which is equivalent to the amount of
carbon absorbed by about 1.58 million 30-year-old pine trees per year.

3 Values of Sustainable Technology/Product Innovation

Development of
a low-power smartphone OLED panel
(Eco²OLED™) in August 2021

Sustainable Product Value

Power
consumption reduced by
up to
Enduring Energy
●

	Reduce power consumption
(improving power driving
and material efficiency)

Saving Resource
	Reduce resource
consumption
● 	Increase the recycling of
parts and products
● Extend product life span
●

Enabling People
Reduce eye strain
Adopt green materials
●	
Minimize harmful substances
within products
●
●

25%

1)

Step 1

Arrival of raw materials

Step 2

Removal of
environmentallyregulated materials

Step 3

Refining process
(extraction of
active ingredients)

Step 4

Blending
(final composition)

Step 5

Filtering
(particle control)

Step 6

Shipping of products

Efficient power Consumption + Eco friendly Component
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Product Safety and Quality
Efforts to Keep Eyes Healthy

Safe Green Products

Product Quality Management

Samsung Display ’s OLED products for use in laptops have
obtained a “Flicker Free” certification from TÜV Rheinland 1).
Although it is difficult to detect with human eyes, “flicker” is
known to cause headaches, eye strain, and reduced vision when
people watch display screens for a long time. The results of OLED
product testing under different refresh rate conditions of 60Hz,
90Hz, and 120Hz show that no flickering occurs in these products.
Samsung Display will continue to upgrade its eye-friendly display
technology to enhance users’ eye comfort.

Samsung Display’s OLED panel for laptops became the first in
the industry to acquire “GREENGUARD Gold”, an iconic green
certification of UL3). Acquisition of the certification constitutes
recognition of the product’s stable air quality. Due to the COVID-19
crisis, the use of electronic products, including laptops, in indoor
environments has soared. We have developed an OLED for
laptops that minimizes the use of plastic sheets, a major cause of
volatile organic compounds. Due to the self-illuminating structural
characteristic of OLEDs, which do not have backlights, the product
reduces the emission of harmful substances. We will continue to
pursue sustainable values and provide consumers with a wide
range of opportunities to choose safe and healthy products.

Life Cycle Quality Management Samsung Display considers
customer requirements and makes relentless efforts to improve
product quality to the highest level possible. All our domestic
and overseas worksites have acquired the ISO 9001 (quality
management system) certification. In December 2021, we
launched the Quality & Reliability Assurance Center to serve as a
control tower with the aim of establishing a company-wide quality
strategy, and improved each division’s quality processes and
systems in order to achieve the quality standard and super-gap
quality competitiveness required by our customers.

TÜV (Technischer Uberwachungs Verein)

To deliver stable quality products to its customers, Samsung
Display practices quality management throughout the entire
process from planning and design to the after-sales service, while
making constant efforts to innovate its quality system.
Life Cycle Quality Management System

Reduction of Blue Light Wavelengths
Samsung Display makes relentless efforts to reduce harmful blue
light wavelengths by using the principle of OLED self-illumination.
In January 2022, Samsung Display’s OLED for laptops received
the “Eye Care Display” certification from SGS2) in recognition of its
extremely low emissions of “harmful blue light”. The certification
test confirmed the fact that harmful blue light emission is reduced
by more than 78% compared to the light mode when the screen
background is applied in the “dark mode.”

UL (Underwriters Laboratory)

1)

	
TÜV (Technischer Uberwachungs-Verein) Rheinland: A global third-party testing,
inspection and certification organization established in 1872 (Germany)

2)

	SGS (Société Générale de Surveillance): A global inspection, verification, testing and
certification organization established in 1878 (Switzerland)

3)

	UL (Underwriters Laboratory): A global safety science company established in 1894 (US)

Planning/Design
•	Check customer
requirements
•	Develop quality
evaluation plans for
new products
•	Meet customer
requirements
•	Stabilize the quality
of new products

Shipment
SGS (Société Générale de Surveillance)

•	Certify developed
technology and
products
•	Improve on the
defects of developed
products
•	Certify developed
products and
preemptively
manage their quality

Delivery

•	Strengthen
defect inspection
conditions when
shipping
•	Suspend product
shipment when
defects are detected
•	Reduce the product
defects that escape
to our customers
• Measures taken

Development

•	Meet the delivery
deadline
•	Respond to issues
after delivery
•	Manage customers’
quality issues

•Expected benefits

Manufacturing/
Process
•	Manage massproduction quality
•	Manage process
equipment regularly
•	Strengthen
defect detection
on processing
equipment
•	Reduce defects/
issues on massproduction quality

Follow-up
•	Manage qualityrelated VOC
•	Reflect qualityrelated user issues
in the quality
management
system and improve
accordingly
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Reinforcing Product Competitiveness
with Global Certifications
Samsung Display’s innovative products have been recognized
for their excellence by various global certification agencies. Our
foldable OLED was certified in 2020 by BV (Bureau Veritas) for
its durability after undergoing a rigorous 200,000 folding tests. In
2021, the product was recertified after undergoing 30,000 folding
tests under an extreme temperature condition of minus 20℃.
QD-Display, is one of the latest large display platforms. SDC started
mass production in November 2021 and it has won numerous industry
awards including the “Best Display Component of the Year” at the SID
Display Week 2022.
QD-Display has obtained SGS certification for its “True Color Tones”,
“Pure RGB Luminance” and “Ultra-Wide Viewing Angle”. QD-Display
have earned the “Eye Care Display” certification due to their less than
11.5% harmful blue light emission. This further adds to the user value
cause now you can enjoy an advanced display platform while also
ensuring less eye fatigue.
To maintain its leadership position in the global display market,
Samsung Display will continue to secure differentiated competitiveness
in product quality and performance.

OLED

QD-Display

SGS1)

SGS

Lowest harmful blue light

Expresses more colors, more accurately

Samsung OLEDs have the lowest blue light ratio in
the industry – about 70% lower than that of
ordinary displays.

Samsung’s QD-Display boasts a color gamut of over 90%
BT2020, and a color volume of 120% DCI-P33) ICtCp,
delivering life-like vibrant colors and the richest expression of
natural colors on your screen.

UL2)

SGS

Sunlight visibility

Perfect image from every angle

Its highest luminance surpasses 1,500 nits and its “ambient
color gamut” reaches 73% based on DCI-P33), proving its
clear image quality even outdoors.

Advanced Quantum Dots ensure that light energy is evenly
distributed ensuring no loss of luminance or color shift even
from very acute angles. Enjoy an immersive experience
from every seat in the house.

BV 4)

SGS

Folding test certification at room
temperature

True RGB color additivity for bright color expression
across the luminosity range

Samsung’s foldable display underwent 200,000 folding
tests to certify its durability as well as the stability of
the display quality.

Unlike other OLED that use a white boost pixel, the true RGB
structure of QD-Display ensures that widest and accurate color
reproduction is delivered across the full range of
display luminosity.

BV

SGS
º

Folding test certification at minus 20 C

Less eye strain even after long use

To confirm that the foldable display works smoothly
even in extreme cold conditions/regions, a folding test
of 30,000 times was successfully conducted at a low
temperature of minus 20ºC without any quality issues.

With lowest harmful blue light emission among 31.5-inch or
larger gaming monitor displays, QD-Display is sure to impress
the avid gamers who value their eye health.

Global certification
companies

1)
2)
3)
4)

SGS (Société Générale de Surveillance): A global inspection, verification, testing and certification organization established in 1878 (Switzerland)
UL (Underwriters Laboratory): A global safety science company established in 1894 (US)
DCI-P3 (Digital Cinema Initiatives): One of the color gamut standards, expressing a color gamut that is 25% wider than the existing sRGB
BV (Bureau Veritas): An international accreditation and inspection agency in the fields of testing, inspection and certification established in1828 (France)
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Customer Communication
Customer-friendly Marketing Samsung Display informs its
stakeholders of its principles, unique technologies, and ecofriendliness through its official website 1), Samsung Display
Newsroom2), and YouTube3). It also introduces its outstanding
technologies, along with the features of its OLED-applied
smartphones and foldables, through OLED ERA 4), a microsite dedicated to OLED products. OLED ERA provides easyto-understand explanations of the basic principles of Samsung
OLED displays and the strengths of OLED panels optimized for
each type of device in three languages (Korean, Chinese, and
English). Going forward, we will continue creating various contents
to communicate our tireless efforts to increase the value of our
products for our customers.

CASE 3

CASE 2

Ingenious OLED promotional videos
Samsung Display’s OLED for IT devices has obtained
certification for being “Flicker Free” and emitting “Less Blue
Light” in the dark mode. To convey these advantages to
our customers in an extraordinary way, we have produced
a video in the form of a horror movie and released it on
YouTube. Through ingenuous promotional videos, we are
presenting customers with our newest products in more
dynamic ways than conventional approaches to product
promotion.

Eco-Friendly Samsung OLED
As climate change and environmental problems are
emerging as urgent social issues, Samsung Display
has poured a great deal of effort into acquiring the EPD
(Environmental Product Declaration) certification for its
low-power OLED technology and products. Samsung
Display’s Newsroom presents such efforts to develop green,
people-centered products in the form of card news using
customer-friendly communication methods.

Eco-Friendly Samsung OLED Cardnews Content
1)

 amsung Display Official
S
Website

3)

4)
2)

Samsung Display Newsroom

 amsung Display
S
YouTube Channel

Feel free~!!
Flicker-free with
Samsung OLED

Samsung Display
OLED ERA

CASE 1

[Eco-Friendly Samsung OLED Part1 - Battery Saving]
Energy Efficient Displays
[Eco-Friendly OLED Part2 - Human Friendly]
Samsung OLED Putting People and Planet First!

Free of blue light,
free to relax with
Samsung OLED

Grand Prix at the A.N.D. Awards
The video titled “Race into a new universe with Samsung
OLED”, produced by Samsung Display to introduce OLED’s
core technology, recently won the Grand Prix in the IT device
category at the Awards for New Digital (A.N.D.), a first for a
B2B company. The video tells the story of a female protagonist
who plays a bike racing game in the metaverse with a laptop
equipped with an OLED, dramatizing in sequence its three
distinct advantages – seamless, crisp image quality; true
black color tone that distinguishes darkness amid a dark
environment; and wide and delicate expression of colors. Like
a sci-fi action movie, this video presents splendid visuals and
dynamic action that make it fun to watch.

Race into a new universe with Samsung OLED

CASE 4

“Diamond Pixel™” and “Eco2OLED™”
promotional videos

OLED World by Diamond Pixel™

Samsung Display’s OLED World by Diamond Pixel™ featuring “Diamond Pixel™” and “Eco²OLED™” technologies attracted 17 million views
on YouTube and 14 million views on Weibo. Recently, we have bolstered our marketing efforts by branding Samsung Display's unique
technology and producing various promotional contents. The video above tells the story of the main character who immerses herself in
a virtual world that embodies the inside of the display through diamond-shaped pixels. Against the backdrop of a virtual world, the video
promotes Diamond Pixel™ which is optimized for high resolution and text expression, and the Eco²OLED™ technology, which has been
recognized for its removal of polarizer to bolster panel brightness, as well as for its outstanding energy efficiency and eco-friendliness.
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Listening to the Voice of Customers
Samsung Display is operating a customer satisfaction survey
system based on active communication with customers in
order to actively reflect voice of customers (VOC) in its overall
management,
VOC Management Samsung Display systematically manages
each and every customer request, from the start of a request
to completion of the after-sales service. We operate dedicated
quality assurance teams for respective B2B customers under the
Quality & Reliability Team, while our major overseas locations
operate Quality Defect Analysis Center and establish processes
for responding immediately to local needs. The Customer Service
section of our official website also collects and manages VOCs
about our products and services.

Customer Satisfaction Survey Samsung Display conducts
customer satisfaction surveys to analyze customer requirements,
and reflects the results in its efforts to boost its product quality and
corporate competitiveness. Aligned with the Customer Satisfaction
Index (CSI), the survey consists of B2B customer-tailored
questions covering all areas from initial product development
to after-sales services for end customers. We satisfy identified
customer needs through effective targeted improvement activities
and quality improvement efforts. In line with the expansion of our
OLED business, we conducted a satisfaction survey by increasing
the number of customers by 1.4 times in the second half of 2021
compared to the first half. We will continue to expand the scope of
customer satisfaction surveys.

VOC Handling Process

Quality issues
occurring at
our customers

Receive requests

Investigate the history
of products with
quality defects, analyze
defects and control
the risk management

Ensure life-cycle
management within
the system until
customer reporting
& after-sales services
end

Response to Satisfaction Surveys Results Samsung Display
strives to appropriately respond to customer needs identified
through customer satisfaction surveys. For customers who are
interested in advanced technology cooperation, our engineers
join hands with our customers to develop new products that meet
their requirements, starting from the concept proposal stage. As
a result, we can introduce and apply new technologies of other
companies, as well as develop new products together quickly,
resulting in high levels of customer interest and satisfaction.
To cope with the COVID-19 crisis, we did our utmost to deliver
our products to customers in a timely manner so they could use
them in their new product production processes by assigning
our engineers and those of suppliers to their worksites. In that
way we were able to shorten the targeted preparation period and
start mass production without any setbacks after readying the
relevant production lines in advance. As a result of these efforts,
we received positive feedbacks that Samsung Display’s active
response and cooperation were very helpful in our customers’
achievement of their goals.
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Health and Safety Management
Since the Serious Accident Punishment Act came
into effect in January 2022, corporate social
responsibility has become increasingly important.
In response, we will upgrade our safety, health,
and environment management policies to ensure
safety at our worksites, upgrade the existing
health and safety management system, and
actively invest in safety equipment and systems.

Health and Safety Performance and Goals
2021
•Prevent serious accidents through risk hedge activities
- Company-wide risk mapping (34 teams including overseas subsidiaries)
•Create a culture of safety
- Establishment and application of life and safety rules
- Establishment and application of safety management rules for 7 major types
of hazardous work
•Strengthen accident response capabilities
- 160 special and complex accident training sessions
•Replace harmful substances
- Securing of technology for replacing and removing harmful substances

Health and Safety Management System
As we prioritize the safety of our employees, we have created a
safety culture that engages all our employees, and ensured that
a health and safety management system is up and running at all
our worksites to systematically manage and improve their risk
factors. They are all certified by ISO 45001 (Occupational Health
and Safety Management Systems), an international standard. As
worksites subject to process safety management (PSM), they
submit process safety reports on equipment and facilities that
handle and store harmful substances in accordance with the legal
standards.

Safety Management Governance
The Head of Global Infra Technology serves as the company-wide
Chief Safety Officer (CSO). We have established the Occupational
Safety and Health Committee, in which the Head of Global Infra
Technology and workers’ representatives participate to deliberate
and decide on important health and safety issues. The Head of
Global Infra Technology also hosts a monthly environment safety
meeting to share and discuss each worksite’s accident prevention
efforts and occupational safety improvement activities, as well as
major health and safety issues at our overseas worksites.

2022
•Operate the serious accident risk hedge system year-round
‒ Intensive management of new/modified process equipment in the areas of
manufacturing and infrastructure
‒ Expanded application to the R&D sector
•Establish a safety management system based on risk assessment
‒ Cultivation of 1,200 field risk assessment experts
•Establish a specialized/autonomous management system to ensure safety
during the chemical handling process
‒T
 raining of leaders, managers, and department staff (1,841 people),
training support, and distribution of guidebooks
•Conduct advanced safety culture activities
‒ Introduction of competency development training for new department
heads, training of action-oriented safety leaders (300 people), and operation
of Safety Talk

We also hold health and safety meetings presided over by the CEO
every quarter. We make it mandatory for executives to include
“health and safety goals” in their annual management goals,
against which we evaluate their performance, so as to emphasize
that environmental safety is the first principle of management.
Organization Dedicated to Environmental Safety In December
2021, Samsung Display strengthened its health and safety
management system by upgrading the Environmental Safety Team
to the Environment Safety Center, with increased personnel and
budget, and enhanced the performance evaluation system. The
Environmental Safety Center consists of the Environment Safety
Technology Team, which is in charge of establishing companywide environmental safety standards and following up the relevant
laws; the Asan Environment Safety Team, which closely supports
production organizations and worksites; and the Environment
Safety Operation Departments (Cheonan, Giheung, and Infra)
under the direct supervision of the Center. To establish individual
job competencies, we offer job competency training in the areas
of safety, health, accident prevention, and environment, while
dispatching specialists overseas to support the establishment and
operation of an environmental safety management system at each
of our overseas worksites.

Certification Validity Periods
Category

SDV (Bac Ninh, Vietnam)

SDD (Dongguan, China)

SDT (Tianjin, China)

SDN (Noida, Indonesia)

HQ

ISO 14001
(Environmental Management Systems)

Sep. 10, 2021Sep. 13, 2024

Jul.17, 2019Jul. 16, 2022

Dec. 06, 2019Dec. 05, 2022

Oct. 20, 2021Oct. 19, 2024

Nov. 05, 2021Nov. 04, 2024

ISO 45001
(Occupational Health and Safety
Management Systems)

Sep. 11, 2021Sep. 13, 2024

Jul. 17, 2019Jul. 16, 2022

Dec. 06, 2019Dec. 05, 2022

Oct. 20, 2021Oct.19, 2024

Dec. 16, 2020Dec. 08, 2022

ISO 50001
(Energy Management Systems)

Nov. 10, 2021Nov. 09, 2024

Sep. 30, 2020Sep. 29, 2023
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ESH Management Policies and Accident Prevention System
Health and Safety Budget Samsung Display makes diverse
investments to support its health and safety activities. In 2022, we
will invest a large amount in securing and upgrading facilities and
systems that are instrumental in preventing serious accidents and
protecting our employees.
Health and Safety Investment Costs and Plans
(Unit: KRW 100 million)
7 Major Budget Areas of
Health & Safety

Investment Costs
in 2021

Investment Plan
for 2022

384.4

334.0

Safety inspection of
equipment and facilities

34.4

64.0

Work environment
measurement and health
checkup

135.0

273.0

17.4

47.0

Upgrade of environmental
safety facilities

Purchase of safety gear and
supplies
Health and safety awards,
support and promotion
activities

65.8

Health and safety training
and consulting

10.8

Health and safety staff
allocation
Total

47.0

ESH Management Policy Samsung Display amended its
“Environmental, Safety & Health (ESH) Management Policy” to
respond to changes in the external environment, such as the Serious
Accident Punishment Act, while striving to establish a culture
that prioritizes employees’ health and safety. Specifically, we have
changed the name of the policy from “Environmental Safety Policy”
to “ESH Management Policy”, expanded the management target
to include our suppliers’ employees, and added health promotion
and infectious disease prevention to the policy in line with ongoing
changes in the global health landscape.

Accident Prevention System Samsung Display identifies the
basic causes of accidents as the 4M (Man, Machine, Media,
Management) factors and promotes accident prevention through
technical, educational, and administrative measures.

Basic Causes of Accidents (4M)

We have also declared the “10 ES & H Commandments”, which
reflect the CEO’s determination to prevent accidents, and the “Life
and Safety Rules”, which are essential for “maintaining zero serious
accidents”, and ensure that both of them are implemented by our
suppliers’ employees as well as those at all our domestic and
overseas worksites. We post our ESH Management Policy on the
company website, worksite entrances, and at workplaces so that
all our employees can view the company’s policy and put it into
practice at work. In order to maintain zero serious accidents, we also
issue a Safety Letter emphasizing action not only by our employees
but also by suppliers’ employees.

1

2

Man (human factors)

Machine (equipment factors)

Human error, forgetfulness,
unconsciousness, fatigue, etc.

Defects in machinery and equipment,
lack of safety devices in machinery
and equipment, etc.

3

4

Media (operational factors)

Management (administrative factors)

Work sequence, work actions,
work methods, work environment,
tidying up, etc.

Safety management organizations,
safety management regulations,
safety education and training, etc.

MACHINE

MAN
Training/operation of occupational
safety experts
Training/operation of risk assessment
experts

32.0

-

92.0

647.8

889.0

Equipment safety certification,
making equipment intrinsically safe
Unmanned and automated operation
of dangerous work
Regular inspection
of protective equipment

Worker safety certification system

Life and Safety Rules

Participation-based TBM activities

Early sensing systems
for infrastructure equipment

These rules are crucial to
preventing serious accidents.
Accident
Prevention System

1 Fasten the seatbelt loop when working at height (falling)
2 Secure an interlock key when working inside equipment (caught-in)
3 Do not arbitrarily release an equipment safety device (caught-in)
4	Check oxygen concentration and wear a respirator during sealing work
(suffocation)
5	Wear chemical-resistant protective equipment when handling chemicals
(contact)
6 Turn off the power during electrical work (electric shock)
7	Do not enter the work radius when working with heavy equipment (collision)
8 Install LOTO1) during maintenance and repair work (common)
9 Do not look at your cellphone while walking on a crosswalk (life safety)
10 Wear a seatbelt while driving (life safety)
1)

	LOTO (Lock-Out Tag-Out): Lock the operating device and put lock out tag during
equipment maintenance

MEDIA
Control of simultaneous up-and-down
operation
Rules for hot work
Work standards for specific weather
conditions

MANAGEMENT
Risk assessment and improvement
DRI2) activities
Hazardous work permit system
7 Hazardous Work Management Rules

Provision of health and safety information
2)

	DRI (D-1 Risk Inspection): Prior review of hazard/risk factors and establishment of
safety measures before starting work
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Safety Management Programs by 4M
Samsung Display has introduced and operates various programs
to create a safe working environment through the advancement
of its safety management system.
Man – Hazardous Work Safety Manager To prevent occupational
accidents, Samsung Display appoints a Safety Manager to control
all aspects of hazardous work at its worksites. The Safety Manager
has the authority and responsibility to conduct on-the-spot checks
of safety measures for hazardous operations and immediately
suspend work and take corrective action when unsafe actions
and conditions are detected during work. The Safety Manager
is appointed among employees who have obtained in-house
certification qualifications and assigned to exclusively perform
safety management of hazardous tasks. In order to acquire the
Safety Manager certification, he/she must complete the common
compulsory subjects and additional training courses tailored for
different operational characteristics, such as hazardous substance
handling, fire monitoring, heavy equipment operations, and
operations in confined spaces.
Man – Safety Management Expert for Hazardous Work
Samsung Display provides intensive training on occupational
safety management in order to improve a Safety Manager’s onsite management performance and realize customized safety
management and accident prevention. We are operating a system
whereby we evaluate the level of safety officers’ performance
in the field and recognize officers who perform their safety
management duties superbly as experts.

Machine – Equipment Safety Certification Samsung Display
operates an equipment safety certification system to ensure that
its safety rules comply with the domestic legal requirements and
international standards and are applied to all its new, remodeled,
and relocated equipment. From the planning to the operation
stages, we conduct several safety verifications, including the
“pre-order verification”, “interim inspection before equipment
warehousing” and “inspection of equipment installation”, as
a wat to eliminate the sources of risk factors. For equipment
in operation, we conduct equipment safety inspections at the
operating stage, including “on-site inspection for normal operation
of safety devices” in order to identify accident risks and take
corrective action in advance.
Machine – SMART Safety Management System In response
to the Fourth Industrial Revolution, Samsung Display is aware
of the importance of smart safety technologies such as IoT,
big data, automation, and unmanned technology to its safety
management. Accordingly, we are actively introducing smart
safety technology while continuing our efforts to build a safer
workplace through R&D.

Smart Safety Management Using AI, IOT, and Big Data
Operation
Modularization

Unmanned
•Robot teaching
diagnostic cassette
•Drone inspection

•System sealing
modularization
•Pipe installation
modularization
•PC-based
equipment basics

•Mechanized method
of demolition

Smart
Safety
Automation

Early Detection

•Automatic
gas container
replacement system
•Grating installation
robots
•Automatic ceiling
crane cleaning
robots

•Control of leakage/
fire complex
accidents
•Control of blackout
accidents
•Control of UT
supply interruption
accidents

DB/Mobile-based
Operations
•MSDS Search
Kiosk
•Mobile MSDS
search

Equipment Safety Certification Process

Planning Stage

Design Stage

Sharing of production
specifications

Equipment specification
meetings (Q&A)

•Environmental safety
specifications

Pre-order verification of
specifications
•National laws and
international standards

Manufacturing Stage
Pre-delivery inspection
and acquisition of safety
marks
•One out of S Mark, CE,
and SEMI-S2
Conduct of
electromagnetic
testsmarks

Installation Stage

Operation Stage

Briefings on safety
management plans

Equipment safety
improvement

Hazardous work
management

•Risk assessments
•Compliance with work
SOPs
•Equipment training.

•Equipment delivery,
move, assembly
In-house certification
•Pre-operation
inspections
•Improvement of
equipment risk factors

•Safety device checks
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Media– 7 Hazardous Work Management Rules Samsung
Display has identified and defined seven types of hazardous work
(works involving the handling of heavy weights; the handling
of hazardous substances; work in confined spaces; hot work;
electrical work; work at height; work inside equipment) with
a high probability of the occurrence of serious accidents, and
requires all such work to be conducted according to the following
three-step process presented in the safety manual. Step 1 is “stop”
stage where we pause immediately before commencing highrisk work; step 2 is to “check” key safety-related checkpoints;
and at step 3, we “restart” work. We can prevent accidents by
following this process and requiring our managers and safety
officers to perform all works according to the 7 Hazardous Work
Management Rules.

Activities to Hedge Serious Accident Risks
1st term of Serious
Accident Research
activities (-2020)

8 subdivisions derived 299 improvement
tasks and completed improvements
Falling, caught-in, suffocation, explosion,
exhaust blockage, inhalation/contact,
electric shock/electric fire, protective
equipment
Reduced high-risk works
Class A hazardous work:
184 cases → 35 cases (down by 79%)

2nd term of Serious
Accident Research
activities (2021)

34 teams focused on improving 6 types of
serious accident risks
Falling, caught-in, inhalation/contact, fire/
explosion, suffocation, electric shock

Process

Eliminated 218 high risks

Team safety officers check the safety status immediately
before commencing high-risk work
1

2

STOP

CHECK

Stop work
immediately before
commencing
a high-risk task

Check the key
checkpoints

Resolved 388 risks and completed on-site
inspection
3

Y

Company-wide risk mapping
and media publicity

RESTART

Publicity about 34 teams’ risk mapping and
efforts to establish safe worksites

Resume work after
securing safety

N

* Work is paused immediately before starting any of 7 hazardous works, and can be
restarted after safety confirmation

3rd term of Serious
Accident Research
activities (2022-)

Expanded the risk-hedge activities on
six major serious accidents to research
and development departments

Management – Hedging Serious Accident Risk To achieve zero
serious accidents companywide, Samsung Display is hedging
related risks. We have defined six major risks (falling, caught-in,
inhalation & contact, fire & explosion, suffocation, electric shock)
that can occur during production activities, while conducting risk
assessment and taking corrective action. 34 teams, including
overseas subsidiaries, have engaged in in-depth analysis of
the risks for each process and conducted research to evaluate
the risks. In 2021, they derived 218 types of high-risk works
and proposed 388 improvement tasks including fundamental/
engineering solutions such as automatic robot development.
Management – Right to Stop Work Samsung Display operates
a system whereby any of its own employees or those of its
suppliers can stop work immediately when an imminent danger
is detected during work. Once work has been suspended, they
can only resume work after all hazards have been completely
eliminated from the workplace concerned. All workers can use the
right to stop work. The system includes provisions to prohibit our
suppliers from suffering any disadvantage or wage discrimination
due to the suspension of work.

Never work when
safety is not secured or
when danger is detected

Recognition of
dangerous situations

Stop work,
emergency evacuation

Applied company-wide
Continue operating risk-hedge activities
on new introductions and/or changes in
manufacturing and infrastructure

On-site evaluation by a third-party
(Safety Department)

•Proclaimed in April 2019,
the system allows anyone to
activate it in the event of
a potentially dangerous situation
•In August 2021, new clauses
added – supplier wage
guarantee and prohibition of
disadvantages

Risk removal,
safety assurance

Restart work
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Strengthening Safety Culture
Safety Culture Assessment
To establish an advanced safety culture, Samsung Display had
a specialized agency evaluate the standard and level of its
corporate safety in 2021. The level of safety awareness at our
worksites was evaluated as being at the 2nd stage for being
“dependent on management and supervision”. Since then, we
have launched the Safety Culture Enhancement T/F to objectively
evaluate our safety culture and make efforts to improve it. We
have formed a plan to nurture action-oriented safety leaders
who will serve as trailblazers and upgrade our safety culture to
the 3rd stage of “self-dependent”. To establish a site-centered
safety management culture, we have expanded the training of
risk assessment experts who can identify risk factors and initiate
improvements at our worksites, and have made efforts to upgrade
leader-centered safety, including the declaration of a “leader's
promise to practice” so as to raise employees’ safety awareness.

CASE

“Back to Basics” Supporters
In order to practice a culture of observing the safety rules, such as safe
walking and “Back to Basics”, together with our employees and those of
our suppliers, Samsung Display has selected “Back to Basics” Supporters
among working-level department leaders and employees to promote
safety intervention activities. Since 2020, 1,854 supporters have participated
in safety interventions at their respective workplaces. While serving
as “Back to Basics” Supporters, the department leaders issue a safety
letter emphasizing the importance of safety for employees, and upload
their colleagues’ activities to our in-house communication channels for
their department staff. We also share the efforts of the company and its
employees to create a safer workplace through in-house communication
channels (OnDisplay) and external channels (YouTube, Newsroom).

Evaluation of Samsung Display’s Safety Culture

Online education site

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Depend on luck

Depend on supervision

Self-dependent

Ensure co-workers’ safety as well

Focus on resolving incidents that
have occurred

Comply with laws and regulations;
and partially operate some
reinforced internal regulations and
procedures; but not fully being
implemented across the company

Establish internal regulations and
procedures with a high degree
of completeness; comply with
companywide; and leadership is
effective

All members of the organization
regard safety as the top priority in
business, and a sustainable safety
culture is fully established
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Safety Training for All Employees
To build a safe workplace, Samsung Display runs an EHS specialization course with the aim of strengthening the practical
competencies of all its employees according to their job grade
and function. With professional in-house instructors from each
field, we run specialized courses in addition to statutory training.
In 2021, due to the spread of the COVID-19 virus, we conducted
online training. In the near future, we intend to continue expanding
our specialized training courses in each field in order to maintain
our status as the safest workplace in the industry.
In addition to the basic safety training for all employees, Samsung
Display also provides in-depth training according to its employees’
positions and functions. Notably, the training for new departmental
heads is focused on improving leader-centered autonomous safety
management capabilities. In 2021, we offered action-oriented
leadership training on dealing with effective safety management
and safety dialogues to raise safety awareness among our top
management and middle managers, and launched new a risk
assessment expert training course for field engineers. The total
number of training hours for our Safety Managers amounted to
72,330 hours in 2021.

Training Status by Job Level and Function

Workers

Compulsory
education (4)
Common
education
(10)

Manager & supervisor

Regular training, training when hiring, special training, training when job content has changed
(Article 29 of Occupational Health and Safety Act)
Implementation Guide for
the Serious Accident Punishment Act

Understanding the Serious Accident Punishment Act

General education (6)

Top executives (officers)

Understanding life safety rules and management rules for 7 hazardous work
Environmental and safety competency training for new hires
Training for
management safety leadership

Safety leadership training for
field managers

Job
training
(10)

Process safety (3)

PSM department training
PSM specialists/responsible staff
training

PSM leaders training

Hazardous work (4)

Risk assessment expert training
Hazardous work safety staff
certification training

Scaffolding certification training
Occupational safety management
expert training

Equipment
certification (1)

Training of experts in charge of
equipment certification

Environmental/
safety conductor (1)

Environmental, safety conductor
Training for new assistant managers

Environmental/safety
management system (1)

Environmental, safety
management system
Training for internal examiners

Compulsory Training in 2021
(Unit: No. of trainees)

Regular
employee training
Regular health
and safety training

Special training/
training for new recruits

Manager &
supervisor training

Training when
job content has changed

20,223

3,234

1,477

965

Staff

Action-oriented
safety leadership
training
Executives,
middle managers

* No. of monthly average trainees at regular health and safety training

Manager &
supervisor training
Managers and
supervisors

Environmental
safety competency
training
Newly appointed
heads of
departments/teams

Special safety
training
Relevant employees

Risk assessment
expert training
Field engineers
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Employee Health Management
Samsung Display runs various programs designed to manage its
employees’ health as a part of its ongoing efforts to improve the
working environment and promote the health of its employees.

Improving Work Environment
Management of the Chemical Exposure Samsung Display
manages its work environment by applying stricter internal
regulations than the legal standards to prevent work-induced
illnesses caused by exposure to chemicals and various physical
factors. We now automatically supply chemicals through
automated processes, while fundamentally blocking exposure
to physical factors such as UV rays and electromagnetic waves,
etc. in a constant effort to maintain a safe working environment.
We also have launched the Hazardous Substance Reduction T/F,
under the supervision of the Global Infra Technology, to promote
the substitution of substances harmful to human health with nontoxic substances.

CASE

PPE support for local communities
and suppliers
Samsung Display supports various PPE items such as
safety gear to local communities and suppliers to improve
their ability to respond to chemical accidents and prevent
them from developing into serious accidents. In 2021,
we provided Class A chemical suits (27 for accident
response, 24 for training) to local communities and
seven etching process suppliers.

Performance of Health Promotion Programs in 2021
Program

Description

Employees are informed of the outcome of their individual health
High-risk
analysis/diagnosis (blood pressure, hyperlipidemia, diabetes,
group
liver diseases, obesity) and referred to the in-house clinic for
management
further management.

Prevention of Musculoskeletal Diseases Samsung Display
conducts regular surveys of harmful factors for the musculoskeletal
system to identify employees with symptoms and reduce the
possibility of their contracting musculoskeletal disorders. When
investigating and evaluating harmful factors for the musculoskeletal
system, we use an ergonomic evaluation tool and prioritize
engineering improvements according to the results. In conjunction
with the Musculoskeletal Disease Prevention Exercise Center, we
also promote health improvements based on exercise therapy, job
rotation, and musculoskeletal assistive devices.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Research Team Samsung
Display has formed the PPE Research Team to identify and
introduce safe and convenient PPE and set reasonable standards
for wearing it, and ensures that its employees only wear PPE that
has received a high rating at field tests. In 2021, we introduced
13 new types of PPE, including lightweight safety shoes, thermal
vests, and plenum gowns.

Disease Prevention Samsung Display supports immunity
reinforcement activities to help protect employees from illnesses.
Every year we provide regular flu vaccinations in addition to yearround in-house vaccinations against hepatitis A/B, cervical cancer,
and tetanus. We offer vitamins for eye health to our employees
who perform inspections, and provide nutritional supplements
to those with vitamin D deficiency based on the results of health
checkups. In addition, we are managing various aspects of
our employees’ health, such as publishing a bimonthly health
information magazine (Health Talktalk) in the form of card news for
all our employees.

Employees receive online individual exercise guidance and
Obesity
coaching to improve their eating habits based on the results of
management
in-body measurements and balance analysis (expert feedback
program
on weekly health mission performance and improvement effects).

Diabetes
Clinic

Employees improve their daily habits through treatment provided
by healthcare professionals at the in-house clinic and receive
personalized management by healthcare managers
(in-person and phone counseling based on analyses and
feedback on cumulative blood sugar measurement data,
emailing of training information).

Low-sodium In-house cafeterias offer employees meals with reduced sodium
diet
content as part of their health management.

Employee Health Promotion
Health Promotion Programs Samsung Display supports its
employees’ active health management through various health
promotion programs. In 2021, amid the restrictions on face-to-face
activities due to COVID-19, we operated a number of non-faceto-face programs (Smart Healthcare Pal and a diabetes clinic)
that allowed our employees to autonomously manage their health
anytime, anywhere.

Big Walk

A campaign to match the number of steps employees take to
the amount of donations made via the app.

A contest for the production of original non-face-to-face exercise
Participationvideos amid the COVID-19 pandemic, with the presentation of
based health
awards to outstanding videos, which are shared companywide
contest
to stimulate health promotion.

SHP Program

Diabetes Clinic

65% of participants achieved
a significant weight loss

60% of participants reduced
their blood sugar levels

65%

60%
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Responsible Supply Chain
In achieving corporate growth, sustainable
operation of the supply chain has become one
of the most important issues. Samsung Display
requires its suppliers to comply with global-level
requirements based on the Supplier Code of
Conduct, while striving to create an ecosystem
in which we help suppliers enhance their
competitiveness and grow together with them.

Vision and Strategy for Shared Growth

Organization for Win-Win Partnership

Samsung Display’s vision of win-win cooperation is focused on
achieving the value of shared growth based on “Partnership
Value Improvement”. To achieve this vision, we have selected five
key tasks of “fair trade”, “pursuit of win-win”, “carbon neutrality”,
“ESG management”, and “active communication”, and are making
concerted efforts to complete these tasks.

Led by the Supplier Collaboration Center, Samsung Display
strives to maintain fair and transparent business relationships with
its suppliers. To this end, we appoint win-win managers to each
division within each business unit to ensure that each division
takes necessary measures in advance to prevent violations of
fair trade principles. In addition, we have adopted various winwin measures aimed at strengthening the competitiveness of our
suppliers companywide.

Win-win Partnership Vision

Compliance with the RBA Code of Conduct

Labor &
human rights

Trusted

Evergrowing

CENTENNIAL
COMPANY

Beloved

Health &
safety

Partnership Value
Improvement

Environment

Samsung
Display

Suppliers

External
Stakeholders
Business
ethics

Shared Growth

Fair trade

Pursuit of
win-win

Risk Hedge

Carbon
neutrality

ESG
management

Active
communication

Management
System

•Respect for human rights
•Work hours
•Non-discrimination

•Occupational safety
•Emergency preparedness
•Occupational injury
and illness
•Industrial hygiene
•Environmental permits
and reporting
•Hazardous substances
•Waste management
•Air emissions

Supply Chain Sustainability Management
Supplier Code of Conduct
Samsung Display provides the Supplier Code of Conduct, which
is focused on labor & human rights, health & safety, environment,
business ethics, and management systems, in three languages
(Korean, English, and Chinese). The Code and the Guide to the
Rules are posted on Samsung Display’s website. We comply with
the regulations in all countries where we are located as well as
the global standards and guidelines. As a member of the RBA
(Responsible Business Alliance), we apply the RBA Code of
Conduct and its review methodology in all assessments of our
suppliers.

•Fair business
•Protection of identity and
non-retaliation
•Ban on conflict minerals

•Evaluation/management
•Training
•Grievance handling
•Documentation
•Supplier responsibility

Samsung Display Supplier Code of Conduct
Samsung Display Supplier Code of Conduct Guide
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Supply Chain Risk Management

Comprehensive Supplier Assessment

We value sustainability in our entire operational process from
selecting suppliers for supply chain risk management to building
the capacities of our suppliers. As a process for managing
our supply chain risks, we regularly conduct comprehensive
assessments and Code of Conduct inspections and monitor
whether the necessary improvements have been made.

Samsung Display conducts a comprehensive assessment of firsttier suppliers each year to identify their risks in the following four
areas – environmental safety, compliance management, quality,
and financial rating. The results can be checked at any time
through G-SRM (Global Supplier Relationship Management). We
provide our suppliers with an opportunity to explain the result of
their assessment, while monitoring their improvement measures.
In 2021, 89.8% of our suppliers received an “excellent” rating in
the comprehensive assessment.

Selection of New Suppliers
Samsung Display selects new suppliers only among companies
that have received a certain score or higher in the following five
evaluation areas – procurement/quality assurance, environmental
safety, labor & human rights, Eco Partner1) and financial condition.
New suppliers conduct their own self- assessment based on
the checklist created in reference to the RBA standards, while
in-house professionals visit the suppliers to conduct on-site
inspections.
1) 	

Eco Partner: A supplier, certified by Samsung Display, that operates a harmful substance
management system for its production processes above a certain level or standard

Environmental
safety

Selection Criteria
Procurement/quality assurance, Eco Partner,
labor & human rights:
80 points or more (100-point scale)

Financial condition:
Credit rating B or higher

Business
competitiveness

Sustainability
risk

Item

Description

Technology

Possession of technology patents,
ratio of R&D investments, etc.

Quality

Defect rate, quality management
system certificates, etc.

Responsiveness

Participation in Samsung Display’s
policy, innovation activities, etc.

Delivery

Accurate delivery

Cost

Increases in transaction value,
cost competitiveness, etc.

EHS

Workplace safety, possession of
international certificates, etc.

Finance

Credit ratings, debt-to-equity ratios,
etc.

Law(Social)

Non-compliance with workplace labor
and human rights standards, among
others

Supplier Assessment Process

5 Assessment Areas

Environmental safety:
85 points or more (100-point scale)

Program

Every year, we upgrade the evaluation items and criteria to reflect
the changing business environment. In 2021, we applied an
adjusted environmental safety evaluation weight to the types of
business with high environmental and safety risks. We worked
to hedge our environmental and safety risks by selecting thirdparty due diligence targets among suppliers that underwent
the comprehensive assessment. Going forward, we will expand
the sustainability assessment items to ensure more systematic
management of our suppliers.

Criteria for Determining New Suppliers

Procurement/
Quality assurance

Comprehensive Assessment Items

Labor & human
rights

Eco Partner

Financial
condition

Items Reflected in the Standard Agreement
with Suppliers Form
Samsung Display’s environmental standards,
international human rights standards and labor
practices, and compliance with Samsung Display’s
Supplier Code of Conduct

Finalizing assessment criteria

Selection of candidate companies

Assessment preparations

Partner operation

Partner operation/Procurement

Partner operation

Standard, assessment criteria

Companies subject to
assessment

Selection of evaluator to
conduct the assessment

Determination of detailed
business types

Training on assessment
operations

Assessment workshop

Performance evaluation

Decision on assessment grades

Post-assessment management

Partner operation/Procurement

Partner operation

Partner operation/Procurement

Collection of performance data

Determination of
performance points

Conduct of the on-the-ground
assessment

Reflection of additional points

Management of
assessment history
Follow-up management of
companies that receive
a low rating
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Support for Shared Growth with Suppliers
Compliance Review for Suppliers

Win-win Cooperation

For its key overseas suppliers, Samsung Display regularly
conducts inspections of four major RBA-based labor and human
rights1) items. We conduct on-site inspections twice a year and
register suppliers’ violations as tasks for which improvement
will be managed by us. We conduct random semiannual (during
summer/winter vacations) on-site reviews of our key suppliers in
China specifically to eradicate child labor violations. During the
reviews, we carefully check workers’ identification and contract
provisions. In 2021, we conducted a pilot self-assessment of the
entire global supply chain, including our suppliers in Korea. From
2022, we will reflect the results in our comprehensive assessment
of suppliers and continuously empower them to protect human
rights and comply with the global standards.

Managing the VOCs of Suppliers Samsung Display collects
suppliers’ opinions and suggestions about improving inconvenience
and unreasonable systems through the Suppliers Security
Reporting Center via the company website and wired/wireless
communication. By cooperating with the relevant departments
and continuously working on improvement measures, the Partner
Collaboration Center addresses the opinions and complaints of
third-tier suppliers or below, and has established a process whereby
it classifies supplier’s opinions by type and importance to ensure a
prompt and appropriate response.

Win-win Cooperation with Suppliers To help its suppliers
enhance competitiveness, Samsung Display is running various
partner collaboration programs for financial supports in the areas
of technology development, R&D funding, and training. Through
the Partner Council for win-win cooperation, we share information
on the latest trends in the display industry as well as the
company’s vision with our suppliers. In recognition of such efforts,
we were named the Most Excellent Company2) in the Win-Win
Index for four consecutive years since 2021, leading to the honor
of being designated as the Most Excellent Honorary Business
in Korea.

Suppliers can also report any corrupted or unfair business practices
through the Samsung Display Audit Team’s Whistleblowing
Channel. Regarding the unfair handling of affairs related to N-tier
suppliers, we strive to resolve all unreasonable practices through
training and corrective measures.

Handling Process for VOCs of Suppliers

1)

Working hours, ratio of dispatched workers, one weekly day off, employment of minors

2)

Based on performance achievements between 2017 and 2020

Receiving

Classification
(reference/
grading)

Case
assignment

Handling
(measures)

Internal
reporting

Reply

Voice of suppliers
channel

Partner
Collaboration
Center

Partner
Collaboration
Center + Relevant
departments

Person subject to
the improvement
measure

Partner
Collaboration
Center

Partner
Collaboration
Center
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CrePas Program Designed for creative win-win cooperation
and shared growth with our suppliers, the CrePas (Creative
Partnership) Program engages in joint technology development
with suppliers and supports their R&D expenses. Launched in
2010 as Samsung Display’s flagship supplier support scheme,
it has contributed to the localization of core technologies and
the development of new technologies, as well as promoting
mutual growth between Samsung Display and its suppliers. As
such, Samsung Display is playing a key role in strengthening
competitiveness in all fields of the display industry. In 2021, it
provided a total of KRW 5.84 billion to seven suppliers through
the CrePas program.
Support for Building Smart Factories Samsung Display supports
the construction of smart factories to enhance its suppliers’
productivity and manufacturing competitiveness. Every year,
Samsung Display selects suppliers to support, from first- to thirdtier suppliers. This support program helps suppliers to build,
upgrade and maintain smart factories at their worksites, while
offering customized consulting for innovation in the areas of
quality, environment, R&D, and business management. Thanks
to the program, multiple suppliers have been able to bolster their
production efficiency by reducing their defect rates and inventory
costs. In 2021, we provided a total of KRW 1.4 billion to 17 small and
medium-sized suppliers, with a plan to support new suppliers in
2022 as well.

Key Win-win Cooperation Programs
Area

Technology
development

Program

CrePas program

Support

•Provide up to KRW 1 billion financial support (KRW 500 million from
Samsung Display and KRW 500 million from the government) free of charge
to support joint development and R&D expenses
•Chosen as a best practice by the Fair Trade Commission in 2016
•Operate in alignment with the “new product technology development project
– joint investment type” by the Ministry of SMEs and Startups

Win-Win Fund

•Operate funds worth of approximately KRW 300 billion for first, second,
third-tier suppliers

Payment Support Fund

•Offer zero-interest loans to help first-tier suppliers make cash payments to
second-tier suppliers within 30 days, from a fund of KRW 200 billion raised
to extend the scope of shared growth to second-tier suppliers

Funding

Incentives for on-site suppliers

Medical
support

Training

Allow on-site suppliers
to use in-house clinics
free of charge

Online education
support

support
Supplier Collaboration
Academy

Productivity
innovation
support

Support for smart
factory establishment

Consulting service

•Provide incentives to top-performing on-site suppliers in terms of
productivity and safety assessments (since 2013)

•Provide medical expense waivers to on-site suppliers for in-house clinics
•Provide high-quality training (equivalent to that provided for Samsung
employees) for first/second tier supplier employees to support the capacitybuilding of their human resources
•Provide full expense support for online multi-campus commissioned training
to operate some 100 courses on management, leadership, and professional
job competency
•Provide training for Samsung Display suppliers by the Supplier Collaboration
Academy of Samsung Electronics
•Provide up to KRW 10 billion for 5 years by participating in the “win-win
smart factory support project among large/mid/small-sized businesses” led
by the Ministry of SMEs and Startups to strengthen suppliers’ manufacturing
competitiveness (50% from Samsung Display, 50% from the government)
•Select beneficiaries – primarily Samsung Display’s first/second/third
tier suppliers – for manufacturing innovation consulting on quality, the
environment and R&D
•Offer consulting on business management, procurement, and manufacturing
by Samsung Display executives

2010 to 2021

No. of tasks: 89
Amount: KRW 59.5 billion

2018 to 2021

No. of suppliers: 119
Amount: KRW 249.1 billion
2017 to 2021

No. of suppliers: 12
Amount: KRW 26.7 billion
2013 to 2021

No. of suppliers: 60
Amount: KRW 58.5 billion
2020

2021

6,021 persons

5,084 persons

2011 to 2021

No. of suppliers: 202
Amount: KRW 930 million

2017 to 2021

No. of suppliers: 320
No. of persons: 40,946

2018 to 2021

No. of suppliers: 78
Amount: KRW 4.8 billion

2018 to 2021

No. of suppliers: 47
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Environmental Safety Support for Suppliers
Under the directions of “top-tier suppliers” and “joint promotion
of safety culture through communication & coaching”, Samsung
Display has launched the Partner Safety Group, a dedicated
organization to implement win-win safety partnerships. Through
separate supplier communication channels, we frequently share
major environmental and safety issues with our suppliers as well
as training materials on the topics. We also help our suppliers to
create a safety work ecosystem through various programs such
as EHS consulting, work environment improvement by suppliers
that handle high-risk chemical substances, and N-tier suppliers’
capacity building. In 2021, we conducted environmental safety
assessment and consulting for 183 suppliers.

Supplier Safety Culture Assessment

Survey

Identify strengths
and weaknesses
in safety
awareness and
behavior

Interview

Identify
differences
in awareness
between leaders
and team
members and
areas requiring
improvement

Supplier Safety Culture Assessment Samsung Display strives
to upgrade its suppliers’ safety culture by conducting safety
culture assessments on a regular basis. In 2021, we expanded the
number of safety culture assessment from 29 suppliers in 2020
to 39, and helped them to establish action plans and implement
improvement measures based on the results of analysis of eight
major management items. We will continue to support the efforts
of the employees of all our suppliers so that they can always put
safety first and create a stable safety culture.

8 Major Management Items

On-site
inspection

Identify the causes
of differences
between safety
awareness and
behavior

1

2

3

Management’s
commitment

Roles and
responsibilities

Risk
management

4

5

6

Communication
and engagement

Environmental
safety competency

Compliance

7

8

Causal analysis and
corrective action

Monitoring &
performance
management

CASE

Signed an MOU to prevent industrial
accidents in display manufacturing
To prevent industrial accidents in the display manufacturing
industry, Samsung Display has signed an MOU with the
Cheonan Branch of the Ministry of Employment and Labor,
the Chungnam Regional Office of the Korea Occupational
Health and Safety Agency, and its suppliers. At the signing
ceremony, a briefing session was held on the establishment
and implementation of the health and safety management
system in accordance with the enactment of the Serious
Accident Punishment Act. Through this agreement, we will
actively promote the creation of “a safe display manufacturing
industry” by laying the foundation for the prevention of serious
accidents and upgrading our management capabilities
together with those of our suppliers in the Cheonan and Asan
areas. More specifically, we will carry out various activities
to achieve “zero industrial accidents”, such as patrol safety
checks for first-tier suppliers, the prevention of industrial
accidents through win-win cooperation between primary
contractors and their subcontractors, and the provision of
budgetary and equipment support to improve second-tier
suppliers’ serious accident risk factors.
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Support for Suppliers’ Information Protection
CASE

Helping suppliers prevent
environmental safety accidents
Every year, Samsung Display holds the “Environmental Safety
Seminar for Suppliers’ CEOs” to ensure that their employees
are protected from industrial accidents and can work in a
safe workplace. For the 2021 seminar, an expert delivered
a lecture on proactive responses to the enactment of the
Serious Accident Punishment Act. To promote their safety
compliance, we award suppliers that achieve an outstanding
environmental safety management record. In addition, we
regularly send ‘Environmental Safety Letters’ to the CEOs
of our suppliers to share EHS issues and accident news, as
well as our policies and requests for cooperation. In 2021, we
communicated with and provided support to a total of 398
companies to prevent environmental safety accidents.

Support for Health and Safety Training Samsung Display
provides safety training designed to improve the safety
management capabilities of suppliers’ safety managers who are
in charge of all hazardous work carried out in-house. We provide
them with the same basic training on safety standards, the roles
of safety managers, and accident prevention that we offer to
our own employees. We have developed a curriculum related
to high-risk work, and provide specialized training for each type
of hazardous work including electrical work, work at height, hot
work, work with harmful materials, work in confined spaces, and
work with heavy equipment. Samsung Display grants authority
to our suppliers’ safety managers to identify workers’ unsafe
behaviors, practices and conditions and take the necessary
corrective actions. As of 2021, we have offered training to 28,516
safety managers of our suppliers.

Safety Coordinator Certification Program for Suppliers

Enhancing Suppliers’ Information Protection Capabilities
Samsung Display carries out various activities to strengthen
its suppliers’ information protection capabilities. We issue and
deliver quarterly information protection newsletters to our major
suppliers selected annually. For suppliers that share with us key
technologies whose related technical data and other information
must be protected, we hold a security workshop once a year. In
2021, we held the security workshop for 54 companies selected
as major suppliers because they handle key equipment, FAB
lines, and modules. We will increase the number of companies
to 61 in 2022. With the government project hosted by the Korea
Industrial Technology Protection Association, Samsung Display
provides its key suppliers with customized security consulting
empowering them to find systematic solutions to deficiencies
in their information protection practices. Every year, we award
suppliers that have excelled in information protection during the
previous year.
Suppliers Invited to Security Workshops

(Unit: Person)

(Unit: Company)

Training Program

Safety Coordinator Certification Program
2019

2020

2021

Hot work

1,814

4,967

2,427

Heavy equipment

4,729

11,506

6,294

Work in confined spaces

1,328

4,999

2,184

Harmful substances

3,466

5,806

4,332

Common issues

10,205

18,471

13,279

Total

21,542

45,749

28,516

Curriculum

47

2020

54

2021

61

2022
(planned)

Presentation of an award during a security workshop
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Responsible Sourcing of Raw Materials
Conflict Minerals Management Policy
Samsung Display has established a supply chain management
policy and framework for improving issues related with human
rights infringements and environmental degradation that can arise
in the mining of conflict minerals such as tantalum, tin, tungsten, and
gold, along with cobalt and other minerals that require responsible
procurement in such high-risk areas as conflict-stricken countries in
Africa. Our commitment to ethical and socially-responsible sourcing
of minerals spans the entire supply chain in full conformity with the
international standards including the OECD Due Diligence Guidance
for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected
and High-Risk Areas.
Conflict Mineral Management Process Samsung Display has
defined department-specific roles and responsibilities for conflict
minerals management. The Partner Operation Group manages conflict
minerals information submitted by our suppliers through the Global
Supplier Relationship Management (G-SRM) system, and supervises
the entire process. Our development and procurement departments
are responsible for guiding suppliers how to fill out the Conflict
Minerals Reporting Template (AMRT), as well as communicating
with them and helping them identify areas of improvement.

Improving Suppliers’ Awareness We provide suppliers with
conflict minerals management guidance and leverage our online
training and support programs to raise their awareness and urge
them to join our policy to ban the use of conflict minerals.
Mineral Smelter Information within the Supply Chain Samsung
Display sources minerals solely from smelters and refiners
conformant with the Responsible Minerals Assurance Process
(RMAP) of the Responsible Minerals Initiative (RMI) and bans the
use of unethically-mined conflict minerals. We manage the list of
smelters certified under the Conflict Free Smelter (CFS) program
along with other relevant materials, and perform monthly reviews
of all the materials we source. We verify all smelters who supply
the 3 TGs (tantalum, tin, tungsten and gold) each year, and take
stock of our consumption of conflict minerals based on the CMRT
information submitted by our suppliers.

Establishment of a Due Diligence Process for Investigation Results
Samsung Display is establishing a mineral due diligence process
based on the OECD Due Diligence Guidance. The due diligence
process is aimed at restricting the use of conflict minerals by our
suppliers through proper management and inspection. Currently,
we are collecting data through our procurement department and
suppliers and building a management system. Going forward, we
plan to strengthen our follow-up management of the information
submitted by our suppliers through on-site inspections, among others.
Risk Identification and Assessment within the Supply Chain
We monitor and manage the status of our conflict minerals
management on a continuous basis, and urge our suppliers to
stop trading with uncertified smelters. If any of them continue to
do business with uncertified smelters after our request to suspend
their transactions, we consider whether to reduce the volume or
terminate our contract with them.
Development of Improvement Plans We are consistently
upgrading our system to ensure that we only deliver products that
have passed through an ethical distribution process by strictly
controlling the conflict minerals that go into our products.

Conflict Minerals Work Process

RMAP-conformant Smelters Supplying Conflict Minerals
(Unit: No. of smelters)

Fill out the CMRT

Samsung
Display

Supplier

Encourage suppliers to
fill out the CMRT and
request their confirmation

b

NO

Verify that smelters
are certified

YES

Summarize and
report the status

100%

a

conformant
as of the end of 2021

Select target
suppliers

Total

237
d

Samsung Display Conflict-Free Minerals Policy

c

a Gold

105

b Tantalum

38

c Tin

55

d Tungsten

39
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Talent Development and Organizational Culture
With the aim of implementing people-oriented
management, Samsung Display prioritizes
protecting and promoting its employees’ human
rights. We have established an autonomous
and healthy corporate culture and provide a
wide array of growth opportunities to enhance
employee value, as a way to their growth can lead
to corporate growth and social development.

Human Rights Management
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights
Samsung Display’s Human Rights Policy We agree with the
universal value of protecting and respecting human rights, and
based on the need for human rights risk management, Samsung
Display complies with the UN Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the ILO’s fundamental conventions, and other laborrelated standards presented by international organizations, as
well as the RBA Code of Conduct. We have established our own
“Global Labor Practices” based on these standards.

Regarding human rights and labor-related policies, we refer to
these norms. If our in-house regulations differ from the local labor
regulations in the countries and regions in which we operate, we
apply more stringent standards.
Human Rights Risk Management and Training
RBA Third-Party Inspection Samsung Display conducts RBA1)
third-party inspections to set a sustainable and effective response
system for due diligence, which has recently become an issue in the
global community. Since 2021, we have conducted an RBA thirdparty inspection at four worksites, three of which acquired the RBA
Platinum while one worksite acquired the Silver.
Company-wide Human Rights Training We provide annual
company-wide training to all our employees on the prevention of
sexual harassment and bullying in the workplace, as well as raising
awareness about people with disabilities, to further cultivate our
respect for human rights. As regards the prevention of sexual
harassment and workplace bullying, we share pertinent examples of
Dos & Don’ts with our employees. We endeavor to create a sound
organizational culture in which our employees move beyond mere
prevention to promote mutual respect among colleagues.

RBA Platinum Certificates

Asan 1 worksite

Asan 2 worksite

Samsung Display Global Labor Practice

Global Labor Practice

Respect for human rights

Anti-discrimination

Minimum wage

Ban on forced labor

Compliance with work hour regulations

Compliance with the legal working age

Guarantee of freedom of association

Operation of the grievance handling process

Human rights protection policy review

Samsung Display Dongguan, China

1)

RBA VAP: Responsible Business Alliance Validated Assessment Program
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In-house Activities to Protect Human Rights
Mental Health Clinic, Open Counseling Center Samsung Display
is operating an in-house mental health clinic and open counseling
center to manage the mental health of its employees. Employees
who want a consultation can visit the institutions at any time and
receive advice from mental health specialists. The institutions offer
a variety of counseling programs on family relationships and other
matters to support our employees’ efforts to achieve a healthy
balance between work and family life.
“Listener” Training for Executives Samsung Display offers
“Listener” training for all its executives in order to raise awareness
of employees’ mental health management needs as a part of its
efforts to promote a healthy organizational culture. By educating our
executives on how stress management guidance is instrumental
in promoting a healthy organization, they take greater interest in
employees’ mental health and work on solutions together with them.

Samsung Display is running a training program to nurture
“listeners” who can detect in advance danger signals of
high-risk employees who undergo excessive psychological
stress and help them to overcome their stress. The
“Listener” training is categorized into regular courses and
additional courses for employees of various levels other than
executives. By nurturing listeners, we are promoting the
formation of a healthy corporate culture as well as improving
our employees’ mental health.
Curriculum of
the Regular
Training Course

Asan 1
worksite

Asan 2
worksite

Cheonan
worksite

Giheung
worksite

Open Counseling Center
(counselor)

3

3

(1)

2

Mental Health Clinic
(professor)

2

2

(1)

2

* For the Cheonan worksite, counselors at Asan 2 worksite serve concurrently, and
Samsung Electronics provides support for the professor

Group Program &
Education
Users can participate in
various programs and
courses on communication
and healing, emotional
control, stress management,
and improving family
relationships.

Psychological Test Users can identify their
psychological condition in terms of stress,
personality, and interpersonal propensity.

Personal Counseling
Users can have one-on-one,
face-to-face consultations with a counselor
about their mental health problems,
Online Consultation Users can also receive
including depression and anxiety,
anonymous consultations at the center’s website
work stress, and interpersonal problems
or by e-mail.
in and outside the company.

Open Counseling Center

•How to detect in advance danger signals in
high-risk groups
•Insights into danger signals to prevent accidents

As a company that respects the basic rights of its employees,
Samsung Display signed a collective agreement with the labor
union through collective bargaining in 2021. In accordance with the
“Act on the Promotion of Employees’ Participation and Cooperation”,
we operate the worksite-specific Labor-Management Council to
facilitate communication between labor and management and
discuss ways of improving our infrastructure and welfare & benefits.
Labor-management consultations and improvements are shared
with employees through Say+ and CATV.
In addition to offline meetings, Samsung Display gathers
suggestions and grievances from its employees through various
online communication channels such as Samsung Display
OnDisplay and Say+ and announces the relevant improvements
and measures in detail.

•Interview techniques
(Unit: Person)

Psychology Books The counseling
center has a variety of psychology
books, so users can easily obtain the
desired information.

Labor-Management Cooperation and Communication

Cultivating “Listeners”

Counselors and Professors at Mental Care Centers

Category

Labor-Management Communication

CASE

•How to connect with the Suicide Prevention Center

Key Matters Discussed Between Labor and Management
Curriculum of
the Additional
Training Course

•Sharing accidents/incidents and trends
•The importance of mental health management in
the post-COVID-19 era and how to respond to crisis

Key activities with
the labor union

Key activities
with the LaborManagement
Council

Grievance
receiving and
handling

Signed the 2021 collective agreement
(13 rounds of negotiations)
Signed the 2021 wage agreement
(12 rounds of negotiations)

Held the regular council meetings
(quarterly)
Operated the 2021
Wage Negotiation T/F
(10 rounds of negotiation)

Received 18 grievances in 2021
Asan 2 worksite: 9 cases
Asan 1 worksite: 4 cases
Giheung worksite: 5 cases
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Two-way Communication Channel Through “Say+”, Samsung
Display’s representative communication channel, we gather
employees’ suggestions for improvement and respond to them.
Say+ is also used by employees to exchange ideas and tips on
all manner of things. We operate a task force whose role is to
increase the reliability and speed of our response to employees’
suggestions and questions. Say+ also serves as a communication
platform where employees and executives, including the CEO, can
communicate and share their thoughts with one another directly.

Efforts for Internal Communication Samsung Display runs
various forms of two-way communication with employees,
such as the CEO VLOG and All Hands Meeting. Departmental
meetings are also active in sharing the company’s latest news
and the management direction of each department and the entire
company, as well as answering employees’ inquiries.
Grievance Handing Channel Samsung Display operates a
grievance handling channel to listen to its employees’ concerns
and complaints. In addition to the Online Reporting System, each
department does its best to handle received complaints as quickly
as possible through an appointed official. Anonymous reporting is
possible as the identity of a whistleblower is thoroughly protected.
When disciplinary action is necessary based on a report
submitted via the grievance handling channel, the Disciplinary
Committee acts according to the established procedure. To help
victims recover quickly, we run a variety of programs including
personal counseling by professional counselors.

In-house Human Rights Protection · Grievance Resolution Channels

Say+

Online Reporting System

•Provide responses by case manager
within 24 hours to questions posted
on the in-house bulletin board

•Anonymous channel where employees
and external stakeholders report
grievances that are difficult to
share with others, including sexual
harassment and workplace bullying
and receive individual feedback on
review results

On-site manager

(Unit: Person)

g f

e
d

a

Total

649

c

b

a
c
e
g

253
Living support
Personal grievance 103
31
Health & safety
Welfare & benefits 20

b Work support
d Labor conditions
f HR system

158
57
27

Grievance Handling Process

Joint Labor-Management
Conference
•Operate a grievance handling bulletin
board and answer the questions
posted

Department-level grievance
handling box

Labor management (ER)/ •Designate on-site managers for each department to check •Operate anonymous grievance
corporate culture (CA)
grievances - from minor departmental improvements to
handling boxes to propose necessary
personal grievances and take immediate action on the
departmental improvements
grievances that could be addressed at the department level
•Separately designate female ERs for manufacturing
departments that hire many female employees

Type of Grievances Submitted (2021)

Grievances report
•Employees and
external stakeholders
file grievances through
grievance handling
channels
•A case manager is
designated for each
case
Notification of receipt
within 24 hours

Grievances
confirmation and
review
•Confirm details and
facts of reported
grievance
•Listen to grievant

Result notification
•Deliver results of
review and gather
feedback from
grievant

•Review remedial
measures according
to confirmed details

Within 5 days of receipt

Within 7 days of receipt

Grievances
Resolution
•Take appropriate
grievance handling
measures, including
HR decisions and
infrastructure
improvements

Varies by case
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Attracting Outstanding Talents and
Developing Employee Competences
Efforts to Attract Outstanding Talents
Online Talent Recruitment, Using the Metaverse To secure
outstanding talent in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Samsung Display introduced online recruitment via an internet
broadcasting platform and a video conferencing system. In the fall
of 2021, we provided useful recruitment information to prospective
applicants through job consultations and company briefings in a
virtual space using a metaverse platform called “Gathertown”.
Programs to Nurture Outstanding Talents In efforts to nurture
outstanding talents, the future leaders of the display industry,
Samsung Display has signed an MOU with the Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and launched the
Educational Program for Samsung Display (EPSD). The EPSD
provides a display-related education course to master’s and
doctoral students of KAIST. From 2022, we announced a fiveyear-plan to provide 50 outstanding talents with scholarships.
The agreement with KAIST will lay a foundation for nurturing
outstanding talents in the display industry.

Capacity Building and Leadership Development

Efforts to attract young talents,
using the metaverse

Samsung Display offers employees opportunities to improve their
competencies and grow together with the company. The company
provides job skill training that reflects changing market trends,
leadership training tailored to each management level, and longterm training programs.

In the virtual lobby of the metaverse event hall,
Samsung Display provided introductions of the company
and novel, next generation products in the designed
space to showcase its vision and potential for growth.
A recruitment fair was held in an auditorium space decorated
as a seating area called the “Future Theatre” on the
metaverse platform. In the “Counseling Café”, recruitment
officers from all fields provided counseling for new
applicants. Going forward, Samsung Display plans to expand
the usage of the metaverse platform.

Job Skill Assessment and Capacity-building Program To secure
technological competitiveness, Samsung Display strives to improve
the job competency of individual employees and organizations.
Employees take the annual “Job Skill Assessment”, which measures
the level of competency of employees, and receive an individual
assessment report comprised of coaching and feedback from
their departmental. Each organization has established a training
system that reviews the job and competency levels of employees,
encouraging them to create a self-directed learning plan and actively
attend relevant learning and development programs.

CASE

To promote effective capacity building and proactively respond
to the changing educational environment, Samsung Display has
established a state-of-the-art learning platform. “SDC Academia”,
learning platform launched in March 2021, offers capacity building
courses that have integrated the functions of assessment, learning
plan establishment, and implementation for learning. Furthermore,
in response to advancing technology trends, Samsung Display
plans to develop the “SDC Academia” platform for reskilling and
upskilling our employees.

Samsung Display recruitment website

The main page of SDC Academia education system
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Opportunity to Develop SW and AI Competency Samsung Display
runs a learning and development program and a certification
system to help employees enhance their competitiveness in
software (SW) and artificial intelligence (AI). To provide training
tailored to individual competency, a step-by-step expert training
course is offered from basic to advanced levels. When employees
complete the course, they are granted with a certification
corresponding to their new level of competence.

Competency-building for Equipment Engineers Samsung
Display has established the “Equipment Engineer Career Path” to
systematically nurture equipment engineers. Top-tier equipment
experts are appointed as “Facility Maestros” to present growth
vision and directions as an equipment engineer. To improve
capabilities of equipment engineer, customized training is provided
in all fields and an equipment technology certification system is
operated for each level of competency.

SW engineers participate in systematic, step-by-step training
programs to strengthen their expertise in such areas as design,
implementation, and validation. Under the AI capacity building
program, employees can improve their ability to make datadriven decisions and use AI tools while carrying out tasks to
solve on-site problems. In order to provide motivation to continue
striving for competency development, employees who obtain the
professional certificate are granted with incentives.

Facility Maestro Day Event

SW, AI Certification System

Equipment Engineer Career Path

LEAD qualifications (Levels 1-4)

Software
Analyze requirements,
implement optimization
(execution speed, memory usage, etc.)
Analyze requirements,
implement efficiency
(execution speed, memory usage, etc.)
Analyze requirements,
enable to implement functions

Artificial Intelligence

EXPERT

PROFESSIONAL

ADVANCED

INTERMEDIATE

Perform and lead challenging tasks,
using advanced AI technology
Perform field tasks through the
development and optimization of
an AI algorithm
Conduct statistical analysis, using
analysis tools after data extraction,
and participate in AI tasks
Understand common theories of
AI and big data, as well as basic statistics

Technical certification for
equipment engineers by field

FE-Pro qualifications

CASE

Onboarding program for new recruits and
1st anniversary event
Samsung Display runs an onboarding program for new
recruits to improve their basic job skills and help them to
adapt quickly to the corporate culture. The onboarding
program consists of basic learning courses, including
Samsung Display’s core values, and an overview of the
display production process, as well as a communication
course comprised of various team building activities
with other colleagues. Since Face-to-face training was
difficult during the prolonged COVID-19 crisis in 2021,
the onboarding program was conducted via the
metaverse platform and a video conferencing system.
Every year, Samsung Display organizes a first anniversary
event for the new recruits to look back on the past year
and celebrate each other’s growth. By sharing emotions
and resolutions at such a significant event, they build a
consensus with their colleagues, remind themselves of
the determination they felt upon joining the company, and
explore directions for their personal growth further down
the road. Going forward, the company plans to develop
learning and development courses and events to help
new employees adapt as quickly as possible and unravel
their full potential.

Cultivation and certification of
comprehensive equipment capabilities

Equipment Maestro
Selection of experts to
solve difficulties with equipment

Samsung Maestro
Selection of the best experts in equipment
and manufacturing technology

1st anniversary event for new recruits
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Training to Enhance Global Competency Samsung Display
runs various foreign language training programs to strengthen
its employees’ global competency and language proficiency.
Intensive training courses lasting one to eight weeks are provided
to employees whose work requires foreign language proficiency
to improve their ability, Employees are supported with personal
development opportunities through foreign language classes by
phone, online, and the global lounge where they can apply monthly.
Leadership Program by Level Samsung Display provides
leadership program on the four primary leadership capabilities
(organizational management , performance management ,
people management, and change management) for executives,
department heads, middle managers, and field managers.
Following the introduction of the new HR system, the company
is highlighting the importance of communication, organizational
management, and the roles of leaders in the coexistence of
different generations.
Long-term Programs, Including Academic Training and MBA
Samsung Display operates long-term training programs associated
with external educational institutions so that employees can
grow to be future leaders of the company, as well as pursue their
own personal growth. Employees can earn degrees or conduct
research at domestic or foreign institutions through long-term
training programs such as academic training, MBA, and Visiting
Researchers. These opportunities enable them not only to acquire
specialized knowledge but also to form networks and gather
insights of the latest business trends.
Leave Programs for Personal Development Samsung Display
operates leave programs for personal development (6 months to
2 years) that allow employees to promote personal development
and revitalize mind and body, as well as contribute to the
development of the company. In 2021, 174 employees participated in
the programs for language training, private education, certificates/
degrees, and professional education.

No. of Employees on Personal Development Leave
(Unit: Person)

155

189

174

2019

2020

2021

Career Consulting for Employees and Retirees Samsung
Display’s Career Consulting Center provides re-employment
opportunities to both current and retired employees, as well as
professional counseling for employees to fully demonstrate their
capabilities after retirement. The career consulting program has
been operated since the foundation of the company in July 2012.
As of the end of 2021, 446 of 557 people who received support
were successfully re-employed.

CASE
Career Consulting Process (based on a career change case)

Reviews by employees who used the Leave
programs for personal development
During the leave, I had a trip to South America and
visited areas that were on my bucket list. During
the trip, I met a lot of different people who helped
me to rejuvenate and revitalize myself physically
and mentally.

I conducted work-related research at the
Mechanical Engineering Lab of KAIST as
a visiting researcher, and was able to secure
useful technology. It was also a valuable time for
me personally as I had far more time to bond
with my family without any work stress.

1
Service application

•Guidance on the Center and its services

2
Career goal setting

•Psychological stabilization, self-awareness/
understanding, career analysis, future design
•Admission to center training courses as
needed

3
Career change
strategy

•Selection of career change target companies
•Creation of a self-marketing plan
•Writing a résumé

4
Career change
efforts

•Job search
•Target marketing
•Job matching in progress
•Interview coaching

5

I felt the need to study English during a business
trip to an overseas subsidiary, so I decided to study
English at an overseas boarding school during my
leave of absence. I think that the foreign language
skills I acquired during that period will be of great
help to me on any future overseas business trips.

Career change/
stabilization

•Support for adjustment after a career change
•Stabilization monitoring
(3 months after a career change)
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Expanding a Culture of Diversity
and Inclusion
Samsung Display respects the dignity and diversity of each and
every individual and creates an environment where all employees
respect one another.

Strengthened Female Influence
Samsung Display guarantees career development and fair
opportunities for female employees to nurture the next generation
of female leaders. To support a balanced work-family life, we
operate various leave programs for pregnancy, childcare, fertility
and family care, as well as reduced working hours for childcare
and family care. As to parental leave, we provide a two-year
leave, double the legal standard of one year. We have also
institutionalized the split use so that our employees can use it
flexibly when raising children.
The proportion of female executives at Samsung Display has been
on the rise with 4.4% at the end of 2021. The proportion of female
managers in Korea is 15.96% (72 female managers out of 451
managers) while the ratio of female employees is about 28%. In
particular, the ratio of women among new hires is over 30%, with
Samsung Display taking the lead in strengthening the influence of
women in the display industry.

Ratio of Female Managers

19.56 %

Support for Employees with Disabilities

Communication with Young Generation

Samsung Display assigns employees with disabilities to
appropriate departments in consideration of their opinions and
capabilities so that they can fully unlock their potential while
resolving their grievances about their personal and professional
life through regular discussions, among others. We offer them
paid leave when they purchase assistive devices for not only
themselves but also their spouses and children or go out to
receive disability-related regular check-ups.

Samsung Display makes diverse efforts to form a consensus
and promote a two-way communication with employees in their
20s and 30s. In particular, we have launched “Young Planet”, a
content planning group for employees within five years of joining
the company. Every week, it publishes the “Young Again” a report
about the value system of the millennials and generation Z,
fashions & trends, and consumption patterns. We are striving to
communicate actively with the millennials and generation Z and
form a bond with them.

Support for Adaptation of Foreign Employees
We offer diverse programs for foreign national employees and
their families who migrate to Korea. We operate the Global
Help Desk for foreign national employees to provide them with
information and services including visa issuance and fully support
them and their families in their effort to adapt to life in Korea. We
offer them an automatic translation system in 11 languages as
well as the Korean language education to enable them to better
communicate in their professional life.

Voluntary Networks Related to Respect for Women
Samsung Display respects diverse cultures cherished by its
overseas subsidiaries’ employees while fully supporting them
in their effort to understand each other. Our employees have
voluntarily launched female and family networks, among others,
to communicate through various activities such as mentoring,
volunteer work, and cultural experience.

In-house Networks Related to Women

SMW

SSW

(SDN Married Women)

(SDN Single Women)

Ratio of Female Employees

Approximately

28%

* As of the end of 2021, and based on domestic worksites
In-house women's network meeting at SDN, India

“Young Again” report for the millennials and Generation Z
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Organizational Culture
Practices to Improve Organizational Culture Samsung Display
regularly conducts organizational culture surveys to gather
feedback on employee satisfaction and suggestions about
how to improve its organizational culture. Based on the results,
we actively carry out improvement activities to create a better
working environment.
Samsung Culture Index (SCI) We conduct annual SCI surveys
to all employees as a way to identify the strengths and areas
of improvement for our corporate culture. Each survey consists
of three categories such as Work Smart, Think Hard, and Build
Trust. 89.2% of Samsung Display employees participated in the
2021 SCI, with the overall satisfaction score standing at 86 points.
An overall satisfaction score of 75 or higher means that the
employees participating in the survey are generally satisfied with
the current corporate culture.

2021 SCI Results

86

VCC Survey In addition to the SCI survey, we also perform an
internal corporate culture satisfaction survey titled VCC (Voices,
Change our Culture) Survey twice a year. Through the process
of “listening” to the voice of employees, “making improvements”
and “offering feedback”, we take the survey as an opportunity to
elevate employees’ trust in us and as a catalyst to make on-site
improvements. Of the issues identified through the VCC Survey,
those that are inherent to the specific sites are addressed by
departments, and company-wide issues are resolved through a
task force that addresses employee grievances, inefficiencies and
unreasonable practices at work.
Efforts to Improve Organizational Culture through In-house
Characters Foldy & QD are names of the SDC Culture
characters selected through an in-house contest. These two
characters were created by comparing displays to chameleons,
for displays express the entire spectrum of colors that are present
in the world, and the bluish green Foldy symbolizes foldable
displays while the pink QD represents QD-Display. We have
installed the sculptures of the characters in our worksites and
are using the characters for various in-house events designed to
improve our organizational culture.
SCI Components and Basic Concepts

points

Participated by

89.2%
of employees

WORK SMART

THINK HARD

BUILD TRUST

Perform work
“properly and smartly”
in a performanceoriented way

An environment that
promotes “creativity and
innovation”

Mutual trust based
on “respect and
consideration”

“Think Hard” aims to
cultivate a mindset that
enables employees to
break away from existing
work methods, find new
ideas and improvements,
and actively take on
challenges.

“Build Trust” aims to
promote mutual trust so
that greater results can
be expected through
communication and
cooperation between
employees.

“Work Smart” is an
organizational culture
activity that aims to
establish performanceoriented work methods
rather than timespace-oriented work
management.

Improvements according to Survey Results

A total of
20 tasks improved
in 2021

Process: 4 cases including simplifying office
equipment receipt/return procedures
System: 9 cases including the introduction of
the scheduled SMS sending feature
infrastructure: 6 cases including the expansion of
video conferencing infrastructure
Work schedule: Changed pregnant women’s work
schedule (flextime → selective working hour system)

CASE

Samsung Display’s Official Mascots,
Foldy & QD
Foldy & QD are Samsung Display’s characters serving as
icons of the company. We have distributed the images of
Foldy & QD as emoticons for our in-house messenger (Knox
Messenger), and employees are free to use them to lower
the barriers between leaders and department members in
particular. The mascots are being used for various events
and promotional materials such as monthly meetings,
guide on COVID quarantine rules, and environmental safety
posters. They are also used for in-house Halloween events
and new hire welcome kits, positioning themselves as our
leading mascots.
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Improving Employee’s Quality of Life
Samsung Display believes that by improving the working
environment of its employees, their ability to work will be improved
and their engagement will increase, as well. We therefore run
various programs to benefit our employees such as health
promotion and maternity protection while planning to continue
expanding those programs.
Employee-centered Work System and Environment Samsung
Display will make continuous efforts to improve its work environment so that its employees can fully immerse themselves in their
work in a safe and flexible environment.
Selective Working Hour System Samsung Display set in place
the “selective working hour system” to help its employees strike
the right balance between life and work and expand autonomy
in determining their own working hours. We have switched from
the “flextime” to the “selective working hour system” to further
enhance our employees’ flexibility in determining their working
hours. Through an employee-centered, efficient work culture, we
expect that our employees' needs for work-life balance will be met
while the company's global competitiveness will be strengthened.

Integration of Job Positions Samsung Display is trying to create
a horizontal corporate culture by abolishing the existing senioritytype rank system and encouraging employees to use the title “pro”
in place of different job positions when addressing colleagues.
We are striving to gradually shift to a horizontal corporate culture
from a policy/institutional point of view by making it impossible to
find out colleagues’ positions and length of service instantly.
Non-face-to-face Work Environment Samsung Display is
creating a virtual work environment to make it unnecessary for
employees to travel to attend meetings and to further enhance
their work engagement instead. We have created a virtual work
environment that allows our employees to work from home if
necessary amid the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to minimize
contact between employees, we have built a system whereby
employees can attend meetings from in-house video conference
rooms or even their personal computers.

What is the Selective Working Hour System?

A system in which employees can freely adjust their working hours
within an “monthly average of 52 hours per week” instead of
“52 hours per week”

Weekly

Concept of expanding the “weekly” flextime to
a “monthly” selective working hour system

Monthly

Flextime Vs. Selective Working Hour System

Flextime

Selective Working
Hour System

Target

Non-shift workers

Same as the left

Office Hour

Come to work anytime
between 6AM to 6PM

Same as the left

Working
Hours

More than 4 hours a day
(40 hours per week)

No minimum working
hours per day
(coming to work is required)

52 hours per week

Monthly average of
52 hours per week

Maximum
Workweek
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Maternity Protection Programs Samsung Display is willing
to go beyond the legal standards to provide a greater extent
of care to expectant mothers. We are operating 14 maternity
lounges equipped with breastfeeding spaces, water purifiers, and
refrigerators so that pregnant employee can easily access these
lounges with no restrictions and get enough rest. Our commute
buses have special seats designated for pregnant women. We
offer them iron pills as one of a wide array of programs designed
for them. We encourage our employees to take spousal childbirth
leave while operating in-house childcare centers and a host of
child rearing support programs.

Maternity Protection Programs
Related
legal standards

Our support

Parental
leave

1 year

Up to 2 years per child

Partner’s
leave

10 days for either
single or multiple
birth

Program

10 days for single birth, 20 days for
multiple birth
* 3 days of paid leave for the spouse’s
abortion/stillbirth

5 days of paid leave per year and
support for fertility treatment costs
(KRW 10 million/year)

Fertility
treatment
leave

1-day paid leave
and 2-day unpaid
leave

Prenatal
check-up

Every four weeks No limit when additional check-ups
until the 28th week are needed for pregnant women under
28 weeks
of pregnancy

* Additional fertility leave allowed (can be
used in two sessions)

* 	Labor Standards Act: Parental leave, spousal leave, fertility treatment leave / Mother
and Child Health Act: Prenatal check-ups

CASE

Tangjeong Samsung Daycare Center

Welfare & Benefits Programs We operate a broad spectrum
of welfare & benefits programs in addition to the legallymandatory ones to promote the well-being of our employees.
We will continue to develop diverse programs to take a fully
comprehensive approach to creating a wholesome and inviting
workplace.

Samsung Display is operating a workplace daycare center to
support working moms struggling for work-family balance.
Welfare & Benefits Program

The daycare center has acquired the “G-SEED” green
building certification for its use of green construction
materials, construction to minimize environmental pollution,
and sufficient green space. For quality education and
due protection, the center is equipped with a system that
guarantees top-tier performance in childcare environment,
childcare process, health and hygiene, safety, parent
education, and community connection. The center is
operated by highly qualified personnel including teachers,
nurses, nutritionists, cooks, and clerks with expertise in their
respective fields.

Living support
Provide benefits and perks for employees’ daily life including
commute buses, inhouse cafeterias, dormitories, scholarships for
children, support for celebrations and condolences, and various
pension and insurance benefits
Medical benefits
Support regular health checkups and medical support for
individual fitness and health management, and operate inhouse
clinics
Leisure support
Support for leisure activities, including the use of various
entertainment facilities and community activities
Welfare points
Provide welfare points to enjoy leisure and cultural life according
to individual preferences
Other services
Provide mental/legal counseling services and wedding/childbirth
anniversary gifts
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Social Contribution
Samsung Display is committed to fulfilling
its responsibilities for the wellbeing of local
communities. Hence, based on the principle of
mutual growth with local communities, we are
implementing various CSR activities and building
a robust trust relationship with them.

CSR Strategies and Goals
Having redefined our CSR vision and themes on the basis of
Samsung management philosophy and core values, we are
promoting CSR activities to solve serious social problems by
leveraging our capabilities and resources. Focusing on two
themes, “youth education” and “win-win cooperation”, we operate
our CSR activities systematically through consensus building
among employees and partnerships with professional NGOs.
We encourage our employees to participate and help them raise
interest in social contribution through such programs as naming
contest for the new CSR project to support surgery for the blind
free of charge and new environment project idea contest. Our
employees are also taking an active part through fundraising, etc.

Key Themes

New Directions

Youth Education

Vision

Youth SW Academy
Junior SW Academy
Dream Class
Blue Elephant
Hope Didimdol

Win-Win Cooperation
Rainbow (Eyesight recovery
sponsorship project)
Book Woollim
Local Contribution Projects
- VOLED Choir
- Rehabilitation support children
with severe disabilities
- Flower Bed Project
(jobs for people with disabilities)

Consensus
building
among
employees
+
Partnerships
with
professional
NGOs

Social Contribution Aligned with
Business Characteristics
Samsung Display manufactures innovative display products
through continuous technological innovation and R&D with
an aim to deliver visual pleasure to consumers. With an aim to
help more people enjoy the visual amusement presented by us,
we launched a new project which sponsors those with ocular
disorders through practical support and return our gains to local
communities. Building upon its name “Rainbow”1), which was
titled through in-house naming contest, we will pro-actively carry
out this CSR program. Through Rainbow, we are to encourage
employees to participate in and be trained to volunteer as
caregivers for the beneficiaries when the visit hospitals. We
will expand the beneficiaries of our CSR projects from the
underprivileged elderly and vulnerable groups in rural areas to
children and youth across the country. We will launch a steering
committee composed of five external experts in the medical and
social welfare fields to promote the project more professionally
and reliably.

Selection of key themes
in connection with Samsung
management philosophies
(talent first, pursuit of win-win)

Cooperation with
various stakeholders

Resolution of social challenges
(youth unemployment,
social polarization)
1)

	The name “Rainbow”, is an English translation of “Mujigae”, the acronym of the Korean
name of Samsung Display’s eyesight recovery sponsorship program. We selected this
name, believing this well represents the purpose of Samsung Display’s CSR program
that helps people enjoy a richer visual experience through visual rehabilitation.
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Social Contribution to
Provide Educational Support
Under the vision of ‘Strengthening core talent of the future
through youth education”, Samsung Display is engaged in global
talent development activities. The company ’s iconic talent
development projects include Samsung Youth SW Academy; “Blue
Elephant” designed to prevent youth cyberbullying, and “Book
Woollim” aimed at facilitating a habit of reading among youth.
Samsung Youth SW Academy Together with Samsung affiliates
and the Ministry of Employment and Labor, Samsung Display has
launched a software education project called ‘Samsung Youth
SW Academy’ to support related theory and practice education.
In the basic course, trainees learn algorithms, coding, and web
technologies based on curricula tailored for different levels. In the indepth course, they strengthen their practical capabilities to leverage
Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies such as AI and IoT. We
also offer them employment-related services including employment
consulting, recommendations to corporations, and job fairs. 2,785
people have completed the training in five sessions. As of May 2022,
2,326 people or 84% of the graduates, found jobs in IT and finance,
among others. Currently, 2,100 people1) are attending the 6th and 7th
sessions of the training.

“Blue Elephant” to Protect Youth from Cyber Violence Given
that youth are easily exposed to cyberbullying, Samsung Display is
supporting the youth cyberbullying prevention project together with
Samsung affiliates and the Blue Tree Foundation. “Blue Elephant”
is composed of five major programs such as online prevention
education for elementary, middle and high school students;
psychological counseling for victims’ recovery and emotional
stability; campaigns to eradicate cyberbullying; academic research
for cyberbullying cause analysis and response policy; and a
cyberbullying prevention platform. Launched in 2020, the project was
participated by approximately 350,000 young students2) as of the
end of 2021. We will continue to actively contribute to solving social
problems related to cyberbullying among adolescents and children
through the “Blue Elephant” project.

1)

	Based on performance data on the entire SW Academy for it is a project jointly
conducted by Samsung Electronics and other affiliates

2)

	Based on performance data on the entire Blue Elephant for it is a project jointly
conducted by Samsung Electro-Mechanics and other affiliates

5 Key Projects of Blue Elephant

Prevention training

Theraputic counseling

•Teen education

•Hotline counseling

•Parent education

•On-site counseling

•Trainer education

•Reconciliation and
dispute settlement

•Teacher (counseling)
education
•Online education

•Healing therapy
•Integrated case
management

Culture of prevention

•Declaration by the
School Principal
movement
•Nation-wide
nonviolence campaign
•Youth idea contest
•Blue Elephant Forum

Academic research

•Cyber violence testing
•Stock-taking survey
•Legislative and policy
proposals

Platform

•Platform
(Web-Mobile-App)
•Supplier’s operation
•International network
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Social Contribution for Local Communities
“Book Woollim” to Create a Habit of Reading Books In 2021,
Samsung Display donated 13,000 books to 128 organizations
to help create a habit of reading among young people while
supporting the renovation of reading spaces in 15 institutions
across the country. As part of our reading education, we invited a
popular lecturer to talk virtually about the value of reading to the
youth. We held the “Book Woollim Reading Contest” and inspired
1,844 students to read books and express their feelings in essays,
drawings, and photos.

Samsung Display implements various local CSR activities for
mutual growth and development. Based on mutual trust with
local communities, all the programs are aimed at contributing to
improving the lives of residents through our steady support efforts.

Major Achievements of Book Woollim Project
Project

Overview

Excellent
Book

Donate excellent books to
promote creative thinking
and learning competence

Reading
Space

Lay the basis for a reading
culture by improving the
reading environment

Book
Concert

Reading
Contest
1)

Raise interest in reading
and facilitate a culture of
reading
Foster a culture that
promotes reading within
society through reading
activities

Major Activities in 2021

•Supported excellent books selected by the Book Selection Committee
composed of book experts
•Donated books according to the size, nature, and target age of beneficiary
institutions

Cumulative Outcome1)

629 locations
113,593 books

•Renovated dark and dangerous spaces unsuitable for reading activities
•Renovated reading spaces according to the characteristics of each selected
institution

82 locations

•Supported bookshelves considering the number of books and users
•Arranged “Lectures by Authors” that can trigger reading insights
•Arranged “Meetings with Authors” to communicate and share opinions with
authors

45 sessions
18,673 persons

•Switched to an “Online Book Concert” due to the COVID-19
•Held a contest to express one’s feelings about favorite books in essays and
drawings

VOLED Choir Samsung Display supports the VOLED Choir
composed of youth with developmental disabilities. In 2021, they
continued to perform; They sang at the opening ceremony of the
Republic of Korea Culture Month and the National Choir Contest
for Youth with Developmental Disabilities. They participated
online in the Blue House New Year's Greetings with a video
calling for joint efforts to overcome COVID-19. Going forward,
Samsung Display will continue to help them spread positive
perceptions about people with disabilities through their love of
music and inspiring performances.
Support for Severely Disabled Children from Low-income
Households In partnership with Samsung Medical Center,
Samsung Display is carrying out a project to support children
with severe disabilities from low-income families. Until 2021,
we have helped 155 children in medical expenses and assistive
devices. We also help the children and their families who are
exhausted from long-term treatment and rehabilitation to recover
their social skills through emotional support programs. In 2022,
in conjunction with a professional house repair service team
composed of our employees, we are carrying out a specialized
home renovation project to help patients adjust to their new
lifestyle and receive treatment effectively.

20,326 persons

As of the end of Dec. 2021

VOLED Choir – This is me
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Employee Volunteering
Flower Bed Project (Jobs for People with Disabilities) Samsung
Display is collaborating with “Flower Bed”, a social enterprise
operating in Cheonan that hires individuals with developmental
disabilities. Through the “One Table, One Flower” and the “Green,
Warm” services1), it regularly delivers flowers and pots prepared
by people with developmental disabilities to our employees. As
of 2021, it achieved sales of KRW 280 million. Samsung Display
will continue to cooperate with Flower Bed to provide economic
help to those with developmental disabilities so that they can
participate in social activities while improving the awareness of
our employees about those in need of assistance.

Samsung Display has supported its employees’ talent donation
in various new virtual volunteer programs developed amid the
COVID-19 situations.
Incentives to Encourage Employees Participation Samsung
Display operates various incentive systems so that its employees
can voluntarily participate in various CSR activities. We grant
five days of paid leave a year to employees who participate in
volunteer work while rewarding outstanding volunteer teams on
a quarterly basis. We also provide our employees with vehicles,
food and beverages and all other thigs they need for their
volunteering service.

Facilitating Inter-regional Exchange Having forged sisterhood
ties with various local governments to promote exchanges
between rural and urban areas, Samsung Display carries out
various volunteer/exchange activities. To help revitalize the local
economy, we teamed up the Chungcheongnam-do Economic
Promotion Agency’s online mall called “Nongsarang” to run
an ontact (mobile) market during the Lunar New Year and the
Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving) holidays while allowing farmers
experiencing economic hardships to sell their agricultural
products at Samsung Display’s online marketplace.

“Hands-on” Volunteer Work The hands-on volunteer work,
which started with the idea of one of our employees, is a CSR
activity targeting low-income children in local communities.
To inspire hand-washing during the COVID-19 pandemic, our
employees and their families delivered 3,900 hand-made toy
soaps and 1,500 hand-written postcards to 36 regional children’s
centers and major child welfare facilities in Asan through the
Chungnam Children's Welfare Association.
Various Non-face-to-face Volunteer Activities In collaboration
with the Asan City Volunteer Center, we implement a non-faceto-face volunteer activity called the “Remove the Lid, Remove
the Label” campaign to raise employees’ awareness about the
separation of plastic wastes and to contribute to the spread of
recycling culture in daily life. Through the event, we donated a
total of 34,550 plastic lids to social enterprises.

We have also made donations for the underprivileged in local
communities. We delivered 500 boxes of local agricultural
products worth KRW 20 million to the vulnerable near our
worksites. In addition, we collected donations from agricultural/
fishery companies and our employees and delivered them to an
organization devoted to child protection in Chungnam Province to
be used in the treatment of children subjected to domestic abuse.

Donation through the ontact market during
the Lunar New Year and Chuseok

1)

	Deliver flowers and flower pots prepared by those with developmental disabilities
working at Flower Bed to our employee’s desk if he/she sings up for the service

Donation of hand-made toy soaps through
hands-on employee volunteering
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GOVERNANCE
Samsung Display is committed to establishing a transparent governance system and
implement ESG management throughout the company to create sustainable values.
In addition, we will do our best to communicate with various stakeholders and
become a trusted company.

Reporting Topics and
Alignment with Material Issues

Performance

Corporate governance
Sound corporate governance,
Monitoring sustainability issues,
Stakeholder communication,
Compliance with sustainability
initiatives
Risk management
Risk management

Acquired ISO 22301:2019
(International Standard for
Business Continuity)

Information protection
Information security,
Establishment of the technology
protection management system
Compliance
Business ethics & compliance★,
Transparent ESG disclosure

Strengthened
information and
technology
protection systems

★ Key issue

Strengthened
compliance and
governance systems
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Corporate Governance
Board Composition

Samsung Display operates a transparent
and stable governance structure to protect
corporate sustainability management and the
rights of various stakeholders. Top executives
are continuously striving to practice corporate
sustainability management and realize sound
governance based on their professional
knowledge and rational decision-making.

Sound Corporate Governance
Samsung Display has a stable and transparent governance
structure for appropriate and sustainable growth. Recently, as
the importance of sustainable management at home and abroad
has been emphasized and stakeholder interest has been on the
rise, we have established a “2025 Sustainable Value” strategy to
internalize company-wide sustainability management. In addition,
under the supervision of the top executives, the ESG Council
was established in which all business divisions participate to
pursue various tasks related to sustainable management. We
will continue to strive to provide long-term value to internal
and external stakeholders and further strengthen corporate
competitiveness.

Board of Directors
Composition of BOD As the highest decision-making body of
Samsung Display, the Board of Directors (BOD), deliberates and
decides on major management issues of the company, such as
management policies, core management goals, and ESG risks
and opportunities. As of March 2022, the BOD consists of four
qualified executive directors, one non-executive non-independent
director, and one auditor, who have all management expertise
and risk management capabilities. In the process of appointing
executives, their independence was verified by reviewing the
transaction details with the company for the past three years.

Position

Name

Expertise

Career

Tenure

Joo-Sun
Choi

Business

•	Current) CEO of Samsung Display
	Concurrent) Head of Large Display Business
•	Head of Large Display Business, at Samsung Display
	Concurrent) Corporate EVP of QD Commercialization Team

2020.03.17
(2021.1.28) 2023.03.16

Sung-Chul
Kim

Technology

•	Current) Head of Mobile Display Business, Corporate President,
at Samsung Display
•	Head of Display Research Center, Corporate EVP

2021.03.22 2024.03.21

Executive Director
(Corporate EVP)

Jae-Ho
Shin

Finance

•	Current) Head of Display Management Office, Corporate EVP,
at Samsung Display
•	Head of Display Management, Corporate SVP at Samsung Display

2021.03.22 2024.03.21

Executive Director
(Corporate EVP)

Song-Chun
Choi

Infra

•	Current) Head of Global Infra Technology/CSO Corporate EVP
•	Facility Team Leader, Asan and Cheonan Worksites, Corporate SVP,
at Samsung Display

2022.03.11 2025.03.10

Non-executive
Non-independent
Director1)
(Corporate EVP)

Jong-Sung
Kim

Finance

•	Current) Head of Business Management Office, Corporate EVP at
Samsung SDI
•	Head of Financial Management Team, Corporate EVP at Samsung
Electronics (VD)

2021.03.16 2024.03.15

Auditor
(Corporate EVP)

Khi-Jae
Cho

Audit

•	Current) Head of Financial Management Team, Corporate EVP,
at Samsung Electronics (DS)
•	Head of Financial Management Team, Corporate SVP,
at Samsung Electronics (DS)

2022.03.11 2025.03.10

Executive Director
(CEO)
(Chair of the BOD)

Executive Director
(Corporate President)

* As of March 2022: Gender ratio and age group of BOD members – all male, 5 people in their 50s, 1 person in his 60s
1)

Non-executive non-independent director: A registered director who is a director, auditor, or employee of the corporation if a shareholder is a corporation
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Operation of BOD

Audit Body

Samsung Display complies with the articles of incorporation
and the BOD operation regulations for the overall BOD
operation. In principle, regular BOD is held every quarter, and
extraordinary meetings are held as needed. Our BOD has the
Management Committee for quick and smooth decision-making.
The Committee is composed of three executive directors, and
it deliberates and decides on matters entrusted by the BOD
among the matters stipulated by the Management Committee
regulations established by the resolution of the BOD as well as
other important management matters of the company.

Samsung Display appoints an auditor to periodically monitor
the effectiveness and operation status of the internal accounting
management system. We ensure fairness and transparency of
accounting information through regular audits by independent
external auditors, and hold regular meetings with external
auditors, the BOD, and auditors to review audit details and quality.
The audit opinion for the fiscal year 2021 and the last three years
is “Unqualified”, and there were no other special notes.

The BOD makes decisions on major issues related to sustainability
management. Major issues related to sustainability management
determined at the BOD in 2021 include “the establishment of
approval of safety and health plan” and “donation”.

Overview of Board Operation

Year

Overall BOD attendance rate

2021

82%

Meeting

Agenda

12 48

Executive director attendance rate

97%

Sustainability Management Secretariat
Samsung Display established the Corporate Sustainability Governance Office under the Display Management Office in 2020
to promote company-wide sustainability management. The
Corporate Sustainability Governance Office is closely cooperating
with and supporting organizations dedicated to each field, such
as environmental safety, human rights, safety and health, and
supply chain, to systematically implement the ESG mid-to-longterm strategy of “2025 Sustainable Value”.

In addition, through regular meetings of the ‘Sustainability
Management Council’ hosted by the CFO, issues related to
sustainability management are shared with business divisions and
related departments, and improvement tasks are checked. Since
2021, the regular evaluation system for executive performance has
been made to include sustainability management-related items
associated with their duties so that sustainability management
can be considered across the business. We plan to continuously
supplement the ESG performance evaluation system.
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Risk Management
It is becoming more important than ever to
have the ability to respond quickly to internal
and external risks surrounding the business
environment and to turn crises into opportunities.
Samsung Display analyzes risks in various fields
through a systematic system and company-wide
risk management process and strives to maintain
business continuity.

Risk Management Process
Samsung Display proactively identifies internal and external
risk factors and responds promptly and systematically to secure
market competitiveness and create value. We constantly monitor
potential risks in economic, environmental, social, and governance
aspects surrounding our business activities and the company
through various domestic and overseas networks and channels,
and strive to minimize risks. To this end, we have established
a risk management/response process for each division and
regularly hold a risk consultative body led by the top executives to
proactively prevent risks and develop improvement plans.

Risk Management Process

System-based Risk Management

Emergency Response

Samsung Display has introduced a system for each sector and is
constantly monitoring risks for effective risk management. We are
operating a disclosure control and procedures (DC&P) system
for financial risk management. Systematic high procedures for
top executives and BOD and reinforced internal control functions
are in place. In addition, various IT systems are utilized, such as
G-ERP (Global Enterprise Resource Planning) and G-SCM (Global
Supply Chain Management), which are financial and supply chain
risk management systems; G-EHS (Global Environment, Health &
Safety System) for the integrated management of environmental,
safety, and health risks; and G-SRM (Global Supplier Relationship
Management) for supplier risk management in order to proactively
prevent company-wide factors of risk and inspect them.

Operation of Emergency Response System

We have established a business continuity plan that can systematically and promptly respond to all risks that threaten physical,
health, environmental, ethics, and community stability, including
large-scale natural disasters. Recently, we acquired ISO 22301:2019,
the relevant international standard, which objectively proved our
corporate risk management capabilities.

Risk Management and Operation System
Category

Identify risks

BCMS and Risk Management Samsung Display has established
and is operating a business continuity management system
(BCMS) in preparation for various emergencies that may occur
at the workplace. The main purpose of BCMS is to protect key
stakeholders including customers, local communities and suppliers
from large-scale disasters, diseases, and business interruption
accidents, and to secure business continuity by promptly restoring
and operating the production line from the time of the accident.

Assess risks

Report and regularly monitor risks

Respond to
risks

Risk Management

Business division

Manage business operation-related risks

Management support

Finance, IR, media, external cooperation,
HR, and administration

Legal affairs

Legal affairs, IP, and compliance

Specialized organization
for respective functions

EHS, supplier, supply chain, reputation,
brand and quality

Overseas worksites

Regional risk management

ISO 22301:2019
International standard certificate for BCSM
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Education and Training for Emergency Response

Category
Reporting1)

Initial
Response

Emergency Response Team

On-Site Response Team (Accident occurrence department)

Reporting
(1119, 3114)

1.1 Outbreak of accidents
(The first discoverer's report Sensor operation)

2.1 Reception of Accidents
(Sharing details of the situation)

1.2 Prevention of the spread of accidents
(fire extinguishers, patient relief, etc.)

1.3 On-site emergency measures
(Stop equipment, shut off valves, etc.)

1.4 Self-report of accident

IRP1)

Disaster Prevention Center

In-house messenger (Knox Messenger)

2.2 On-site dispatch
(Simultaneous response)
* Physical: IRP chief
* Personnel: Fire chief
• Giheung: Head of
Environmental, Safety Group
• Cheonan: Head of
Environmental, Safety Group

2.3 Initial response to
the accident site
2.4 Determining the Level of
an Accident

Serious
Report

Minor
Evacuation

2.5 Determination of
a crisis situation

1.5 Evacuation decision (Chief)
Accident action completed
No evacuation
1)

* Weekdays: Chairman of Crisis
Management Committee
* Holiday: Emergency duty

Send messages

Crisis
Management
Committee
Process

All accidents are reported through IRP (organization for chemical emergency response)

Operation Process for the Crisis Management Committee

Category

On-Site Response Team
(Accident occurrence
department)

Committee
Operation

Emergency Response Team
Disaster
Prevention Center

IRP

Situation report
* Immediately report to external authorities

Accident
Response

Receive message
(On-site gathering)
Identify damage status
Prevent the spread of
accidents
Progress report
(every 2 hours)
Efficient operation of
available resources
Establish an alternative
operation strategy
Deploy the accident
investigation team
Investigation of the cause
of the accident

Recovery

Comprehensive report
(Normalization within 24 hours)
Analysis of cause of accident
Measures to prevent
recurrence (Closed Roof)

Notification of crisis situation
First report (in-house
messenger 30 minutes)
Response to the accident site
Crisis Management Committee
Fulfill instructions

Chairman/Coordinator

On-Site Support Team

External Response Team

Receive message
(Gathering in
the Situation Room)

Receive message
(Gathering in
the Situation Room)

On-site access control
(Information protection)

Media/Local residents
Identify customer trends

On-site support
Emergency material
procurement
System recovery

Response to media
Response to local residents
Response to government
offices
Legal advice

Declaring a crisis
situation
Gathering in
the control room

Identify accident details
(Coordinator)

Emergency Response Organization In the case of a major
disaster, Samsung Display convenes a crisis management
committee and convert its operations to an emergency work system
as planned. Even under the emergency work system, we have
established a control and management system to be capable of
maintaining and normalizing business operations.
We conduct response education and training based on
scenarios assuming various emergency situations tailored to the
characteristics of the industry. Considering the characteristics of the
manufacturing industry that operates clean rooms, in case of fire at
the workplace, we are conducting mock training by dividing it into
fire suppression and evacuation training. In addition, we regularly
conduct emergency response education and training according to
emergency response scenarios in preparation for earthquakes and
the spread of infectious diseases.
Samsung Display operates a separate in-house disaster prevention
center. Our safety personnel participate in training once a day, and
employees at least once a year. In preparation for large-scale fires,
we regularly conduct joint comprehensive evacuation education
and training in which all executives and employees participate and
cooperate with local fire stations.

Chair of the Crisis Management Committee

Real-time situation record
On-site action
and situation report
External support agencies'
response to the accident site
Action for accident /
suppression completed

Report of accident
response results

Identify the progress and
command and control

Report of accident
response

Report of accident
response

Vice-Chair of the Crisis
Management Committee

Emergency
Response Team

On-site
Response Team

Administrative Secretary
of the Crisis Management
Committee

On-site
Support Team

External
Response Team
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CASE

COVID-19 Response Process
Prevention Activities

Response Activities

Samsung Display is doing its utmost to protect all of its employees
from the COVID-19 disease. Reflecting the government ’s
COVID-19 situation release, we regularly revise and notify the
quarantine guidelines to all employees. We are also striving to
minimize the spread of COVID-19 by automatically measuring the
body temperature of all people entering and leaving the building,
checking whether they are wearing masks at all times, and
conducting daily quarantine at the workplace and public places (i.e.,
restaurants).

Category

Awareness
improvement
activities

Activity Type

Description

Promotion of
precautions

Wearing a mask on a daily routine
basis, prohibiting conversations while
eating, limiting the number of people
in the elevator, etc.

Guidance for
wearing a mask

Guidance for people who are wearing
masks improperly and not wearing
masks

Participation in
events to
raise vigil

Morning broadcast: 13 episodes,
including the story of co-workers who
suffered from COVID-19
Employee participation: 5 times,
including slogan contest and Find
Excellent Vocals

Non-face-toface health
promotion
activities

Sending health
information

Guide to prevention of COVID-19 and
seasonal infectious diseases
(2 times/month)

Obesity
Management
Program

Weight loss program through exercise
video, improvement of eating habits,
and provision of
bio-monitoring bands

Online course

Mental health online course for
Corona depression

In addition, in cooperation with the Korea Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and public health centers, an in-house
vaccination center was established to provide vaccinations.
We thus achieved a vaccination rate of 95% (influenza vaccination
rate of 70%), and we continue to strive to strengthen collective
immunity. If an employee develops any abnormal symptoms
after being vaccinated, a maximum of three days of paid leave is
provided so that the individual can rest and recover.
For employees who have been in contact with a confirmed
COVID-19 patient or have similar symptoms, the company is
actively checking whether or not they are confirmed cases by
subsidizing the full cost of the COVID-19 test (PCR or rapid
antigen test) to them. Employees who have come in contact with
a confirmed case of COVID-19 are advised to stay at home for a
certain period of time, taking into account the quarantine period
of the COVID-19 virus, and to check their health every day. In
addition, we are carrying out preventive and health promotion
activities to enhance awareness of COVID-19 among employees.

Samsung Display is striving to ensure smooth operation of
the production line by operating a thorough response process
throughout the company. We share the current status of domestic
and overseas COVID-19 outbreaks with the top management
executives and employees in real time, and respond appropriately
according to the situation. We also have established manuals for
each emergency according to the outbreak of infectious diseases
and take measures to disperse work as much as possible in
consideration of the working environment.
In order to minimize the risk of infectious diseases, we conduct
emergency response drills regularly. We have an internal process
that can maintain business continuity in case of emergency and
acquired BCMS certification from BSI in 2021.
Thanks to these activities, there has been no process stoppage
due to COVID-19 in our production lines, which was enabled by
thorough response system through which we proactively prevent
the spread of the disease and block additional infections in case
of a confirmed case. In case of a confirmed case, we immediately
quarantine our worksites.
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Information Protection
Information Security
Information Security Organization Samsung Display, as a
company that engages in national core technologies, has
established a security-dedicated organization for the companywide level and each division and assigned a Chief Information
Security Officer (CISO) who oversees domestic and foreign
corporations. In addition, we operate a company-wide workinglevel security council to make regular and occasional reports on
inspection items and issues based on the company’s information
security policy. We detect abnormal signs through the information
security incident response guidelines for each scenario, and we
operate internal/external security solutions to prevent security
incidents in advance.

Information Security
Committee

CISO
Chief Information Security Officer

Top decision-making body
for security matters

Information Security
Department

Working-level
Security Council

In charge of the companywide information security

A company-wide security
council of working-level
security staff (by department)

Samsung Display, as an authorized economic operator (AEO)1),
conducts security control based on the certified internal control
system. Taking the security control standard of ISO 270012) as a
standard policy, we take managerial (security policy, human/asset
security, breach, etc.), physical (security area, personnel control,
facility equipment protection, etc.), and technical (access control,
data security, encryption, etc.) security measures. In addition, we
manage the group-based Samsung Security Index, and as an
institution that possesses national core technology, we implement
key technology protection measures of government agencies in
accordance with the Industrial Technology Protection Act.

In-house broadcasting to raise employee security awareness

Education and Training on Information Security Samsung Display
conducts information security education yearly for new hires and
employees on business trips who require information security
training, as well as for all employees. The total number of people
who completed information security training in 2021 is 34,750. In the
field of information security education, we conduct mock training
to prepare for various security incident scenarios such as spam
emails. We are raising the awareness of employees about security
by operating a penalty system related to information security. We are
also raising awareness of security through in-house broadcasting
and campaigns. In addition, to prevent information security accidents,
we have set in place a report reward system that pays up to KRW
100 million to encourage reports from our employees and employees
of our suppliers.

Security Planning

Prevention of Accidents

Security Operation

IT Security

Security policy
National core technology
Education/PR/Index
External cooperation

Investigation, diagnosis
Detection of abnormal signs
Filing of lawsuits against
technology leak

Operation of security facilities
Operation of security staff
General security of workplaces
Response to security complaints

Diagnosis of vulnerabilities
Response to breaches
Security control
Security review

In-house campaign related to malicious email warnings

1)

	AEO (Authorized Economic Operator): A company approved by the Korea Customs Service
to satisfy the authorization requirements in compliance with the law, internal control system,
financial solvency, and safety management

2)

	ISO 27001: An international standard for information security management systems and the
most authoritative international certification in the field of information security
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Protection of Personal Information
Management System of Personal Information Protection
Samsung Display has established a personal information processing
policy and safely processes, based on which it protects the personal
information of various stakeholders. We take managerial, technical,
and physical measures to ensure safety so that personal information
is not lost, stolen, leaked, altered, or damaged when processing
personal information. In accordance with the revision of the Act on
Promotion of Information and Communications Network, in June
2020 we separated the organization led by the Chief Privacy Officer
to establish the Personal Information Protection Secretariat under the
Legal Team, thereby strengthening its expertise and responsibility.
Establishment of Personal Information Security

Managerial
Measure

Develop, observe and supervise inhouse
regulations to be followed to protect
information security, and offer regular training

Technical
Measure

Manage the right to access personal
information processing systems, deploy
an access control system, encrypt unique
identification information, and install security
programs, etc.

Physical
Measure

Install systems to control, authorize
and monitor access to the computer
room and the document storage room

Establishment of Personal Information Protection Policy and
Education Samsung Display has established personal information
protection policies such as internal management plans, guides, and
checklists related to personal information protection and management. In order to increase the awareness of personal information
protection at home and abroad, we obtain employee consent to
collection and use of personal information, and security pledges
from staff in charge of the processing of personal information.
In accordance with the enforcement of the Personal Information
Protection Act in China and Vietnam, we have created a personal
information protection organization for each overseas subsidiary
to establish work plans related to personal information protection,
and supported related policies and guides.
In 2022, we plan to conduct customized personal information
protection education for employees, developers, HR/support, and
partner companies. We plan to further strengthen communication activities related to personal information protection through
community opening, publication of periodicals, and public relations
activities.

•Provision of personal information to
third-parties
•Rights and obligations of information
subjects and their actions
•Personal information items
processed
•Establishment of personal
information safety and other
processing guidelines

•Installation/operation of
automatic personal information
collectors and their denial
•Personal information protection
officer
•Remedy to address the
infringement of the rights of
information actors

Personal Information Management Process

1.
Legal Support

•	Sensing of personal information-related laws and
regulatory standards

2.
Policy Establishment
and Education

•	Establishment and implementation of internal
management plan

•	Support for responding to disputes over the leakage/
provision of personal information and for legal advice
on personal information

•	Training of personal information handlers and trustees
•	Operation of personal information council and
establishment of policies, manuals and guides

Topics of Personal Information Protection Training
Topic

Details

Significance of the Personal
information Protection Act

Definition of personal Information, the need to
protect personal information and principles

Personal information
protection by processing
phases

Collection and use of personal information,
provision, consignment and business
assignment, video data processing equipment,
destruction of personal information

Safe management of
personal information

Duty to take safety measures, personal
information protection officer, registration of
personal information protection files, disclosure
of the privacy policy, and personal information
impact assessment

Guarantee of the rights
of information subjects,
information data leaks and
responses

Methods and procedures to exercise the rights
of information subjects, personal information
leaks and responses

Major Provisions of Samsung Display’s Privacy Policy
PRIVACY POLICY

Auditing and Supporting Personal Information Protection
Samsung Display continues auditing image information processing systems, thermal imaging cameras, personal information files
of PCs/servers, personal information processing systems, and
other security-related facilities and systems to protect personal
information. In 2022, we plan to provide self-inspection checklists
and educational materials to overseas subsidiaries and conduct
various personal information protection consulting activities such as
through local inspections.

Samsung Display Personal Information Protection Policy

3.
Audit and Support

•	Management of the status of personal information
•	Audit of personal information processing systems
and subcontractors
•	Audit of the operation of image information
processing systems and response to leakage
accidents and the provision of information

Online education on the Personal Information Protection Act
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Establishment of Technology Protection
Management System
Organization Dedicated to Intellectual Property Right Protection
Samsung Display operates a dedicated organization made up of
intellectual property experts to protect its original technologies
and know-how while also responding to risks related to
intellectual property rights such as global patent disputes.

Duties of Dedicated Organization for Intellectual Property Rights

In addition, by purchasing excellent external patents and
encouraging industry-academia cooperation and joint development, we are making continuous efforts to expand the scope of
technologies subject to intellectual property rights and secure
competitiveness in future technologies. Even after securing
patents, we regularly evaluate the value of patents while also
developing and managing patent-related portfolios to continuously
maintain highly useful patents.

Also, various types of compensation and reward systems for
excellent patents are being implemented to motivate employees
for technological development. Furthermore, we establish and
implement various strategies by branding the core technologies
to spread awareness for promoting our products and protect
intellectual property rights.

Issued Patents/Applications

(Unit: Case, cumulative)

Category

Patent litigation

Patent licensing

Patent strategy

2020

2021

64,447

69,964

74,793

Issued patents

10,180

11,451

12,000

Applications

13,098

13,494

13,433

Issued patents

30,271

32,039

32,813

Applications

10,898

12,980

16,547

Total
Korea

Overseas
Patent application

2019

Patent analysis

Patent Registrations by Country in 2021
(Unit: Case)

Activities for Protection of Intellectual Property Rights
Samsung Display defines technology as a company’s core asset
and thus thoroughly identifies and responds to risks related
to intellectual property rights. We are turning our advanced
technologies acquired through R&D and mass production
experiences into assets through active patent application. To apply
for patents for next-generation core technologies, in particular, we
are in close communication with the R&D organization.

12,000 19,497
Korea

US

4,372

2,569

4,464

1,911

44,813

China

Japan

Europe

Others

Total
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Compliance
Strict compliance with the laws is an
essential obligation as a member of society.
Samsung Display places transparent
corporate management as its top priority
and practices compliance management with
integrity and reliability.

Compliance Management
Direction for Compliance Management
Samsung Display is building a culture that embraces the value of
compliance management based on the strong will of top executives,
and has built compliance programs that involve the procedures of
“sensing and prevention”, “risk management”, and “evaluation and
follow-up improvement activities”.

Sensing and Prevention
01
Sensing legislative trends and issues

PREVENT

Self-diagnosis, discovery of potential risks
Employee training
Provide guidelines

Compliance Management Operation System
Compliance Management Organization Samsung Display
operates a systematic compliance organization with compliance
management as the top priority. The Compliance Team, directly
under the CEO, is composed of specialist lawyers and experts with
rich practical experience in various fields. The Compliance Team is
the organizational unit dedicated to establish compliance policies,
monitor the implementation, train employees and expand a culture of
compliance management.
At Samsung Display, the Compliance Team and various departments
have a cooperative system to conduct compliance activities. By
designating compliance managers (109 persons in 2021) and staff
members in charge (228 persons in 2021) for each department
across the company, we established a system to manage potential
risks and carry out voluntary preventive activities in the field as well.
The compliance managers and staff members in charge for each
department are tasked with identifying risks based on the company’s
compliance standards, implementing education activities on their
own, and instructing policies, among other things.
In 2021, a workshop was held for staff members in charge of
compliance to educate and discuss the roles of staff members in
charge of compliance, processes, etc.

Risk Management (Monitoring)
02

DETECT

Field inspection (forensics)
Report reception (hotline)

Evaluation and Follow-up
03

RESPOND

Analysis of issue response results
Establishment of improvement measures and
implementation monitoring
Training for vulnerability
Evaluation and incentives/penalties

Management of Overseas Workplace Compliance
Samsung Display has established and manages the same level of
compliance system as the headquarters at its overseas workplaces.
We have a compliance system and whistle blowing process as
well as dedicated organizational units, and we have established
and operated internal regulations and standards in compliance
with local laws and regulations. Presidents of overseas subsidiaries
issue messages to emphasize the importance of compliance
management and strive to raise the awareness of compliance
among employees by providing training on compliance programs
to dedicated staff members of each department.
In addition, the compliance organization at the headquarters conducts
regular inspections to ensure that compliance policies are consistently
implemented at all global workplaces, and manages the training
completion rate. In 2021, inspections were conducted on subsidiaries
in Vietnam and China (3 overseas workplaces or 75%). As a result,
none were identified as breaching the laws and regulations. In 2022,
we plan to conduct inspections of all our overseas workplaces,
including the Indian subsidiary established in 2021.

Area-specific Compliance Management System

Response to issues and management
of progress
Regular system monitoring

In addition, we improved the effectiveness of compliance
management by reflecting assessment results on compliance
activities scores in the team-level executive evaluation.

Area

Main Function

System

Responsible Organization

Overall compliance

Code of conduct, operational standards, guide provisions,
self-checks, whistle-blowing, etc.

CPMS1)

Compliance Team

Ethical management

Upload management principles, whistle-blowing

Ethical management system

Audit Team

Technological data request system

Compliance Team

Intellectual property
rights

Protection of suppliers’ technological data, protection of
Samsung Display’s trade secrets, and prevention of the
infringement of the trade secrets of our customers

HR

Compliance with labor standards, HR regulation proposals

GHRP

HR Team

Environment

Environmental safety of worksites and products

G-EHS

Environment Safety Center

1)

CPMS: Compliance Program Management System

External data sharing system
Confidential Information
Transmission system

Information Security Assurance
Group
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Compliance System

Compliance Policy

Compliance Management Activities

Samsung Display shares information and provides training on
a regular basis to ensure that the company and its employees
comply with all laws and regulations, while also operating various
compliance systems to prevent and minimize all risks arising from
the violations of laws and regulations. Through the Compliance
Program Management System (CPMS), employees can directly
check the compliance code of conduct, operating standards,
detailed guidelines and manuals, identify the latest domestic and
international compliance issues, request advice on compliance
issues during work, or report their contacts with competitors and
receive support for compliance activities such as anonymous
reporting. In addition, to prevent the risk of violations of laws/
regulations related to partner companies’ technical data and to
enhance the understanding of compliance by employees, we are
operating the Technical Data Request System (TDRS) separately.

Code of Conduct Samsung Display has established and is
operating the Code of Conduct in accordance with Samsung
Management Principles in two languages, Korean and English,
in order to comply with laws and ethic standards and fulfill its
corporate social responsibilities. The Code of Conduct is the
standard for the behavior and value judgment of employees in the
company's business activities. The Code of Conduct is available
at the company website to make known the company’s will to
compliance management.

Compliance Check and Monitoring Samsung Display conducts
regular inspections to prevent legal violation risks, draws up
improvement measures for identified problems, and reports them
to the top executives. In order to prevent the recurrence of similar
cases, the manuals and educational materials are updated with
the latest content. In 2021, a total of 10 inspections were conducted
in major compliance management areas such as subcontracting/
win-win, intellectual property rights and the evaluation of their
effectiveness, and improvement measures were prepared for
inspection results and matters required to be fixed. In addition, for
effective compliance control, external sponsorship expenditures and
internal transactions between affiliates are monitored to be reviewed
through the pre-deliberation meetings. In 2022, we plan to continue
to inspect and monitor compliance at all workplaces, including
domestic locations.

The CPMS and TDRS are managed by reflecting amendments
to laws and regulations related to compliance management
through regular updates so that employees can respond to the
strengthened laws and regulations. In 2022, we plan to improve
the accessibility of the systems so that employees can easily
check and identify compliance-related issues during work.

Global Code of Conduct

Compliance Manual and Operating Standards Based on its
Code of Conduct aimed at strengthening compliance management, Samsung Display has established operating standards with
manuals containing detailed policies for each major management
item, such as fair trade, intellectual property, and environmental
safety. It also defines compliance organizations and operating
methods. The operating standards are systematically updated in
line with internal and external policies and regulatory trends, and
are continuously managed so that employees can use them as a
standard for judging values in business activities.

Major Compliance Management Items

Sensing and prevention
•	Illegal cartel conducts
•	Abuse of market
dominance
•	Unfair trade practices
•	Subcontract practices

Information security and
intellectual property
•	Protection of trade secrets
and prevention of their
infringement
•	Ban on the illegal use of
software

Environmental safety
•	Environmental safety at
the workplace
•	Product environment

Finance
•	Compliance with tariff/
country of origin
regulations
•	Compliance with
disclosure regulations

Organizational culture
•	Equal employment
opportunity
•	Compliance with labor
standards
•	Anti-corruption
•	Prevention of sexual
harassment
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Compliance Training Samsung Display helps its employees
raise the awareness of compliance through online/face-to-face
compliance training. Even in a situation where on-site training is
avoided due to the COVID-19, we are offering non-face-to-face trainings.
All our employees in Korea and abroad receive training on
regulatory details and our employee guidelines in the areas of anticorruption, fair trade, subcontract practices, trade secret protection
and infringement prevention, as well as work-related precautions, at
least twice a year.
According to the targets and issues of training, offline training is
classified into basic training and advanced training. In particular,
departments with high compliance risks, such as development,
sales, and marketing departments, are designated as high-risk
groups so we provide training and management guides specialized
for each department.

Compliance Training
Mode

Online

Topic

Details

Anti-corruption
domestic and
abroad, fair trade
(subcontracting),
trade secret
protection and
infringement
prevention

Information on domestic/
international regulatory
trends and relevant
obligations, guidelines
and work-related
instructions

All employees
domestic and
abroad

Basic training

Basic concept of
compliance, key
guidelines for respective
management items,
compliance process, etc.

New hires/
experienced
employees

Offline
Advanced
training

Regulations and
guidelines on fair trade
(subcontract), trade
secrets, and anticorruption

Target

Expansion of Compliance Culture Samsung Display regularly
distributes the CEO’s compliance message to all employees to
express the top executives’ will for the company-wide compliance
management. In addition, all executives, including the center
and team heads of each organization, sign the oath to practice
compliance, and the fulfillment of each organization’s compliance
checklists and training program is reflected in the evaluation of each
executive. By distributing news articles on compliance management
weekly and regulatory trends monthly to all employees, and
frequently delivering the compliance process, system, and guide
through various channels such as in-house mail and broadcasting,
we are striving to raise the compliance awareness of all employees.
Compliance Consultation/Whistleblowing Samsung Display
operates a variety of internal and external channels through which
not only employees but also third parties can consult and report
on violations of the Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act, trade
secrets and anti-corruption laws, as well as personal information
leaks, false/exaggerated advertisements, and other illegal and
corrupt acts. Whistleblowing channel can be accessed through the
Samsung Display official website, and reports can also be made by
email, phone, or in writing. Both internal and external reports can
be communicated under a pseudonym or anonymously, and the
identity of the whistleblower and the contents of the consultation/
whistleblowing are thoroughly protected. Samsung Display strictly
prohibits any disadvantages to the whistleblower, and in principle,
the revealed allegations will be dealt with as soon as possible.

Compliance Whistleblowing Channel
Managers
in charge of
compliance
program for each
department,
employees in high
risk departments,
departments
requesting
training, and
suppliers

In-house

Hot-line (direct phone line), CPMS system,
ethical management system

Outside
the company

Samsung Display official website, email,
phone, in writing

Special in-house broadcasting on compliance
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Ethical Management
Samsung Display is striving for fair and transparent corporate
culture based on its management philosophy of contributing to
humanity and society by creating the best products and services
based on human resources and technology.

Samsung Business Principles Samsung aims to be a world
leading company, devoting our human resources and
technology to create superior products and services, thereby
contributing to a better global society. To this end, we share and
pursue Samsung Values: People, Excellence, Change, Integrity,
Co-prosperity. As part of the effort to realize these values, we
follow the Samsung Business Principles. These are not only our
promise to comply with laws and good ethical practices, but also
a concrete expression of our commitment to these values. The
Samsung Business Principles will be the guiding standards for
everyone in Samsung, outlining the conduct expected of all our
employees both individually and collectively.

Fair Trade
Operation of Reporting Channels and Management of Reports
The Audit Team operates multiple reporting channels to receive
and manage reports on unfair business practices of employees,
unreasonable demands using positions, corruption, and
difficulties caused by business partners. The in-house intranet site
establishes and delivers detailed guidelines so that employees
can voluntarily practice the Samsung Business Principles, and
provides access to FAQs and major cases to guide employees on
how to deal with unfair situations they may face.

Cases of Reports
Category

No. of report received

2019

2020

2021

41

80

34

*	Based on the statistics of Samsung Display Ethical Management site (sdc-audit.com)

Process of Handling Reports

The-five-principles
① We comply with laws and ethical standards
② We maintain a clean organizational culture

Receiving
the report

Ethical Management Website www.sdc-audit.com
E-mail audit.sdc@samsung.com
Phone/mail, etc.	+82-31-5181-2580 /
Samsung Display Audit Team,
Samseong 1-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si,
Gyeonggi-do.

Investigating
the reported
cases

Corruptions I dentify the facts and take action
- M
 atters that violate the Code of Ethics,
such as embezzlement of public money,
entertainment, harm to the company,
bribery, and pursuing one’s personal
interest
Complaint In-house investigation / preceed investigation
through transfer of related departments

③ We respect customers, shareholders and employees
④ We care for the environment, healthy, and safety

Creating a Culture of Fair Trade
Compliance Monitoring System Samsung Display utilizes the
system throughout the entire transaction process to practice
reasonable and fair transactions with business partners, and
has adopted and is complying with the “four major practices for
compliance with subcontracting laws”1) established by the Fair
Trade Commission. The company-wide organization, the WinWin Cooperation Center, checks and monitors whether or not fair
trade is being practiced at all times. We are monitoring unit price
contracts, orders, and payments through the supply chain system,
and we have prepared a system that enables regular inspections
by reducing the time required for inspections by more than 70%
through a more efficient monitoring system.
Employee Trainings on Fair Trade Samsung Display conducts
regular online/offline fair-trade training for all employees at least
once. If any risks are discovered after the fair trade risk check,
follow-up measures are taken and individual training is provided
to the subject, and improvement items and compliance matters
are distributed monthly to raise the awareness of fair-trade
among employees. Departments, which are in frequent contact
with business partners, are conducting in-depth training tailored
to their job characteristics.

⑤ We are a socially responsible corporate citizen

Samsung Display Ethical Management

Consultation
with related
departments

Replying with
results & Closing

Discussion on follow-up measures for the results of
the investigation

Notification of investigation results and
closing of the case

1)

	Selection (registration) of suppliers, establishment of internal review committee, conclusion of
contracts, issuance and preservation of documents
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Transparent Disclosure
Principles for Tax Management

Activities to Manage Tax Risks

Assessment of Tax Risks

Regarding its tax policies, Samsung Display places its top priority
on “observance of laws and faithful fulfillment of tax reporting and
payment obligations” and “corporate social responsibility through
contribution to national finance and tax policy development”. We
also manage tax risks in various aspects.

In order to comply with all relevant laws and practices, Samsung
Display operates a system to make decisions based on careful
assessment and review of risks in tax transactions. We strictly
comply with deadlines for all tax returns and payment, and
document and keep proofs related to transactions. In addition,
we maintain a transparent relationship with the tax authorities
and respond promptly and accurately to data requests from the
tax authorities. In particular, in international transactions, we have
established the transfer price policy based on the OECD approach
to finding an arm’s length price, and comply with the guidelines for
preparing individual company reports (Local File, LF) to prevent
base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS).

Samsung Display strives to prevent all possible tax risks in all
business-related transactions of goods and services, mergers and
acquisitions, corporate structure changes, international transactions,
new business promotions, and transaction structure changes.
When business decision-making is necessary, we carefully evaluate
tax risks in cooperation with external experts, and the relevant
departments make a final decision by comprehensively considering
the tax risk review results along with various factors.

Operation of Dedicated Organization for Tax Management
Samsung Display operates a dedicated organization for tax
management and strictly monitors domestic and foreign tax laws
in all transactions through regular reporting to the top executives.

Income Taxes

Tax Management Policy
① We understand and comply with the laws of each country
in which we do our business, and faithfully fulfills our
tax obligations. In addition, we do not transfer income to
countries with low tax rates, such as tax havens for tax
evasion.

②	
We maintain an honest and transparent relationship with
the tax authorities of each country, and prepare and submit
necessary forms and materials in a timely manner upon
request.

③	When conducting all transactions, we conduct business
within the scope of tax laws by analyzing relevant laws
and practices, and employ tax experts with knowledge
and understanding of our business. In addition, we actively
utilize external advice to respond to complex and uncertain
tax issues.

(Unit: KRW billion)

699.7

2019

347.3

2020

1,151.0

2021

Key Items
of Tax Risk
Assessment

Thorough analysis of specific facts
Review of relevant domestic and foreign
laws and tax practices
Revenue and cost scenarios according to
possible different measures
Analysis of potential risks
Countermeasures in case of risk occurrence
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Quantitative Performance Index
Economic Performance

Environmental Performance

1)

Financial Status

Response to Climate Change

Category

2019

2020

2021

Unit

Assets

53.7

55.3

60.0

KRW trillion

9.2

8.5

8.9

KRW trillion

44.5

46.8

51.1

KRW trillion

Liabilities
Equity
1)

Consolidated basis

Category

Total

GHG emissions
Scope 1
from worksites1)
Scope 2
2)

GHG emissions intensity

2019

2020

2021

Unit

5,708

5,656

5,666

Kiloton CO2e

1,094

1,046

1,406

Kiloton CO2e

4,614

4,610

4,260

Kiloton CO2e

18.44

18.56

Total

Economic Value Distribution
Category

* Aligned with consolidated financial statements

Employees

Remuneration1)

Creditor

Interest expenses

Supplier

Procurement costs2)

Local
community

Social contributions3)
4)

Government Income taxes

Fuel/Energy activities
Waste generated during
operation

2019

2020

2021

Unit

3,123.1

3,542.7

4,091.2

KRW billion

74.3

22.4

42.4

KRW billion

26,289.9

24,707.3

23,016.3

KRW billion

51.4

26.5

30.1

KRW billion

Use of products sold

KRW billion

Disposal of products sold

699.7

347.3

1,151.0

Other GHG
emissions
(Scope 3)3)

	Sum of salaries, severance payments, and welfare benefits included in the cost of sales, R&D costs and SG&A costs; Figures for 2019-2020 revised
	Expenses of all products, equipment and services purchased by the company for business operations; Figures for 2019-2020 revised

Kiloton CO2e

485

Kiloton CO2e

45

Kiloton CO2e

4

Kiloton CO2e

36

Kiloton CO2e

1,273

Kiloton CO2e

2,200

Kiloton CO2e

138

Kiloton CO2e

4,226

Kiloton CO2e

	Domestic and overseas worksites (Domestic: Calculated in accordance with the emissions reporting and verification guidelines of the national GHG
emissions trading system / Overseas: Emissions confirmed through verification of overseas GHG emissions)

2)

	Total Scope 1 and 2 emissions at domestic and overseas worksites ÷ Sales in consolidated financial statements domestic sales

3)

Scope 3 calculation * Verification volume: 6.107 million tCO2e (72.6%)

	Sum of all CSR project expenses and donations (contributions, sponsorships, etc.)

	Sum of current income tax expenses and changes (deferred income taxes) that incur due to the effects of income taxes that directly apply to equity
but is not reflected in income tax expenses

Processing of products sold

8,407

1)

3)
4)

Employee commuting

Others

1)

2)

Business trips

tCO e /

2
17.95 KRW 100 million

- Fuel/Energy activities: Applied domestic emission factors to overseas fuel/energy use
- Waste generated during operation: Applied domestic emission factors to wastes from overseas worksites
- Processing of products sold: Applied the estimated emission factor at the processing stage based on the emission factor of Apple products
- Use of products sold: Applied emission factors of Apple products
- Disposal of products sold: Applied emission factors of Apple products
- Others: Purchased products/services, capital goods, upstream transportation/logistics, upstream rental assets, downstream transportation/
logistics, downstream rental assets, franchises, investments
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Worksite Chemicals Management (Korea)
Category

2019

2020

Unit

2021

Category

2019

2020

2021

Unit

26.5

23.3

19.2

Kiloton

3.8

3.7

3.2

Kiloton

0

0

0

No. of cases

Total
Energy
consumption at Electricity
worksites4)
Others

9,394

9,264

8,682

GWh

Chemicals consumption

8,975

8,865

8,295

GWh

Discharge of chemical substances

419

399

387

GWh

Discharge of major harmful substances

Energy consumption at worksites intensity5)

30.34

30.40

27.51

MWh/KRW 100
million

Total

-

253

398

GWh

Korea

-

-

10

GWh

Overseas

-

253

388

GWh

Percentage of the use of renewable energy

-

3

5

%

Use of
renewable
energy

4)
5)

* Scope of collection: Domestic / Calculation criteria: Information on chemical emissions surveys

Waste Management
Category

Total

Domestic and overseas worksites
Total energy consumption at domestic and overseas worksites ÷ Sales in consolidated financial statements

Water Resources Management
Category

Water
consumption1)

2019

2020

2021

Unit

Total

69,762

65,504

59,020

Kiloton

Industrial water2)

67,416

63,143

56,715

Kiloton

Municipal water
(tap water)

2,346

2,361

2,305

Kiloton

Underground water

-

-

-

2.3

2.1

Effluents discharge

58,657

56,201

49,150

Kiloton

Reused water4)

13,395

12,595

11,129

Kiloton

23

22

23

%

113,440

106,453

85,664

Kiloton

75,062

72,431

58,763

Kiloton

66

68

69

%

Intensity of withdrawals (Usage)3)

Water reuse rate5)
6)

Reused ultrapure wate

Supply

Recovery7)
8)

Recovery rate

Waste
generated1)

2021

Unit

253,867.26

206,563.43

Ton

General waste

111,634.55

121,731.75

90,729.17

Ton

Hazardous waste

142,234.63

132,135.51

115,834.26

Ton

Total

203,109.22

198,256.57

155,362.68

Ton

General waste

64,332.03

68,982.14

41,483.63

Ton

Hazardous waste

138,777.19

129,274.43

113,879.05

Ton

Total

50,759.96

55,610.69

51,200.75

Ton

47,302.52

52,749.61

49,245.54

Ton

3,457.44

2,861.08

1,955.21

Ton

Total

253,869.18

253,867.26

206,563.43

Ton

Recycled amount

218,541.95

220,284.66

178,264.14

Ton

Incinerated
(outside the
Company)

12,503.83

12,800.49

11,971.31

Ton

Neutralized
(outside the
Company)

22,379.39

19,844.29

15,944.16

Ton

Landfilled
(outside the
Company)

444.01

937.82

383.82

Ton

Hazardous waste

Kiloton

1.9 Ton/KRW million

	Domestic and overseas worksites / Integrated reporting without distinction among water-stressed areas; water withdrawal equals water
consumption since water is not stored separately
	Asan Worksites in Korea: Use of Daecheong Lake raw water and recycled sewage water
(purchase/use of recycled water from the Water Environment Center of Asan City)
3)
	Total domestic and overseas water consumption ÷ sales in consolidated financial statements
4)
	Consumption of reused effluents, and reuse of intermediate products in UPW manufacturing process
5)
	Consumption of reused water ÷ discharged effluents
6)
	Based on total used FAB UPW (New UPW + Reclaim)
7)
	Based on reused FAB UPW (Reclaim)
8)
	Recovered UPW ÷ supplied UPW

2020

253,869.18

Overseas General waste

Waste
treated1)

1)

2)

Korea

2019

Total

1)

Total

Based on the monitoring criteria of the countries where each worksite is located
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Pollutant Management
Category

Korea

2019

2020

2021

Unit

2019

2020

2021

Unit

Total

203,109.22

198,256.57

155,362.68

Ton

Total

464.64

424.19

330.81

Ton

Recycled amount

194,285.43

191,844.88

149,303.63

Ton

NOx

378.03

268.52

219.35

Ton

SOx

3.60

17.96

10.74

Ton

Dust

31.68

36.90

11.35

Ton

NH3

8.02

13.80

5.41

Ton

HF

1.28

1.26

3.31

Ton

42.03

85.75

80.65

Ton

0

0

0

Incinerated
(outside the
Company)
Neutralized
(outside the
Company)
Landfilled
(outside the
Company)

Waste
treated1)

Overseas

7,032.29

2,105.62

4,306.07

2,009.58

4,049.47

Ton

-

-

Ton

Total

50,759.96

55,610.69

51,200.75

Ton

Recycled amount

24,256.52

28,439.78

28,960.51

Ton

Incinerated
(outside the
Company)

10,712.33

10,694.87

9,961.73

Ton

15,347.10

15,538.22

11,894.69

Ton

Landfilled
(outside the
Company)

444.01

937.82

383.82

Ton

Generated waste intensity

Total

THC
Amount of ozone-depleting
substances (CFC-eq) consumed2)

Amount
of water
pollutants
discharged3)

Total

Total

675.05

627.15

504.40

Ton

COD

438.38

426.21

323.58

Ton

BOD

97.39

68.36

47.05

Ton

SS

25.37

20.86

18.40

Ton

F

110.47

109.05

113.67

Ton

3.44

2.67

1.70

Ton

Heavy metals4)

Neutralized
(outside the
Company)

Recycled
Korea
rate of waste
Overseas

Amount of
air pollutants
emitted1)

Ton

-

Total

1)

1,791.50

Category

86.1

86.8

86.3

%

95.7

96.8

96.1

%

47.8

51.1

56.6

%

0.66

Ton/KRW
100 million

0.82

Based on the monitoring criteria of the countries where each worksite is located

0.83

1)

	Emissions: Based on the data input to the SEMS (Stack Emission Management System) and an amount calculated according to
the “Special Act on the Improvement of Air Quality in Air Control Zones” / Aggregation of domestic and overseas data
Figures have been revised due to the implementation of the total air volume system in accordance with the abovementioned Act, leading to
the application of the same calculation method to both allocated and emitted volumes as well as the finalization of the SEMS emission source
investigation method.

2)

	R-134a based on the domestic refrigerant register (replenishments) / domestic

3)

	Figures for domestic worksites are revised in line with the data submitted to government offices / Aggregation of domestic and overseas data

4)

	Heavy metals: Copper, lead, and cadmium
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Social Performance
Labor & Human Rights
Category

Total
employees1)

2019

2020

2021

Unit

Total

66,101

72,876

65,749

No. of persons

Korea

23,297

22,318

21,930

No. of persons

Overseas

42,804

50,558

43,819

No. of persons

Southeast Asia & Japan

27,969

37,318

34,623

No. of persons

China

14,781

13,190

9,153

No. of persons

54

50

43

No. of persons

North America & Europe
Total

93

59

28

No. of persons

Male

86

55

25

No. of persons

7

4

3

No. of persons

Total

66,008

72,817

65,721

No. of persons

Male

33,389

36,287

34,810

No. of persons

Female

32,619

36,530

30,911

No. of persons

Under 30

35,053

38,198

29,025

30’s

24,183

26,776

40’s and over

6,865

Product development6)

Contract-based3)
Employees
by contract
type2)

Female
Regular

Employees
by age group2)

6)

Manufacturing
Employees
by job
functions2)

Quality assurance &
environment, health and
safety6)
Sales & marketing
Others

Employees
by job
positions2)
Voluntary
turnover rate5)
1)

Staff
Managers
4)

Employees
Defined benefits (DB)
enrolled in
pension plans7) Defined contribution (DC)

2019

2020

2021

Unit

581.9

566.8

628.0

KRW billion

22,569

22,153

21,334

No. of persons

948

1,076

1,400

No. of persons

Diversity and Inclusiveness
Category

2019

2020

2021

Unit

Korea

28.7

27.9

27.5

%

Southeast Asia & Japan

59.0

60.0

56.7

%

Percentage of
female employees China

64.0

59.0

57.0

%

24.0

26.0

23.3

%

No. of persons

Product development

26.2

25.8

24.8

%

27,886

No. of persons

Manufacturing

51.2

50.8

47.6

%

7,902

8,838

No. of persons

6,379

6,518

6,609

No. of persons

74.4

76.6

76.2

%

45,872

50,027

44,302

No. of persons

Sales & marketing

25.4

24.5

24.3

%

Others

28.6

31.4

21.8

%

57.3

58.1

55.6

%

10.8

11.7

12.0

%

0.8

3.9

4.4

%

Total

1,403

1,392

1,323

No. of persons

Male

884

880

774

No. of persons

7,747

9,639

9,096

Quality assurance &
Percentage of
female employees environment, health and
1)
safety
by job functions

No. of persons

1)

760

701

668

No. of persons

5,343

5,991

5,074

No. of persons

54,824

60,387

52,886

No. of persons

11,154

12,361

12,727

No. of persons

123

128

136

No. of persons

2.43

2.64

2.10

%

Overseas

32.10

17.50

21.70

%

	As of the end of the year, excluding employees on leave and interns
	Based on domestic and overseas employees
3)
	Classified according to the Act on the Protection, etc. of Fixed-term and Part-time Workers
4)
	Including VPs or above at domestic worksites
5)
	Ratio of employees who resigned during the FY against the average No. of employees, excluding those who transferred to Samsung's affiliated companies
6)
	The 2019 figure revised
7)
	Based on domestic employees; pension funds operated by external financial institutions to guarantee the rights of employees to receive regular and
predictable pension payouts
2)

Welfare and benefit expenditures at
domestic and overseas sites

North America & Europe

Korea

Executives

Category

Staff
Percentage of
female employees Managers1)
by job positions
Executives2)
Employees who
took maternity
leave
Employees who
took parental
leave

Female

519

512

549

No. of persons

Total

761

813

823

No. of persons

Male

147

204

220

No. of persons

614

609

603

No. of persons

Return-to-work rate after parental leave3)

98.5

99.4

99.7

%

Daycare center capacity

572

572

572

No. of persons

3

3

3

No. of centers

1.8

1.8

1.9

%

Female

No of daycare centers
Employment rate of people with disabilities
1)

	Based on all employees in Korea and overseas; The 2019-2020 figures revised
2)
	Including VPs or higher in Korea
3)
	The 2019-2020 figures revised
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Human Rights Training for Employees1)
Category

Participant

Training on a culture of
mutual respect

2019

2020

2021

Unit

22,932

21,853

21,602

No. of persons

1

1

1

Hours

22,942

21,903

21,407

No. of persons

1

1

1

Hours

Hour

Training to increase awareness Participant
for those with disabilities
Hour
1)

Occupational Injury Rate
Category

2019

2020

2021

Unit

LTIR

0.024

0.020

0.013

Injuries/200,000 hours worked

TRIR2)

0.096

0.037

0.021

Injuries/200,000 hours worked

1)

1)
2)

Lost Time Injury Rate (Number of lost time Injuries in the reporting period × 200,000 / Total hours worked in the reporting period)
	Total Recordable Incident Rate (Number of recordable cases in the reporting period × 200,000 / Total hours worked in the reporting period)

Based on domestic employees

Partner Collaboration
Employee Safety Training

Category

Category

Funding support

Regular health and safety
training1)
Statutory
compulsory
training

2019

2020

2021

Unit

22,000

21,349

20,223

No. of persons

2)

5,660

3,234

No. of persons

2,845

1,628

1,477

No. of persons

1,880

973

965

No. of persons

Special training

17,987

Manager & supervisor training
Training when job content
has changed

1)

	Average monthly trainees completed the course
2)
	Training on new business and addition of new training courses

Employee Competency Building
Category

Average training hours per employees1)
2)

Total training expenses

3)

1)

2020

2021

Unit

77

75

75

Hours

18.2

10.4

11.4

KRW billion

781

466

520

KRW 1.000

Employees who applied for
re-employment4)

457

519

557

No. of persons

Employees re-employed5)

384

415

446

No. of persons

Percentage of employees
re-employed6)

84.0

80.0

80.1

%

Training expenses per person
Employees
re-employed
through
the Career
Consulting
Center

2019

	( Total online education hours + offline training hours) ÷ total No. of employees in Korea
	Employees in Korea
3)
	Total training expenses ÷ Total number of employees in Korea
4)
	Those applying for outplacement services for the year
(Voluntarily resigned male managers of 45 years or above / to switch to advisors / resigning executives)
5)
	Those hired by other companies, hired as guest professors, dispatched to suppliers, or started their own business during the year through
direct/indirect assistance from the Career Consulting Center following their application for reemployment services
(including those who applied for such services 1-2 years ago)
6)
	(Reemployed employees ÷ reemployment applicants) X 100
2)

Payment Support
Fund

2019

2020

2021

Unit

179.0

226.3

237.1

KRW billion

Total support sum for
suppliers

23.7

22.3

13.8

KRW billion

First tier suppliers

22.5

21.1

12.7

KRW billion

1.2

1.2

1.1

KRW billion

155.3

204.0

223.2

KRW billion

110.6

130.8

141.4

KRW billion

44.7

73.2

81.8

KRW billion

Total

20

9

8

No. of
companies

Total support sum for
suppliers

0.7

1.4

1.4

KRW billion

First tier suppliers

14

19

17

No. of
companies

Second & third tier
suppliers

6

8

8

No. of
companies

Total support sum for
suppliers

8

11

9

No. of
companies

Second & third tier
suppliers

Total support sum for
Low-interest rate
suppliers
loans extended
First tier suppliers
under the Win-Win
Second & third tier
Fund
suppliers
First tier suppliers
supported for
their innovation
initiatives

Financial support
for smart factory
deployment
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Responsible Business
Category

2019

Employees who completed compliance
training1)
Employees who completed personal
information protection training2)
Employees who completed information
security training3)

2020

2021

Unit

23,107

23,323

21,876

No. of persons

1,335

908

901

No. of persons

21,596

21,340

22,394

No. of persons

41

80

34

No. of cases

Substantiated complaints concerning
breaches of customer privacy and losses of
customer data

0

0

0

No. of cases

Privacy infringement and regulation

0

0

0

No. of cases

Violation of environmental safety laws

0

0

0

No. of cases

Violation of social laws/regulations6)

0

0

0

No. of cases

4)

Reports of ethical violations

5)

1)

	Required training for all employees / Duplicates for 2019-2020 subtracted from the figures
	Personal information training
3)
	Duplicates for 2019-2020 subtracted from the figures
4)
	Based on the counting criteria on Samsung Display’s ethical management site (sdc-audit.com)
5)
	Violations subjected to at least a fine
6)
	Violations of social laws/regulations such as the “Labor Standards Act”

Category

869

687

Suppliers participated in supplier training

21,539

44,783

28,516

No. of persons

95

101

28

No. of
companies

2019

2020

2021

Unit

133,421

86,096

56,831

Hour

5.7

3.9

2.6

Hour
No. of locations

Third-party due diligence on EHS practices
of suppliers
1)

	All suppliers registered on the G-SRM excluding those who meet exclusion criteria
	Ratio of valid certifications (ISO 14000, ISO 14001, ISO 50001) during the assessment period
	Ratio of valid certifications (ISO 45001, ISO 45004, KOSHA-MS) during the assessment period
4)
	First-tier on-site suppliers
2)

3)

Social Contribution
Category

Total employee volunteer hours

Program
outcomes –
Book Woollim

Comprehensive
supplier
assessment

Suppliers who receive
assessments1)
Ratio of suppliers rated
excellent

Unit

308

264

246

No. of
companies

91

86

90

%

Ratio of suppliers who achieved
environmental management system2)

90

91

95

%

Ratio of suppliers who achieved safety &
health management system3)

53

51

59

%

Incentives provided to on-site suppliers

7.4

6.8

6.7

KRW billion

Suppliers eligible for incentives granted to
on-site suppliers4)

47

45

45

No. of
companies

181

104

128

13,393

10,400

13,000

No. of books

11

16

15

No. of locations

Reading Space
Book Concert

5

25

5,712

6,780

6 No. of occasions
6,181

No. of persons

1,501

1,271

1,844

No. of persons

-

93,862

259,339

No. of persons

Donations
(contributions, sponsorships, etc.)3)

48.5

23.7

25.1

KRW billion

Expenses spent for CSR activities

2.9

2.8

5.0

KRW billion

Reading Contest
2021

Unit

1,001

Excellent Book

2020

2021

Suppliers participated in supplier training

Supply Chain ESG Risk Management
2019

2020

No. of
companies

Volunteer hours per employee

2)

Category

2019

Program outcomes – Blue Elephant2)

1)

	Total employee volunteer hours divided by total No. of employees
	Launched in 2020; the 2020 figure revised
3)
	Based on consolidated financial statements: the 2019-2020 figures revised
2)
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Independent Assurance Statement

To: The Stakeholders of Samsung Display Co., Ltd.
Introduction and objectives of work
BSI Group Korea (hereinafter “the Assurer”) was asked to verify the Samsung Display Sustainability
Report 2022 (hereinafter “the Report”). This assurance statement applies only to the relevant information
contained in the scope of the assurance. Samsung Display is solely responsible for all information and
assertion contained in the report. The responsibility of the assurer is to provide independent assurance
statement with expert opinions to Samsung Display’s executives by applying the verification methodology
and to provide this information to all stakeholders of Samsung Display.
Assurance Standards and Levels
This assurance was based on the AA1000AS v3 (2020) Assurance Standard and confirmed that the report
was prepared in accordance with the Core Option of GRI Standards. The assurance level was based on
the Type 1 that confirmed compliance with the four principles of AA1000 AP (2018) in accordance with the
AA1000 AS and the Type 2 assurance that verified the quality and reliability of the information disclosed
in the report. Type 2 assurance was applied to the following disclosures among the GRI Topic-specific
Standards.
- 205-1 Operations assessed for risks related to corruption
- 205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures

Scope of Assurance
The scope of assurance applied to this report is as follows;
- Based on the period from January 1st to December 31st, 2021 included in the report
- Appropriateness and consistency of processes and systems for data collection, analysis and review
-	Major assertion included in the report such as sustainability management policies, strategies, objectives,
business and performance
- Information related to material issues determined as a result of materiality assessment
- The following items were not included in this assurance
• Financial information in the report
• Disclosures in the Index of international standards and initiatives excluding GRI
• Other related additional information such as the website presented in the report

Methodology
As part of its independent assurance, the assurer has used the methodology developed to collect relevant
evidence to comply with the verification criteria and to reduce errors in the reporting, and has performed
the following activities;

- 303-5 Water consumption

-	To determine verification priorities, review of materiality issue analysis process and verification of
the results

- 305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

- System review for sustainability strategy process and implementation

- 305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

-	Review the evidence to support the material issues through interviews with senior managers with
responsibility for them

- 303-3 Water withdrawal

- 305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions
- 305-4 GHG emissions intensity
- 305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), and other significant air emissions
- 306-3 Waste generated
- 306-5 Waste directed to disposal
- 403-9 Work-related injuries

- Verification of data generation, collection and reporting for each performance index

Assurance Opinion
On the basis of our methodology and the activities described above, it is our opinion that
-	the assurer could not find the material mistake or misstatement of the information and data contained in
the report of Samsung Display
- the report was prepared according to the core option of the GRI standards
The assurance opinion on the four principles presented by the AA1000 AP (2018) is as follows.
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AA1000 AP (2018)
Inclusivity: Stakeholder Engagement and Opinion Samsung Display defined customers, employees,
partners, local communities, NGOs, CSR associations, professional organizations, governments, and the
media as key stakeholder groups and operated communication channels for each group for stakeholder
engagement. They collected the expectations and various opinions of stakeholders and reflected the
derived material issues in their decision-making on sustainability management.
Materiality: Identification and reporting of material sustainability topics In order to derive economic,
social, and environmental key reporting issues, Samsung Display collected information from disclosure
indicators required by global reporting standards related to sustainability, industry advanced cases
and trends, policies and regulations, the status of internal and external press releases, and stakeholder
engagement communication channels. The Issue Pool is composed of the derived issues. A total of 31
reported issues and top 10 material issues were selected through a materiality assessment that analyzed
the social/environmental impact of the company on society and the financial impact of social issues on
the company. It has gone through a final review process by management.
Responsiveness: Responding to material sustainability topics and related impacts Samsung Display
has been operating the sustainability management secretariat to reflect and respond to stakeholder
expectations on issues derived through materiality assessment, and established response strategies/
targets/action plans for the material issues through collaboration with relevant departments. Through the
sustainability management council led by the CFO on a monthly basis, sustainability management issues,
response activities, and performance were reviewed.

Statement of independence and competence
The assurer is an independent professional institution that specializes in quality, health, safety, social
and environmental management with almost 120 years history in providing independent assurance
services. No member of the assurance team has a business relationship with Samsung Display Co., Ltd.
The assurer have conducted this verification independently, and there has been no conflict of interest.
All assurers who participated in the assurance have qualifications as AA1000AS assurer, have a lot of
assurance experience, and understand the BSI Group's assurance standard methodology.
Evaluation against GRI ‘In Accordance’ Criteria
The assurer confirmed that
- the report was prepared in accordance with the GRI standards core option
- based on the data provided by Samsung Display, there is no error in asserting that the contents of
the following universal standards and topic-specific standards disclosures comply with the applicable
requirements
[Universal Standards]
Organizational Profile 102-1~13/ Strategy 102-14~15/ Ethics and Integrity 102-16~17/
Governance 102-18, 102-21~23, 102-26/ Stakeholder Engagement 102-40~44/
Reporting practice 102-45~56/ Management Approach 103-1~3
[Topic-specific Standards]
- Economic: 201-1~3, 203-1~2, 205-1~2, 207-1

Impact: Impact of an organization’s activities and material sustainability topics on the organization
and stakeholders Samsung Display implemented a process to identify and evaluate the impact of
issues identified through the materiality assessment on the organization and stakeholders. In economic,
social and environmental aspects, they have set indicators and collected and disclosed qualitative and
quantitative results to understand the social value added and impact of business activities.

Key areas for ongoing development
To the extent that the results of the verification are not affected, the following comments were made.
-	When determining material issues, it is recommended to increase the proportion of external
stakeholders' participation so that issues with high social interest can be selected.

- Environmental: 302-1, 302-3~5, 303-1~5, 304-3, 305-1~7, 306-1~5, 307-1, 308-1~2
- 	Social: 401-1~3, 403-1~10, 404-1~3, 405-1~2, 406-1, 407-1, 408-1, 409-1, 412-1~2, 413-1, 415-1, 418-1,
419-1
28 June, 2022
S. H. Lim / BSI Group Korea, Managing Director
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Verification Opinion
Samsung Display Co., Ltd.
Scope

GHG Criteria & Protocols used for Verification

-	The Scope 1 and Scope 2 greenhouse gas emissions of Samsung Display’s domestic and overseas business
sites in 2021
-	In accordance with the WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol, an operational control approach was adopted to identify
the emission sources of the business sites, and to calculate the greenhouse gas emissions in scope 1 (direct
emission) and scope 2 (indirect emission).

The verification was carried out at the request of the Samsung Display Co., Ltd. using:
・ Guideline for Reporting and Certification of Emissions in the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Scheme
・ The GHG Protocol of the WRI/WBCSD
・ 	IPCC Guideline for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories
・ 	ISO14064 Part 1 & 3
・ BSI GHGEV Manual

Data Verified
The Scope 1 and Scope 2 greenhouse gas emissions of Samsung Display’s domestic and overseas business
sites in 2021 are as follows.

The standard confidentiality principle of BSI Group Korea is applied to the all verification activities.

Verification Opinion
[Unit: ton CO2-e/yr]
Country

Scope1

Scope2

Total

Asan 1

358,949

1,389,127

1,748,076

Asan 2

1,024,163

1,736,749

2,760,911

Cheonan Plant

4,613

101,205

105,818

Giheung Plant

4,960

77,259

82,219

Tianjin Corporation (SDT)

4,855

100,919

105,774

Dongguan Corporation (SDD)

4,760

108,611

113,371

Vietnam

SDV

3,949

722,620

726,569

India

SDN

111

23,185

23,296

1,406,360

4,259,675

5,666,034

Korea

China

Plant

Total

※ The total emissions can differ to a cut-off decimal point

BSI Group Korea’s verification opinions on the result of carrying out verification in accordance with the GHG
criteria and protocols mentioned above are as follows.
・ 	This verification of the sites in Korea were conducted to provide a reasonable level of assurance in
accordance with the 'Guideline for Reporting and Certification of Emissions in the Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Trading Scheme' and overseas operations have been verified under the limited assurance level.
・ 	Data quality was considered acceptable in meeting the key international principles for greenhouse gas
emissions verification.
・ 	No material misstatement during the verification process for emissions was found, it was confirmed that
relevant activity data and evidences were properly managed. Therefore, the BSI Group Korea Verification
Team provides a verification opinion that is “appropriate”.

For and on behalf of BSI:

Managing Director Korea, SeongHwan Lim
Issue: 27/06/2022

Printed copies can be validated at ClientDirectory or telephone +82 2 777 4123. .
BSI Group Korea Limited, 8th Floor Taehwa Building, Insadong 5gil 29, Jongno-gu, Seoul, 03162, Korea
BSI Group Korea Limited is a subsidiary of British Standards Institution.
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Verification Opinion
Samsung Display Co., Ltd.
Verification Objective

Verification Criteria and Protocol

Samsung Display Co., Ltd. Scope 3 GHG emissions at domestic and overseas business sites in 2021

The verification was performed at the request of Samsung Display using the following verification standards.
・ WBCSD/WRI Technical Guidance for Calculating Scope 3 Emissions

Verification Scope

・ 2006 IPCC Guidelines

The organizational boundaries of this verification are as follows.
-	Purchased goods and service, Capital goods: Samsung Display’s domestic business sites
- 	Fuel and energy related activities (not included in scope 1 or scope 2), Waste generated in operations,
Processing of sold products, Use of sold products, End-of-life treatment of sold products: Samsung Display’s
domestic and overseas business sites

・ 	BSI Greenhouse Gas Emission Verification Manual

Verification Opinion:
As a result of the verification in accordance with the standards listed above, it is the opinion of BSI that:
・ 	In conducting this verification, verification of the authenticity of the data provided by Samsung Display has not

Verification level
Limited Level of Assurance

been carried out.
・ 	This verification may be affected by limited factors such as the limitation of provided data and sampling. Due to

Data Verified
Samsung Display Co., Ltd. Scope 3 GHG emissions at domestic and overseas business sites in 2021 are as follows.
[Unit: ton CO2-e/yr]
Category

Description

Purchased goods
and service

Calculated by applying the unit emission factor based on the emissions provided
by domestic raw material suppliers and subcontractors

872,859

Capital Goods

Calculated by applying the unit emission factor based on the emissions provided
by domestic equipment suppliers

1,092,947

Fuel and Energy
Related Activities

Fuel and energy-related activities not included in Scope 1 or Scope 2
at domestic and overseas business sites

Waste generated
in operations

Emissions by type and treatment method of waste generated at domestic and
overseas business sites

Processing of sold
products

Calculated by applying the average of LCA carbon emissions in the processing
of representative models by product family of Apple, the representative
customer, to the weight ratio by product type sold

1,272,867

Use of sold
products

Calculated by applying the average of LCA carbon emissions in the use of
representative models by product family of Apple, the representative customer,
to the weight ratio by product type sold

2,200,455

End-of-life
treatment of sold
products

Calculated by applying the average of LCA carbon emissions in the end-of-life
treatment of representative models by product family of Apple,
the representative customer, to the weight ratio by product type sold

138,415

Total emissions

・ 	Environmental Product Declaration Assessment Emission Factor - Korea Environmental Industry &
Technology Institute, 2021

2021 Emissions

the limitation of this verification, there is an unavoidable risk that material errors may not be found and exist.
・ 	No material misstatement in the GHG emission calculations was detected, related records were maintained
appropriately.
・ 	The data quality was considered corresponding to the international key principles for GHG emissions
verification.

484,750
For and on behalf of BSI:

44,797

Managing Director Korea, SeongHwan Lim
Issue: 29/06/2022

6,107,090

* 	Scope 3 detailed emission calculation scopes and emission factors including assumptions and restrictions for each category is
described in the verification report.

Printed copies can be validated at ClientDirectory or telephone +82 2 777 4123. .
BSI Group Korea Limited, 8th Floor Taehwa Building, Insadong 5gil 29, Jongno-gu, Seoul, 03162, Korea
BSI Group Korea Limited is a subsidiary of British Standards Institution.
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GRI Standards Index
General Disclosures
Topic

GRI Standards

Report

Reporting Page

Comments

GRI 102 General Disclosures

Organizational Profile

Strategy
Ethics and Integrity

Governance

Stakeholder
Engagement

102-1

Name of the organization

●

16

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

●

23-24

102-3

Location of headquarters

●

16

102-4

Location of operations

●

16

102-5

Ownership and legal form

●

-

102-6

Markets served

●

16

102-7

Scale of the organization

●

16

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

●

101

102-9

Supply chain

●

16, 98

102-10

Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain

●

-

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

●

86

102-12

External initiatives

●

69, 114, 115

102-13

Membership of associations

●

69, 115

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

●

15

102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

●

27, 36, 86

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

●

17, 19, 92

102-17

Mechanisms for advice and concerned about ethics

●

92, 95

102-18

Governance structure

●

84-85

102-21

Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental, and social topics

●

28-29

102-22

Composition of the highest governance body and its committees

●

84-85

102-23

Chair of the highest governance body

●

84

102-26

Role of highest governance body in setting purpose, values, and strategy

●

85

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

●

28-29

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

●

-

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

●

28-29

P.12 of Audited Financial
Statements (AFS)

P.13 of AFS
Joining of RBA and
supporting UN SDGs

Difficult to identify the accurate
number of members due to the
undisclosed labor union list
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Topic

GRI Standards

Stakeholder
Engagement

102-43

Reporting Practice

Report

Reporting Page

Approach to stakeholder engagement

●

28-29

Comments

102-44

Key topics and concerned raised

●

27-29

102-45

Actors included in the consolidated financial statements

●

-

102-46

Defining report content and topic Boundaries

●

25-26

102-47

List of material topics

●

25-26

102-48

Restatements of information

●

98-103

Revised content reflected

102-49

Changes in reporting

●

25

-

102-50

Reporting period

●

13

102-51

Date of most recent report

●

13

102-52

Reporting cycle

●

13

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

●

13

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

●

13

102-55

GRI index

●

108

102-56

External assurance

●

104

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

●

27

103-2

The management approach and its components

●

27

201

Management approach disclosures

●

16

201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

●

98

201-2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate change

●

35-36

201-3

Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans

●

-

AFS

GRI 103 Management Approach
Management Approach
GRI 200 Economic Disclosures

Economic Performance

203

Management approach disclosures

●

20-21

203-1

Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services supported

●

20-21, 79-82, 103

203-2

Significant indirect economic impacts including their significance and extent

●

20-21, 79-82

204

Management approach disclosures

●

62

205

Management approach disclosures

●

92-95

Anti-corruption

205-1

Number and ratio of operations assessed for risks related to corruption, and significant risks identified

●

92-95, 102

205-2

Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures

●

92-95

Anti-competitive Behavior

206

Management approach disclosures

●

95

Indirect Economic Impacts

Procurement Practices

P.31 of AFS

110

Topic

Tax

GRI Standards

Report

Reporting Page

207

Management approach disclosures

●

96

207-1

Approach to tax

●

96

301

Management approach disclosures

●

51

302

Management approach disclosures

●

38

302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

●

99

302-3

Energy intensity

●

99

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

●

39-40, 99

302-5

Reduction in energy requirements of products and services

●

50

303

Management approach disclosures

●

46

303-1

Interactions with water as a shared resource

●

46

303-2

Management of water discharge-related impacts

●

46

303-3

Water withdrawal

●

99

303-4

Water discharge

●

99

303-5

Water consumption

●

99

304

Water consumption

●

48

304-3

Habitats protected or restored

●

48

305

Management approach disclosures

●

37

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 1)

●

98

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 2)

●

98

305-3

Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

●

98

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

●

98

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

●

37

305-6

Reduction of GHG emissions

●

100

305-7

Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), and other significant air emissions

●

100

306

Management approach disclosures

●

41

306-1

Waste generation and significant waste-related impacts

●

41

306-2

Management of significant waste-related impacts

●

41-42

306-3

Waste generated

●

100

GRI 300 Environmental Disclosures
Materials

Energy

Water and Effluents

Biodiversity

Emissions

Waste

Comments

111

Topic

Waste

Environmental Compliance

Supplier Environmental
Assessment

GRI Standards

Report

Reporting Page

306-4

Waste diverted from disposal

●

100

306-5

Waste directed to disposal

●

100

307

Management approach disclosures

●

93
102

307-1

Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations

●

308

Management approach disclosures

●

62

308-1

New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria

●

63, 103

308-2

Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and actions taken

●

63

401

Management approach disclosures

●

75, 77

401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

●

101

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees

●

75, 77-78

401-3

Parental leave

●

75, 101

402

Management approach disclosures

●

70

403

Management approach disclosures

●

56

403-1

Occupational health and safety management system

●

56

403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation

●

57-58
57-58, 61

Comments

GRI 400 Social Disclosures

Employment

Labor Management Relations

Occupational Health
and Safety

Training and Education

403-3

Occupational health services

●

403-4

Worker participation and communication on occupational health and safety

●

61

403-5

Worker training on occupational health and safety issues

●

60, 67

403-6

Promotion of worker health

●

61

403-7

Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and safety impacts directly linked by business relationships

●

57-58

403-8

Workers covered by an occupational health and safety management system

●

55, 57-58

403-9

Work-related injuries

●

61, 102

403-10

Work-related ill health

●

61

404

Management approach disclosures

●

72

404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee

●

101-102

404-2

Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs

●

72-74

404-3

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews

●

72

Conducted performance evaluation
to all employees (100%)
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Topic

Diversity and Equal Opportunity

Non-Discrimination
Freedom of Association and
Collective Bargaining

Child Labor

Forced or Compulsory Labor

Human Rights Assessment

Local Communities

Supplier Social Assessment

Public Policy

Marketing and Labeling
Customer Privacy

Socioeconomic Compliance

GRI Standards

Report

Reporting Page

405

Management approach disclosures

●

75

405-1

Composition of governance bodies and employees by category

●

75, 101

405-2

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

●

-

406

Management approach disclosures

●

69

406-1

Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken

●

69

407

Management approach disclosures

●

70

407-1

Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining may be at risk and
measures taken to support rights to exercise freedom of association and collective bargaining

●

70

408

Management approach disclosures

●

69

408-1

Operations and suppliers considered to have significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to
contribute to the effective abolition of child labor

●

69

409

Management approach disclosures

●

69

409-1

Operations and suppliers considered to have significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and
measures taken to contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor

●

69

412

Management approach disclosures

●

69

412-1

Number and ratio of operations that have been subject to human rights reviews or impact assessments

●

69

412-2

Employee training on human rights policies and procedures

●

69, 101

413

Management approach disclosures

●

69

413-1

Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs

●

69

414

Management approach disclosures

●

62

414-1

New suppliers that were screened using social criteria

●

63, 103

414-2

Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions taken

●

63

415

Management approach disclosures

●

-

415-1

Political contributions

●

-

417

Management approach disclosures

●

54

418

Management approach disclosures

●

90

418-1

Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data

●

102

419

Management approach disclosures

●

92

419-1

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and economic area

●

102

Comments

No gender pay gap

Non applicable

Non applicable

The company code of conduct
prohibits the use of company funds
for political purposes.
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TCFD Index
TCFD Recommendation

Page/Reference

Governance

a)	Describe the board's oversight of climate-related risks and opportunities
b)	Describe management's role in assessing and managing climate-related risks and opportunities

35-36

Strategy

a)	Describe the climate-related risks and opportunities the organization has identified over the short, medium, and long term
b)	Describe the impact of climate-related risks and opportunities on the organization’s businesses, strategy, and financial planning
c)	Describe the resilience of the organization’s strategy, taking into consideration different climate-related scenarios, including a 2°C or lower scenario

35-37

Risk Management

a)	Describe the organization’s processes for identifying and assessing climate-related risks
b)	Describe the organization’s processes for managing climate-related risks
c)	Describe how processes for identifying, assessing, and managing climate-related risks are integrated into the organization’s overall risk management

35-37, 86

Metrics and Targets

a)	Disclose the metrics used by the organization to assess climate related risks and opportunities in line with its strategy and risk management process
b)	Disclose Scope 1, Scope 2, and, if appropriate, Scope 3 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and the related risks
c)	Describe the targets used by the organization to manage climate-related risks and opportunities and performance against targets

35-37, 98
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UN SDGs
Samsung Display fully endorses the UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) and engages in varying activities to join in the efforts to attain these goals.
UN SDGs

Samsung Display’s Activity

3.9

By 2030, substantially reduce the number of deaths and
illnesses from hazardous chemicals and air, water and
soil pollution and contamination

4.5

By 2030, eliminate gender disparities in education
and ensure equal access to all levels of education and
vocational training for the vulnerable, including persons
with disabilities, indigenous peoples and children in
vulnerable situations

・	Improve the reading environment
in Chungcheong through
the Book Woollim program

5.5

Ensure women’s full and effective participation of women
and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of
decision-making in political, economic and public life

・	Endeavor to nurture female
leaders to increase female
influence

6.3

By 2030, improve water quality by reducing pollution,
eliminating dumping and minimizing release of hazardous
chemicals and materials, halving the proportion of
untreated wastewater and substantially increasing
recycling and safe reuse globally

・	Systematically launch 3R
(Reduce, Reuse, Recycle)
activities to reduce, reduce
and recycle water

6.6

By 2020, protect and restore water-related ecosystems,
including mountains, forests, wetlands, rivers, aquifers
and lakes

・	Build man-made floating islands
to protect biodiversity

7.2

By 2030, substantially increase the share of renewable
energy in the global energy mix

・	Gradually further the transition to
renewable energy in Korea and
abroad

7.3

By 2030, double the global rate of improvement in energy
efficiency

・	Reduce energy consumption
while improving energy efficiency
through equipment/process
improvement

8.2

Achieve higher levels of economic productivity through
diversification, technological upgrading and innovation,
including through a focus on high-value added and
labour-intensive sectors

・	Establish market dominance
through technology innovation
and exceptional product quality

8.3

Promote development-oriented policies that support
productive activities, decent job creation, entrepreneurship,
creativity and innovation, and encourage the formalization
and growth of micro-, small- and medium-sized
enterprises, including through access to financial services

・	Operate diverse shared growth
programs for mutual cooperation

UN SDGs

Samsung Display’s Activity

・	Operate the five ESH policies
9.4

By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries
to make them sustainable, with increased resourceuse efficiency and greater adoption of clean and
environmentally sound technologies and industrial
processes, with all countries taking action in
accordance with their respective capabilities

・	Implement life-cycle quality
management to manufacture
sustainable products

By 2030, empower and promote the social, economic and

・	Disseminate an internal culture/
policy to value diversity and
inclusiveness

10.2 political inclusion of all, irrespective of age, sex, disability,

race, ethnicity, origin, religion or economic or other status
By 2020, achieve the environmentally sound management
of chemicals and all wastes throughout their life cycle, in
accordance with agreed international frameworks, and
12.4
significantly reduce their release to air, water and soil in
order to minimize their adverse impacts on human health
and the environment
12.5

By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through
prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse

Encourage companies, especially large and transnational
12.6 companies, to adopt sustainable practices and to integrate
sustainability information into their reporting cycle

・	Strengthen efforts to respond to
climate change across
the display industry

・	Establish a task force team to
reduce harmful substances, and
develop materials that remove or
reduce harmful substances
・	Endeavor to reduce waste landfill
to zero through industrial and
domestic waste management
・	Implement the Sustainable
Value Strategy 2025
・	Introduce relevant activities
through the publication of
the sustainability report

Improve education, awareness-raising and human and
13.3 institutional capacity on climate change mitigation,
adaptation, impact reduction and early warning

・	Advance our green management
governance and implementation
strategy to achieve carbon
neutrality

16.5 Substantially reduce corruption and bribery in all their forms

・	Establish the code of conduct
and operate the compliance
program
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Awards and Memberships
Awards
Awards

Memberships
Host

May

Received the Minister's Commendation at the 2019
Korea Electrical Safety Awards

Korea Electric Safety
Corporation / Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Energy

Jun.

Named the Most Excellent in the Win-Win Index in
2018 for 2 consecutive years

Korea Commission for
Corporate Partnership

Received the Silver Tower Order of
Industrial Service Merit on the 10th Display Day

Korea Display Industry
Association / Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Energy

Nov. Won the Minister’s Award at the CSR Film Festival

Ministry of
Health and Welfare

Awarded the Prime Minister's Commendation on
Dec.
the 56th Trade Day

Korea International Trade
Association / Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Energy

Dec.

Selected as the best company in the 2018 fair trade
agreement implementation evaluation

Korea Fair Trade
Commission

2020
Jan.

Received the Excellent Quality Supplier Award

Won the ‘Display of the Year’ Award at
May
the SID 2020 for 'foldable display'
VOLED Choir won the Grand Prize at the South
Aug. Chungcheong Choir Competition for People with
Disabilities
Sep.

Oct.

Dec.

Rated most excellent in the Win-Win Index in 2019
for 3 consecutive years
Won the Prime Minister’s Citation
on the 11th Display Day
Won the Association Chair Award
on the 11th Display Day
Won the 2020 distinguished service award in Water
Management from the Governor

VOLED Choir Won the Presidential Award
Dec. at the Nationwide Choir Competition for
People with Disabilities

Host

2021

2019

Oct.

Awards

Vivo, China
SID
(Society for
Information Display)
South Chungcheong
Province
Korea Commission for
Corporate Partnership
Korea Display Industry
Association / Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Energy
South Chungcheong
Province
International Association
of Culture Exchange for
Disabled

Jan.

Supplier Quality Excellence Award/Development
Award

Received the Carl Ferdinand Brown Award for the
Apr. contribution to mass-producing
LTPS-based high-resolution OLEDs
Jul.

Supplier Quality Excellence Award

Sep.

Rated most excellent in the Win-Win Index in 2020 for 4
consecutive years
Won the Prime Minister’s Citation on
the 12th Display Day

Oct. Won the Association Chair Award and
the Special Achievement Award on
the 12th Display Day

Korea Display Industry Association
vivo, China
SID
(Society for
Information Display)
oppo, China
Korea Commission for
Corporate Partnership
Korea Display Industry
Association / Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Energy

Korea Gas Safety
Corporation

Selected as the best company in the 2020 fair trade
agreement implementation evaluation

Korea Fair Trade
Commission

Dec. Supplier Quality Excellence Award

Supplier Quality Excellence Award

Feb. Supplier Quality Excellence Award
May

Won ‘Display of the Year Award’ at
SID 2022 for 'Eco2 OLED'

Korea Fair Competition Federation
Korea Industrial Technology Association
8K Association
Chungnam Bukbu Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
Business Association of Chungnam Techno Park
Display Center

CDP Supply Chain
Maeil Business Newspaper SEL CLUB
Chungcheong Regional Green Company Council

vivo, China

Daejeon/Chungnam Branch Offices of
Environmental Preservation Association

Xiaomi, China

Chungcheong Regional Chemical Safety
Community Council

2022
Jan.

Korea International Trade Association

Responsible Business Alliance

Won a distinguished service award from
the president of Korea Gas Safety Corporation for a
Dec.
person of merit at
the 2021 Gas Safety Awards
Dec.

Associations

oppo, China
SID
(Society for
Information Display)

Korea Enterprises Federation
Korea Chemicals Management Association
Korea Center for Sustainable Development
Korea Industrial Safety Association

